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The aim of the current project is to develop, validate and implement a trim routine for 
a numerical rotor model, developed for the use in simulations of a helicopter exterior 
flow-field. 
In this investigation a ROBIN fuselage geometry was utilised. Simulations of the 
fuselage without the rotor were carried out initially so that investigations into the com-
putational grids and turbulence models could be done. The computational simulations 
were performed in the commercially available CFD solver, FLUENT® 
Computational grids were created for the near wall modelling approach and wall 
function approach. Some of the more applicable turbulence models available in the 
solver were compared. For the wall function approach grids the k - f, and its variants, 
the RNG and realizable models were found to be suitable choices. For the near wall 
modelling approach grids used, the SST models performed the best. 
The rotor model used during this investigation utilised a combination of blade ele-
ment and actuator disk theory. Forces exerted by the rotor are calculated with the use 
of blade characteristics and flow properties. These forces were applied to the domain 
as momentum sources terms. The rotor model was incorporated with the CFD solver, 
through the use of a User Defined Function (UDF). 
The method used to trim the rotor was the Newton-Raphson Iterative method. 
This trim routine was incorporated in the UDF used for the rotor model. Tests were 
conducted, on a 'rotor-alone' model, as well as the rotor and fuselage model. The trim 
routine was found to be rigorous and managed to trim the rotor in each of the tests 
conducted. Good agreement between experimental and numerical collective pitch angle 
and cyclic pitch coefficients were found. Also the effect of the fuselage on the trim 












Al Lateral cyclic pitch coefficient 
A Area (m 2 ) 
BI Longitudinal cyclic pitch coefficient 
Cd Coefficient of drag 
c Chord (m) 
C1 Coefficient of lift 
CMx Coefficient of rolling moment 
CMy Coefficient of pitching moment 
Cp Coefficient of pressure 
CT Coefficient of thrust 
d Diameter (m) 
D Drag (N) 
L Lift (N) 
Mx Coefficient of rolling moment (N. m ) 
My Coefficient of pitching moment (N. m) 
N N umber of blades 
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Q Torque (Nm) 
r Blade element radial position, or radial unit vector (m) 
Re Reynolds Number 
R Rotor radius (m) 
e Blade pitch (0) 
T Thrust (N) 
eo Collective pitch angle (0) 
t Time (s) 
t Rd,sk Rotor disk thickness (m) 
v Velocity (m.s- 1 ) 
V Forward speed of the helicopter (m.s- 1) 
Greek Symbols 
a Angle of attack (0) 
(3 Angle between the relative velocity vector and the rotor blade plane of rotation 
1/J Azimuthal angle (0) 
6r Blade element radial thickness 
/-L Advance ratio 
D Rotor rotation vector (rad.s- 1 ) 
p Density (kg.m- 3 ) 
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Mx Rolling moment 






2D Two dimensional 
3D Two dimensional 
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 
RANS Reynolds Averaged N avier-Stokes equations 
RNG Renormalization Group 
RSM Reynolds Stress Model 
UDF User Defined Function 
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An infinitely thin disk, which OCCUpIes the 
same area as the rotor and generates a Ulll-
form induced velocity. 
The velocity of the helicopter with respect to 
its rotor speed. 
The horizontal angle between two lines or 
planes that intersect. The angle is usually take 
from a reference point. 
A phenomenon that occurs on a rotor, when 
the blades rise, during take off and flight, 
above the straight positions into a coned po-
sition. 
Numerical diffusion A non real aspect which has the reputation of 
affecting the accuracy of solutions in a CFD 
model. 
Parallelisation The process of making a serial UD F into one 












Pitch angle Defines the angle of attack of the entire blade 
with respect to the disk plane. 
Pitching Moment A moment that tends to pitch a flying body 







Flow in which the velocity of the flow is the 
gradient of a scalar function, known as the 
velocity potential. 
A moment that tends to rotate a flying body 
about its longitudinal axis. 
The ratio of rotor blade area to area swept by 
the rotor blades. 
A mechanism that turns non-rotating control 
movements into rotating control movements. 
A secondary, strong flow phenomenon that oc-
curs around the tip of the blade. 
A routine that is used to calculate the correct 
pitch angle and coefficients to achieve a thrust 
coefficient and eliminate moments around the 
hub. 
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1.1 B ackground to i llve~t igation 
The ftrst. scmi-pl'i.u't.ica! idea of a tlltl!L<1JL-Gurrilig hc]icopt.pr w,~~ collcp;wd by I.ROIMrdo 
cia V ill (Oi aroulld 1 -1 00. Howewr, i t. wa:; nol. unt,il t.h" invHut.ion of th!' powered aircrafts in 
the 20th ~entury that helicopt.eTS, also known a.s rotary-willI!: ain,mfls, were dt'vdo)lcd. 
ThroughOl,L t.he yC<U'~ t.he In~i~ c,f the hclimpt.N mJLfi";LJmj.;Oll tn~ "c'l cI"'"!l.ed mUch, 
aJLd rIM'''!, heliCCl't.ers j.hat exi~t today are ba.",d on the fir~l ~inglp-rotor hpliwpter that 
Wi\.' m&ie by Igor Sikorsky in 1939 i]t.: 
III "",,,parise,,, t() ,"HI,,~mti"JLal fix(,I-w;IIg aircraft., hc]imptt'rs found t.o I,.~ llLltch ",on, 
complex_ morp !'''P''''S;VH 1,0 buy "!Ld opera/,e, a.lld an' morp limit,pd ill ~IW!-\(L rallg!', and 
payload. The complexity is atuibmed 10 the uniqll€ aerodynamic features t.hat a rotary 
Will)', exhibit." a",l to Uw ,mmr C",[]pOl,elLt.~ t.I"'t ,m, kc ltp a hc!i('opt.er. Alt.holtgh this 
is the case. they do have a gTeat ilijvantage in that thpy are highly manoouvrable_ SlllCp 
hdimpt.ers can hovel' in plact'. reverse, and above all t.ake off and land wrtically. 
It i~ beGan~e of thb advantage that much time and monpy ha., bepn put into rp",'a.n:h 
of rota!y win)', airnafl". In prcvim," .-c,u's Ihc ill\'cst.ir':ations of the flow-fields that 
,,,,i~1. around hPiiwpl.prs ,,"prO' co"duGj,,,d t.hrOltgh t.hc LJ,,",, of wilLd tOl,,,ci expcri,uelLls. 
IIoweYcr, t.his method has prown to be very expen~ive. Thu~. over the 1&,1. few d~'{'ade~ 
va.rioLJ~ tcdllliqlte~ ha\'c been Slt)',i!,cst.cd for thc modellin~ of rotary-v,in~ flow fields. 
Early atlpmpts to model heli('opt.cr n)tor d",r;'cter;~lk~ ,,~,rc ba,.,ed em one dimen-
sional l!LOJtlellj'UJtl t.h(m-y d(">'dopt, i [01' aNoplane pl'Opellers. The rotor is Gon~idpred 
to 1:><> an infilLitely j.hill disk; which o"('Olpies t.he same an~a as the rotor. ),;enerating a 
uniform induced >'Plocit.y at j.he rotor di~k. The disk is commonly known a~ an actuator 










I. lnl1'!)duc \~ ltl __________ ,c., ".,--,e"~"""Cround to inw,tigation 
figure 1.1: Igor Sikorsky at thE- contmb of tlJ(' \/S-;;oO whicb is bO~Tri"g during a publi~ 
demonstration ftight[l G: 
thum. and lorqll(" imd wa~ lalc[ imprm'"d hy tlcc()unting for fC".ation ill lhe witk" It. 
is delki"llt ill two ,'el'r imJ)oriHllt a.-;pocts, F irstly. momClllllm l!wol'Y Msum"~ \lIli form 
flow in the rotor wake, with no fatility for defining ivimlllh,,1 \'arl l'tioll.,' and it mal",s 
no pmYisifJn [f)]' infO! malioll aboLl1 lhe cb"rill'l,"ri~tics of t.he rotor blades. Fc~' tll('S" rell.-
Wn~, olW dim"n~ion"l mOJLH'llt,\l[JL t ll('Ol'i", are \lot suitable for rmy b Ul tll(' mo"t basic 
of .,imuiat,iolls 
\\'ake meth cKl.-; sHch as the classic \!ortex thcorie~ . nnd vmiiltlollS H",reof wel'e inl-rc~ 
dULed in enTly att('mpts to model \nlkc~ illdllC('d by" mt" ,.y wiug. This method is b.1..0.0d 
OIl tlw ils~umJ)tion of potr'ntiHI now. wi t b t.be rot or blade be ing repw,;eul,-.d by a syslem 
of br~l\ld ilIld tl'aiiillg vortices , H"'.l tbe wake by a rigid non-contmtlin.,; heliml YOlte" 
sh"et. Tbe miljor shortbl1 of wa~e methods in gcneral. b lh~ aS~ l1Illpt.ioll of' pOlPIlt iill 
ilow, [)': ,spit,(, t.JWSl' lim it~t. ions, '\\1<k" method.-; wmain \'al\l~ble tcH)b for rolor modelling, 
bl'gdr to tl",ir a hility to predid JLmjor il(ffi· character istiu in a ('I}S( ('illd"nl m,\llIWI'. 
.\lor" 1'('<;'Cnth', gr('[tt inl('[e~l h"s \)(,en raised ill til(' illve.,tigat ion, a nd ftuid flow 
IllcKlell ing nbility of thrc COIlll-'utnlionru Fl llid Dvnm[jic~ (CFD) p,,,'bge.-; for helicopter 
IWl'odynillllks. CFD i~ " compnt"r ('(xi" I.llilt, iIf,es t lw 1l11l1",,.icai algorithms, as ditlnl<'d 
by the :,\",.ic[-Stokc~ ('qllntioll~ , 10 anilly"' , t he iluid il(ffi· c()])<iitions during cOllll-'ulc[ 
~illllllnt ioll~. Thrc CFD I)n)(;('s~ i~ ha~i""Jk miuk UJ) of t iLl'€!' st~ges . Theoe are th(' pIC--
PU;'P 11 Centre for Hl"eilr~b in ComputMjonal " li d Applip(j ~b:h".nic~ 











proe"Rsol, sojv"r aJLd pObt pro<:pssor stage,;, ,md lhe bll.,iR of th iR ledlll iqll(' i~ 1he W;O:' 
of wIlle form of discretis.!tion scheme to p.oonnil. nlllIwrieal "ojLllioTl of cprtaiTl govprning 
"'Juations over the dom,lin of inl"n'SI .. It deseril'''b'' relalivply n\'w diS('ipline in fluid 
dy namies, ml!{j,. ])oR~i hie hy I.ll(' imTHa5ing p0\wr and awLilability of com putini>\ n,ii(Hll'("R. 
llowever, at I.h i ~ lilll(', tlw use of the full. unsteady Kavi"l'-Stokes (~I""I.ioTlb for fluid 
flow around the indiv idual rotor bladeR iR h"YOlH.l 1.)1" nlpflcil.y of computing resources 
available to most CFD llii(,IS. 
Variou~ approaches have heen clemonstmte'] aR Ill('''Tlb of modplliJLg l il .. eflects of 
a rotary-will)';, withom ll('('('Sl'arik Illoddlilli>\ Ihp i",lividual blades themsoolves. \Vhile 
several "ppro'l<.')"'b exist for n'prp,"Rnting time-aver1l::,;ed rotor dr(~·'l.s, 1. )1<' fllTJ(ia.lIlHlItab 
flre COIIllIlOTl ly ba.wQ on the cakubtion of ,W]()dynaIllic jo"d~ dirpcl.ly from two dimen-
sional (2D) blut],,-ooknwnt tl",ory T)I<' IllO~1. romnoon methods used for lll'fJH1l1l. ing for 
thoo rotor's inilLl"n«' 011 I.he ft()W-sl.rHam arp the appliciltion of dtl"'l int<'l'lml hOLlIl(iflry 
eondil. ilHl~, or 1Il0TlWTltUIlI oourcoo toorms. iu tll(' forlIl of "n flel.ll"l.or d i~k_ 
g,,"ooral authors iluv(' used inl.('ln,d hOllTldarv cO JLdi tions to represent a rotor in ,I time 
avem),;('d lIHIIITleL COlllIllOTljy ill l ilp form of a disk-like preSl'ure h()Lllldary. collp l'lCl with 
fllL ilLduccxl swir l wj()('ity. This approach WaS us<0(1 hy Fdjek alLd Roherl..~ '_5] to ~imulate 
t Il<.' wing/rotor inter,lction for fl I.ill. roV,r ilL hovpr , ubing tlw thin-layer Na\'ier-StokeR 
e<W,ltionR to deR{,ri l", t]", tlow-li\' ld_ III thp region ofthe rotor, the ('omputat ional dOlll" ilL 
WflS exduded [1'01Il I.hp implicit solution. with flow pl'O])erti('s heiTlg updal.pd \'xplicitly 
wil.h "olu\'~ cakulated by an indejJ<'mhIt rotOl lIlodel ChaffiTl and Berry [ .. I ,1100 used 
H similar technique to ('iIlry (lllt I.l", NUIlp I.>l>;k_ They \'S&ntially modified the ,lpplom:h 
underLli",u I,,' Feq"k "",I l{olwrts [[01 to represent t Il(' rol.'''- wil.h fl di~k boundary of 
~ero l . hiekTlPt<~. 
The USe of 1Il01llelll.LUIl .';OUH'P terms to represent a WI.or is, how\,wr, l e,,>~ rompli-
(·,!tood than tIl(' "pplic>ltio ll 01' internal ooundary conditio lLs. 'j')lib ib b<.'<:atlS>J the rotor is 
repre>;l'lLtpd simply by an actuator disk of linik thickTlP,'>~, whpreby the rotor's inilL1('ne" 
is IllOi.lpllpd in toorms of the mom"ntmll il. i lllpart~ to t he fluid flowin::,; Iho ll)';h iI. 
Tbj,lgO]lld"lL HlLd \lathur :171 woore OO,lriy (';;(ponenl . .'; of I.hi.'; I.)wory in a rotary-win::,; 
applic"ti<m. t hH three dllnoonsional (:10) Flll"kbib of " rotor ill fonn,rd flight. Ilw stead,', 
incompressible, jll.milLar r-;,wier-Stokoos " jl1fll.ion~ \\"l'e ,;olwd for tile flow domain: t )l(' 
momoonl.um >;(H1rce terIllS being explicitly ,1(ld(0(1 1.0 I.he flppropriatoo cells in tile region 
of Ihe adllfll.m d i ~k Hlad\' oolooment t heory WH~ u.';ed t o determinoo the F"'!'odYlLfllllic 
loads with res])ect. to radial and azimuth 10(' fll i"". with blade pltt-il harmonies "xplicith 
defimxl fWIIl eXjJPrimental \",llueR, and " wil.h " constant bladoo eone mIgle_ 
Centre for R(,,("'r~h in COHLpu\.atiunal and Appli;>d "'Iechani, ,, 











, " ._",,,"",~,,h,,,,,,i,c,, ______________________ -.2:~~ __ O"je~t i\l'_"_Of this the,i" 
l..Ionwul.llUl ,oHl'ce term,; hav~ l)€en used to rejJr~8~ tlt t.)", ''''n><I\'tlmni~ ilLlh",,,,,,, of 
falls 11.!ld rutoc, ill other applications. Recently. :'vleyer and Kr(ig~r 'J3: mod~llro th~ 
effect of all axiill flow fall O!l tli" ""tocit,' field in the vicinity of the fill! ]lladt'S, with 
the lise of mom~ntum Sl\\lJ'~(' t.erms. Hol.dLki"" [10] til"" created a numeric,,] fa.n model. 
b'k< e<:\ un th~ methods \1""d by IIl "y"r m](l Kriig"" [1.,1, awl validated the {>CCllfa.cy of the 
model [or both aiignoo a nd llOlL-aligll<><1 i!lf!OK l:oll<iitiotls_ liis we"lt, w(,w COIllPIl!wilo 
"iI-axi" inflow ran conditions illV€otigated. €Xl' ~rim~ tltally_ by St.illllt'S aJLd YOIl H",;kstroIn 
[19:. AgTt'eIn"!lt i>dw( ~' !l ""jl<'Iimenta.l and numerical re~ Hltl' wa~ excellent. 
Sinc€ the TE'SUltS "-e r~ wry fil\"omabl~, Hot.~hki", [10' modili"d lll(' [all model to 
etl'11I'(' th at Lt conid be uSBCi in a rotor appli('at ion OlL € of t.1L€ l1lodin('iltiollf' mmie 
Kil.' t.he i[l(,hli'ion o[ a subroutine III the rotor model to defin€ the cyclic pi tch profil€ 
of the rotor in forwilrd Ili).\ht , ll. is tlec,,~sary Lll h€lico)Jter~ to \'ary the bla.de Intch 
a.Ilgl(',,~ a function of az imuth angle. to ar:('ount for t.lw fret'-st.r€IHo wloccity mmpon€nt 
in forward night. . T hi, is to prevent pitching ,md rolling moment3 t>€ing created by 
ntlequal aerodynilln;c load ('han",t.e,.i,t.;c, iliolLg dimfl('t.riGd iy 0Pi"".ing hhuj"" 
)<;~~'tl th(J1lgh Hotchki>l' 'l()' indlldoo t his routine in the rotor lllodel, a(nmUe !len}-
dj~ I"m ;C predidiolL' in forward fiight was not IXlssible since optimioation of t he pitch 
!lngi€ did tlot. t.ak" pL"", 
1.2 Objectives of this thesis 
Siw:€ the in\'e ~tiga.tion undertaken by Hotchkiss [10' did not itlcinde all optimiSiltion of 
the pitch ilngle for t h€ forward Hight conditions, the ob jectivl" for t hi, pro j€(·t. is t o fnrt.her 
(kvdop ti l(' t"l:huiljue u<;ed by Hotchkiss [10], to ,imuiat~ th€ How-field smroullding the 
rot.o r in fmwmd !light. conditiolls, by optimi"ing th€ pikh angle, 
III a<:complishing this task several ot.her obj E'<Jives have to l'" utldertakelL_ Th€S€ 
objt'<tjv,:s are 
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• To (\<-",,[op and valida te a lll€thod that can ]-~ incorporatE'<1 int o the nUnler;cal 
rotor UlOt!el and optimi,e the pitch augl€ corr€l,t ly_ 
• Create the geometry for the he licopt"r fu,ela~ ' ami rotor. as well ,~< th(' ).\rid which 
Gill captlU'€ the flow mnditions a<: "mat~ly 
Cenr,re rOt l1eeearr.h in Computational and Applied "[€eha!)i(" 











l.a Theoretical approach 
II. i., ,trongly bdien.:l that CfD can be u<,,,.] to modd aILd ",:cmal ely pn.:lict tlw aero· 
dyn"mic., of ti", flow-fi"ld fncollllterod by a rotary winp; n,ircmtt in vn,Tious flig,llt .,im-
Illations. The present nwt hod u<,,,,d to opt imi",' I he pil.dl angle, is hy incorpowtinr, tl 
trim routi,,,, ill 11w 101 or model 1.0 spedfy tlw ronect thrust vtdues. as \\TII ,~, lmlalldng, 
both the pitchillg ,Uld rolliILg, ltlOltl('JLI..', 
A modelling procedur~ similar to thai of 111("v~r am! l<riign [1:\] wa~ 11.',(.:1 [0. the 
rol.or modd. II. wa.., ho", eVer modified to incorponlte I he etf"ds of ""im uthal \'arial.ion, of 
bl tld" p~lmpj ry PH"","l, in a hdit'opter rotor in for"-ard flir,ht, The rot.or moo,,1 jl""s('ILwd 
is btlsed on tl repre"'llt~lI,ioll of l.!", ml,or 'bing mOlllentlllll Wllrc~s and is (:oupkd with 
a cOllllne!'('ially availahl ~ CrD wlv~r w{k FI.UKYI,(I\,), through i.llP usc of 11Se!' defined 
fUIl(,t io ll' (UDF). writlen in the C prop,Tamminp; languag('_ 
Stfady, illCOmjlre,,~ibl e, vi;;cou." l{eYILold.,-m-cmged cons"rvat ion equations an' wlvoo 
by FLUE::J'f'E' for this inwstig"tion C(,Olncir il: ddail, of I.lw rotor ne"d to bf specifivd 
hy 1,1", l1S<"' . .\Iom"ntlllll So llrc" \.€rllb ar~ calculatoo by th" rotor mod",L whid, !'en,i,,,s 
flow dtlt" from th" .'01""1, c:u.klllaics th~ aerrKlynamic londs Ii'om 21) bl,,,jp "lcllWIlI 
I.h(xxy, ,md rHllrns the wu!'c€ t,erm<, to the flow solveL 
Th" trim rouline waS induded in the 1.:DF u.>ed for til" rotor wodd_ This wa, dOlle 
"'-) that the flow prOjl('rtip<, n,~,'d('d for ..,,,kulal.io!L.' erJl1ld b~ obtained from the wlw'r, 
,md "') that the coll"ctive pitch angl~ and cyclk pitch ('OCmdeILI.S ('ould he COITc"t(.:1 
immKjiatciy_ CO[l'('('l.ion of l,he ('olh~,tiv" pit('h angle and cyclic pitch codficieJLI.<, is 1.1", 
purpo..'-€ of Ihe trim muUm" ami w"s done to enSl!re that the COlTE'Ct tlenwymllni(' I"<,lds 
,,·ollid be predic\.€d ilJld ,,-,,,igmoci to the mtor in l,he !low wlver, 
1.4 Scope and Lilllitations 
TI", maill limil,,,lioll in I.his proj ('('t is comjluj,lllioILtd plJ\\-er Jl(x,d(~1 to generate thp 
mod"ls, ,md read! final wliltions, Thi~ is mainly bE'CIl.11iOi' th" rotor w()(ld ('ode IS not 
parallelisoo which nwallS tlw.t .,iltlUbtions; imoiving thf rotor. could oILly lw rnll Oil 
~ingle processor. and a re<'trict.iOIl 011 1,1", ll1.1ltl l,,'r of cdls l1se.:] in thf pr~-proce~oor ph,~'" 
waS fnforcoo. Tlw docunwnwtioll of pr""i(lH., ami cxperinwnlal im' e~ti~at iollS rfCfiv"d 
was of poor quality and in black "nd wllite, Tilerd()re, a l:omparison of I he aerodvlUnuic 
dIed, waS unlikely, 
Therefore, the sinllilation~ undert.ak~n during this tlle.,i ., will focus O!L opt.imisation 
of tI", C'FD methods used to g~nerate solutions for 1.1", hel icopl"r fw"bg,e, and impk-
C"ntr" 1m R('J;('aJeh in Cmnpuhti(jllnl Mel Applipd />,Iec hanics 











1 , Inl roduction _,) . Plan " f Devd"pmcm 
nlf'nlation of Ih,.. trim routine for 1.11<" SiUlIlla1iollS cOll~'·'rning Ih,' weor m{)(lf'l. 
1.5 Plan of Development 
This rcport b.'gills with a brief rlescription of tlw literatur" rcvic\vcd. It thcn fOC I1S<'~ 
(}n thc ),;comct.ry. hOlmdary conditions, grid and CFO solver variables implemcnl.ed for 
init.ia!. hdi('(lpkr fllsda)';,.., simlllat.iollS. An cvallJal.ioll of t.h" tlll'bulcnce lll(~ ld~ also 
t.akes pl>lCf'_ A d('~'ript.ioll of t.il<' rotor TlH)(ld 1I~.,,1 i~ tllf'n ('ilITif'd ou t m,,1 Thi ~ is 
foll"wcrll,), a deseriptioll of t.he t.rim rOlltill~ u .. <.erl, as w~ll as t he v>ll irlat ion of the trim 
rolltillC. 
Page IH O-'lltrc f(}r Research in Computational and Appli~d r.re.::haniL'!; 











Literature • review 
III tili" dmpwI, t.]l(' '~lllatioJl" t.hat ",,,,'pm t.il{' flllid flow 'UOllIld a j,<,ii<c"pt.{'[ configura-
tion arc pn'9<'lltftL <ind the methods n&"d to modd turbulence in CFD "re dis.:'llSsed. A 
dq,i,tioll of forward fli"h' hdi""pteI ",,[()(lVJJ<llll iCi; i., aiso shown. F inally b[i('[ (J"."rip-
tions of t.he trim routine implementations used in previous inveRtigatiolls are rewBkd. 
2.1 G o vern in g E quat ions 
TIl<' COIlRPrvatioll "lJll>11iollS that govern ftuid tiow &olmd "helicopter configurs tion aTe 
"iWIlI,,, tll{' contiuuity >illd Kavier-Slokes equaliollR. Th",,' e<.J.uations n,,'d to be solve<l 
:;0 t.h8.t t.11<' propf'rti('S in t I", systnn of lut.eH'Ht "an lw obt.aiIH.-i. 
2.1.1 Continuit y Equation 
The continuity equ8tion which is al so k IlQ<nl as II", con.'I-rvatiou of Ill"s>< it. is giWIl by; 
iJp iJ , 
lit 
+ -;:;-:(ptl;) 
uT, " (2.1 ) 
Fbr a11 inCOIllpn's.,ilJj,' fluid, the conlilluitv ('(Illation iR ~iven by 
(2.2) 
2.1.2 Navicr- Stokcs Equation::; 
'I'll,' ~avi('r-St.oke.' f'quationR [or the cons('[vation of monwntllm represents the momen-











2. Literature' re'v;cw 
bv 
where S, is a source term 
1\ is Lhe b""h [OH:", 
2.2 Turbulence l'vlodelliug 
Flow IX1~t kl. h,.ljcopt-er conti)!;l.lnlt,iol1 c~n b,. comprised of rapid velo(,ity awl j)["SH<lrC 
fillct.uat;ons known as tlllbulent, fi,,\\'5, To be alJI~ to get au ac('mflt" r('pr"~,,,utHtiou of 
th(' tlldml"ut f!owR math('mati('alm(}(kL~ han' l)(~'n dcwloped for CFll 
TUl'bul~nce mo{1A~ kl.re mathemat.ical mo(lcls that arc ll~('(l to solw th" Llllknown 
variables in the twwform~d Kavier-Stokes equations that r"pn'Si'llt th" \-,.Iocij,y and 
pressUl'~ J1uctllatiolls. These models have b"~ll d('\-"jop(xj b('Ckl.ll~(' t il<" ~ize tlnd fluctukl.-
tious O[ tlldmlell(,c ilov,,1i ar~ Llllpretlktabic ami th(,refore U.lO C01uPllt-ationally ex~uslvC 
to ~imlllal." dir('('tiv ill pnl<'ti",d "ugiu('(.rill)!; cllkultltion~. 
Two approaclws can be llS<cd 10 trallsform th~ Kavier-Sl.okes (~llwtio"R i" ~llell H WflV 
that that th(' tLlrblll(' l((~' filJ(:tLmLiolls do oot h3,ve direct.ly ~imulat~d. These are tl", 
H.(T,O<)ld~-llV,.m)',ing and tilt,.rin)', (LYS) ~rrl'0acll<"~_ Bot.h of thesc approadl(,s iutmdllC" 
additional tctms into til<" "'avier-Sr.okes equatiOIlS which lleed to I", Si)In',1 bv tllrbn lenc,. 
modelE. Howev~r, t.he Reyaolds avcr8.)',ed approach is adopted by th" more cOllullonlr 
Ll~c<l tLlrblll('lJ(oc modcl~ si",~, it iR mor" npplicabl" pmeticn] ell)',inewing applicatious. 
aud is cOllljmtatiouallv <:I""'I)('r tha" th" leH~('r u~(~.i LES kl.pprnach [31. 
2.2. I R eY llolds- A vel'(Ig-illg-
III Heynolds·aww,o;ing, the solut ion ,·at'iables ill the l\avier-Stoh~ eqLlatiollS nrc d",,'om-
posed into the mean and fiuctllating componcut, Therefore th" velocity, pn~S\lr" fll(d 
ntlwr ~c.'lia_r qnallt,it,i,.~ ar" rc'pte""nt""l fl~ f"llows; 
Q; 
wh"re c); r"pre''''llts [J", m'('ra),;,,(mc'lIl) COlllpO"ellt 
C); r"prc,,"Ilts tl", f!Ll('tLlatioll COIl1POIl('llt. 
l'nge 10 ('C!Llt<' for H~""'ClrCh in C'{)mputmir!TLnl am! AI-'pli~d "l""hank. 











2, Liwratul't' revi(",' 2.2, Turbukll(,c /"1,,(h~lin~ 
Th" IlL<'all compoIlPnt is giwn bv th~ following ti",e average: 
(1;; = ~ jt, 6,dt , " (2.5) 
Substitnting "xpre~sion~ of this form for the flow variabl~~ into the continllity alLd 
Navier-Stok", <''I"ations and takin); a time avera).\ed yields the followillg modififfi ~,t of 
gowrnillg "'juations known a~ the R(Tnolds-averaged eqllatiolLS: 
Reynolds averaged coutilluiLy "qnat;o" 
Dp D 
ot + iJx; (imi) = 0 
Heynolds Averaged Navier-Stokfls Equatio" (RANS) 
0,,_, a __ . up 0 Ou;" au, 'liml; 
o,IPUi,I+-J-(PU;'Uj)-P{!,--;-, +11(~[~)+--;-) ]-;-l~) ) 




Arlrlitiolll,1 tprms. f<'pr<'s<'ntp(l hpr<' by pu:u; 'l.'hich appear on the right-haud side of 
eqllation 2,7, now appear in th~ Navi~r-Stokes eqllatioil. Th~se t~nns arc kl1()wn as the 
Reynolrls- St,re""es, and lH~,d t. •• ),,, IlLodelled t<J ,u:hiew, doslIre for the RANS "'l"atiOlls_ 
This is rlml~ t.hrough thp \I~<' of "'ariolls tnrblll~llC~ modd~ [3] 
2.2.2 Bou::;sincsq Approach v::;, Rcyuuld::;-Strc::;::; Transport 
l\lorlels 
Th<, Spalart-AlimarHs. k - rand k - <.,' t.nrlmlenec nmdd6 use the 13011ssiut>Sq hypoth~sis 
to model th~ TleynoldsOstrpss<'s_ Thi ~ lIL f't hn<l rplat.es t.he Reynolds-St.re~sm to m~an 
wlo('ity gradients: 
(Vii 
TIl" a(j'"Hllt,ag<' of u~ing t,h is appro<u'h i~ the relatively low computatiolLal cost a>;.-;o-
"jat.ed with the computat.ion of th" tnrlmkllt, vis.:'osity, 1'1.- III the cilSe of lhp Spa.lart .. 
Allmaras modeL onlv OIl<' add it iolla l tnl.llsport eqlJation, r~pr<'S€ntillg turbujPllt, vis('os-
it\', is solv",l. For t)\\, k - r ll.uJ k - W lllodds, two additional tralL~port eql1at.ion~ n.re 
solvN, These HTP llam!']), for t.he t.urhlllcnc~ kinetic energy, k and "ith<,r the t.nrh lllellce 
dissipatioll rat~,f or sp<'cif,c di""ipation rat~ ,,-' and /-" H.rp compllted a~ a fllllctioll of k 
n.ud (. 
C.,utr~ for Hesearch in Computational and Appl ... rl ~·TP<'hanics 











2. Literature rL'vic'\v 2.2 . TurbuleIL~e I-,lodelliltg 
The a lt.ernat ive ltpp](md!, embodied in the Reynoldo-Slre>," !.,.lodcl, is to solve lnUl'T-
port equation>; for each of the t.erms in the Reynold &- ~tres~ tensor. An additional 
scale.det~Jlnining "'1uatiOll i~ at:;.:, required. This means that five arlrl it.ional tran~pon 
equal ions are re<lllired in 2D tiows and sewn additional equations must be solved in 3D, 
Even thllllgh the Botv;sine,;q hnoth€Si~ ha~ the disadvantage of a'buming /1, is an 
iwtropi(' scalm qllallt ,ty, whicl! is nol s l.riclly truc, I,he Illodels ba6ed ouliJis approad! 
pC'ffOTm \'ery well. In mOlit ( 'c~"" the mldil iomJ ('OIll plll al,ional expense (If t hc Reynold~ 
stre&;e~ model i~ not ju~t i fiPd II 
2.2.3 \Va!1 bounded turbulent flows 
T'll'bulenl flows are significa.ntly a.ffected by the prescuce of walls. il.' the walls mC 
t.he main SOur"e of meml vmlici l,\' lind 1mbllicnce. SU(T<--";stul prediction of tll€~e wall 
bounded turbuleHt ftow~ in the boundary Illyer, ~urrounrling t he helicopt.er, i~ thu~ a 
very important component of ncar wall modelling, because of the effect I,hal il lw.s on 
the re511lts of numerical simulations. After all, it is in the near wall region that sollliion 
vRriablcs ha\'c large gradienls. and the mOIllcntum and other sCld~r trm l sp()l1~ occur the 
mosl. 
Pre\'ious expcrimenl" have shown Ihat Ihe near wall rc'gion i~ di'"idArl into thrf!e 
region~, '1 hcse arC Ihe innermost layc"", genc'faliy known ll>; the \'iscou,; ~ublayer flow, 
whkh ~hows char acteri~t ic~ of laminar flow; the outer layer, known as lire fully I url",lmt 
layer, where the flow is mostly turbllienl; and I,he inlcrimiayer in whtl'h both typlJ'j oj 




Edge 01 boLndary I ~yer 
Figure 2.1' T he three larc""~ fOlll,rl in the " e~.r wall region :31 
Cenlre for Hesef'lch in Cmnp .. laUonal ann Apr1ip,j \le"hani '" 










______________ ','.2 . Tlld",le<l~ ~I()ddlin.: 
• 
~ 
Near-Wal Model Approa ch 
TII'o ilpproodu:!Il exist for 'hE" m,>(kllins , .r I.h.- n'''' .... \\,u] Tl'glOIlS. In the fil'1>' appr"ach 
""'IIIH'mpincill formula ralled" 11 wall fUllrtian" b IIM~ 1 t" brif\gc t he r,ap bHw<'cu th~ 
wall find the f\lll.,- tur bul"m, rq:io ll ,IS thr \'ilU)U~ )flYl'l i5 not resolnod 'I'll<' IN ' uf th,' 
wall fundlOns r€fllOW5 the lleel.! t,,, IWI(\if" t il" l.urbuk'llcc modd~ to arco\ll\t for ,.I". 
1'r'-,"('nu' III 1.he' willi. In a s<:'cond approach. which," kIlO"" ,~, thl' ll Cfll wall'Tlodelling 
apl'r'~ld) <II "lIhil.w,"d wall treatment, the T,mbul",]\('" m()d('l~ '"'' m"difi.;'(i to oc~ount 
f(l r tht' \"i&'On~ [('IV{'r 1:>y "",,,]vin); Ihc "'Itir(' lien!' w,\1l1"'f,ions MOVe t,]'" w'lll \\,th II lllCl'lh 
(JI· 
2.2.4 C rid cons ide rations 1'0 '" turbu lent Rows 
III tb~·llrc-pro ... ~~r ph<l,* t he <lUlu,,;n, ; o\w which to.· flow b heiur, J)l(; .. J~IIe<1, i. f fl~"t ,~l 
Oint [ b"lImkln Li! nditiom al'~ d~tin e<\. TILl' d,mmhL L~ Illso ~pht up lIlto many tini l " 
VQhuTl o?!!, or ""iI", by a procedure k!lOW ll n~ lTI eshill~ or I;.rid creat io". Thi~ i~ rion(' ::,0 
thnt t he \'arioll~ l1tlknoWll ,'aria,blo :s RLl L:h Il~ velocity, pr~s.~\lre alld tmlj)i'r"tllr(' ~1I11 lX! 
('flkulal<~l al Ihe "oo<!s sit llated jn,;jde the "<lIIlI!I"~ [7], 
In r.n rhulem. nn .... "imuial iOIlS l;troar; interact io'" ,,,,i~t, hdwc,'u the th.., TU('(I.I1 !low 
and t he Turlnl""""', Therefo re, the nn r" t'neal n!:i". L~ [ur lurh"leD! nows t.<:nd t.O he 
mr,re ~u;oetptlbl", t.() grid d"I'"ml"nc\' d lnn th(oSC {or lanullllr flow'" S inn' iOl<--.l of t ill.' 
Illrbnlenre is g~Il''J'''i.I'd 111 t he l .... lludary layer ... 1Ot;e 1.0 d ", I,,:li .... ptn. sumdentJy tine 
m~lCs hal"e to iJUpl~II"'nt" d ill thi~ rq,:ioh to h'!>O\l'e the rapid fl"w PT"J""I\' ..,hllng"", 
thnt occur 
T he neM wall mesh call be' "h (~ ' k"d bl cx3mtniJ\r, the wall y plus (V .. ) '·1.t1l1 ~~ di'~' 
I. .. th(' ho.']'L-Cpto.'r f\l~\ a£~ 
('~mre [<or R<'Se<lr('h '" COIIIl"-ltlltiO",d lind Appii{-.j ~led'iUli<~ 










2 . LilcralUrc review 2.2. Tmbul~Il~~ \h"}(jellin!o( 
Wall !F is l< non diHl~nsi(m8J param~t.~r d~fined by the eqU(l.t,ion 
y' 
when" P is the fluid d('llsitr 
y" is the dist.ill"" frOlll t. h" wall t.o" point P located in t.he 
first. set of cells «lxlV" t.he wall 
u, is the fi-ietion velocity 
I' is the tiuid \-iSCDsity at point p , 
('''1 ' _" J 
III the viwnHS sub]"y",. of lh" n"il,. ,,,,Jl region tlw \-C\()('it,y varies linearly with the 
v,'all y-t whilst, across the inner layer the log law is used in which the mean velocity is 
P]'()l)()rtiullai to the ]ugill"ithm of the wall y- , These relatiollships p1'0viue (he criteria 
fOT' t.]", ""kctioll of tl", U(,HI' ,y;Jl or ,,-all fUllctiollllloddiing. 
If th~ wl<ll y+ vl<lue is in th~ r~.'\i()n of 30-60, which is etfectively a ~oarSl' mesh 
regioll ill v.,'hich the log law is \'alid, the wall function approach lieeds to he sd(d('d, 
Although th" liliea,r: law is implemented when wall II' < 11. ~~'" nsin::,; a snIlici"Iltly fir", 
mesh ,war tll<' walls should lw avoirhl. lx~'an,",' th" WHII fnnd .i'Hls "'il."'l t.o he va.lid ill 
the \'i 5<:oUS layer. The upper I,ound depends on, amongst others. pressure gradiems 
and Reynolds numher. As the Reynolds number increfl.."'l S, the upper hounds tends to 
also illcrease, Wall y+ \'alues th8.t Me too large are nol desirable. hecanse th" wak" 
compollclit becomes substantially liu::,;e above Ihe lo::,;-layer, AI:;.!) H mil", doS(, UJ th" 
low('r bOlllld. of :m, is m()s1 d"sir»blc. 
011 n", ot lJ('r lunod th" Il('Clr \nJI m(xJpI "ppro»('h lleeds to he implement.ed when the 
mesh is \-ery fine 8.nd the y+ is equiva.lent or neal' to one. Howe\·er. a higher wall y' 
of less than four is 8.~-eeptable a.~ long 8.S it is well inside the vi:;cons snbbyer, At ki~'t 
10 ,,,lis hHv" to exisl withi!! the vis.:ositv-llfIeekd Il"m' willll'('lI.ioli (R"ynolds nUln l",r of 
less t.han 2(()) 10 IX' "hlP 10 r"sol"" th" lU<',m vdocily and turbnl"Ilt quant,ities in that 
region [:3] 
2.2.5 Th e Spalart.-Allmam,s model 
The Sp8-l"rt -Allma.r"s I urim]"ll! '" model waS lksill.ll(~l sp(~;ificallv for ""rosp"'" applic;l-
t,ions ill\"O Ivilill. WHU b()u]j(h~I flm\" s, amI has beell ShOWIl 10 ::,;i ve good resulls for bmmdarv 
layers subj"{1,,d to ad",,,,,,, p],~88ur" gl'aJi('nts. 
Originally this mod,,] was desi::,;neJ to be a ]ow-R"ynolds-lilwlher model. which 1'''-
quirKi th" vis<X'Jll~ aff('('kd re::,;ioli of the lxJllndru .... · laver to p1'0pl"lv rewlVl'ri, llow~VCl' , 
Centre for R~,""nrch iTt Cumputational and Applied Mccl!nnics 










L, Liwralurl' rl'vil'W 
m tlw conunprci,dly avaibblc CFD padmgl' , FLUENT:& th~ Spalart-Alhllilr8<> mod~l ha~ 
b(n] mociific·d 10 Ilse wall fllllctiom w)wn the m~~h rewlnt.ioll b [ml ~ llmcientl,,' fine, 
Une "'Iuat, ion mod"b Hllel , as t.lw SpaJart-Allmaras modfl arf baid to h" ~t a di~ad­
\'anla~e in that they are unahle t.o nlpidiy a,CcolILrtlodal,,, dl1ln~I'h illlen.,;th scale, Silch 
mi.,;hl, b" n"cl'~"u'y whell the flow challges ~hruptly from a willi bOllnd"d t.o a flU, ~hear 
110", [31 
2,2,6 The k - ( model 
The ~i.llIldard k - ( modd ha~ ~(x)me the workhorse of pr8.('t.ic~1 engineeri llg How cakll-
btion~ ~illce it Wfl.' I'ropo~I'd by Lllmd~, aHd Spalding [Ill. It has heen ~hown to h3ve 
re&'£mahle accurac,' as well a~ beillg robnbt, for i1 wid" nlll!-\e of applicatiolls. However. 
it. pl',[orm, poorly in swirling Howb with "tre,mlli,w ('1]r\'al,nre, \"orl.]c,,~, and rotation, 
Thercoforc irtlprovellLeHl-\ haw boell ll1ad~ made to the modeL Sul»;e<luent.ly t,,·o k r 
the «lri<lnts. nmndy the RSG k -- r. model alld Ih" rcalizable i.' -" model have hE'en 
(T"at.c·d. 
The Rl\G k r \\'118 d"riwd n~ing I,he a rigorol18 statistical techni'lue kno"ll a, 
the Renormization group theory (IU\"G) Thi~ llmdd ib 'WI' , illnlar t.o t.he ~t.ilndard 
model bill, indudes refinements, The<se relinement.~ include an ~dditiollill t.enu in ib r 
"1Juiltioll 1 hal impro\'Cs I,hc acc:mac:y for rapidly ~trained flow~ The etfect.~ of b\\'irl OIj 
turhulence is ilcconnte<J for ",hich abo "nhml('I's t.he "'Turacy for HwirliILg fiows, a.nd an 
anal:'llically derived differenti~l formul~ thilt. ~"count.~ for low neynoldH Ilumbe, elTet:ts 
is <ll~o provided. 
Un the other hand. t he r"aii;mbk J[](,.-j!' l i~ a [W'ell l, development and differs from the 
~t.m]dard model by containing a new formulation for the 1,1lr]'nl!'1l1 ViHC:(J!<il,y and having 
a "ew Imnsport equation for the dissipilt.ioll nJi.e, f' 
An adWlnta.,;" of I,he ,,,al izabl,, model iH that wore 3.Ccuwt.ely predict.~ lh~ bP,!'adiH~ 
rate of both planar 3nd ronHd jdH. 'l"hUH it. b likely to provide sUi~rior ~rfonJLall(," 
for !lows ill\'olvin!-\ rotation. boundilrY layers Ul1der ~t.rollg advers!' pl~"~llre gradi~nts. 
sep~.H\t,ioll and nx,irc:ulal.ion. However, since this mood is relat.i,~,ly H!'W. ii, b ~t.ill not. 
d ear in exactl,' which imtiln('''~ it oul,-pl'r[onus bol,h the standard ilnd Rl\G modeib .3:. 
('p",J'~ fo!' Jl.e'wiU'~h in Computational and Appiie>d ~lrdL,mic" 










2. Litcmtur,' rev;cw ____ .. =-"'0=-____ _ 2.2 . Turbulence l..Iodelling 
2.2.7 The k -!.o,' mode l 
The stamla.r:d k -,,-' model in the CFIJ package F'LUJ:;.\'I,@ishasedon the Wilcox k -",' 
model [211. This nw .. :I,,1 illcorponlle~ m(}(lifiwtioll~ for low-ReYllol(b-number eff('~ts. 
compressibility. and slw~r fiow spre~ding, Therefore. It prerlicts free shear shear flow 
,preading nll (":< t.hat. are in dme agreement with me'~SUl'elllentH for wakes, mixillg layers 
"nd pl'''18. roulld, alld l'il<lial jetl<. It is 1.l000refore vcry applka.ble t.o wall-houJl(lc~l i10ws 
and free she,~ fiows. 
Allother \'iuia.lioll of t.he st.amiard k - '-'-' modd is the she~r st.ress t.rHllsl'Ort (SST) 
morleL The SST model was developed hy \IeIlt.er 1121 t.o blelld 1he rohu~t_ and ".(xur~te 
formulation of the k - '" nwdel in t llf' Iwar wall region with the free stream independence 
of the k -, model in the far field. 
The SST ~,- w moo('l differs from the st~ndard k - ",' model in that it activates the 
sLamiard k - ,,-' mod"l in t.he nea.r: wall region ami t.he trails formed k- - f model with the 
nse of a hlelldillg fnlletioll, II also foulld that t.he <bmped (ross-diffusim' deri"ath" wrm 
in the ... ' is inulrpowted ~Ild the defillit ion of the definition of t he turbulent viscu-;ity is 
mooified to account for t he tr~n~port of the turbulent ~hear stres;;, rin~lIy the modelling 
(AHlstallts are "lso different [:r, 
2.2.8 The Reynolds Stre:;s :\lodel(RS11) 
The Reynold stress nwdel is the must el~boratp turbulence model that the e r D pad-
al-,'ll, FLUE:\"T~. provides. It closes the Reynolds-averaged :-/,wier-Stokes eqlmtiolls hy 
sol"illg t.nmsport equations [or Ihe Reynolds stresses, t.ogether with all eqllat.ioll for 
the dissipatioll mte, This ,,>e,ms I.l , ~t. five wlditiollHI eqlUltiolls ~re reqllirerl for t"'o di-
mensional (~D) flO"'8 ~Ild '>Own additiom>l trallsport "'lulltions must be solved in three 
dimensIOnal (3D) flows. 
The eXil<:1 form of t.he H.evIlold~ ~t.res~ trall~ ]J Ol'I (~lll~tio IlS nlily i)f' derived by t.aking 
mOllwnts of t.hp ~X~(t. momPlltmn eq natirlIl . 'I 'hi~ a procps>; wh~rpill the ex""t mumC'lltum 
(~lnaliollS are l1111lti]JliL~1 hy a fluctuating pl'Operly, the produci t.hell hpiIlg R('ynolds 
aW'[kl.gpd. Ullfor l llllately; 'l!~ven1i of U'" terms ill the eXllet eqll~tioll Hre unknu,,'n Hnd 
morlelling a.'sumptioll~ iue required t.o dose the eq \wtioIl~ 
SiIl<~' t.he H S).i model accounts for t.he effects of strearllline cllr\'i.lllre, swirl, rot.atioll, 
Imd rHpid d,allges 1Il slraill n>.le illil more rigorolls m!llllWr thml t.he olle-"'j",.lioll Hnd 
t"'C)--;'(jlUltioll models. it hr~~ great.er potelltiallo give Il<,c nr~t.e predictiolls for complex 
j]ow~. Ho,,~~,'er. Uw fidelity of the HS)..f predict.ioll8 i, HtilllillJited by the closure r~~-
C~nl"p fnr Il """,,,",ch 111 Computation"l "nd Applioo :\{f'ch~nics 
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Sllll1 l'liOIl" "rnpioy"d 10 model nu-ions terms in t.h e exact tra !lsp<lrt.S equ ations for the 
Reyuolds , I re~'€s_ The modelling of t he pressure-strain and dissipatioll-rates is particu-
13rly challenging, n.nd oft.en , onsidered tD be respollsible for w mpromisi!ll\ the ,u;nlnl( Y 
of RS!>.I predictiolls. 
The RSM mo<iel,appliffi to various classes of flows, mir-;ht not always yi"ld results 
that are d early superior to th" simp]"r modds. Tiwrdof" its n'lluils lTIay not W3rraut 
ll", "ddiliowd computatioual "Xll"IlSl' that its ll~ ' reqLlires. Howe\"er, use oj the RS/Il i~ 
a n,,(',,~i ly when the flow features of in terest are the result of anisotropy in the furnold 
st.resses l;~l-
2. 3 Helicopter Aerodynamics 
:,,'Iost helicopt.er designs that exist today have tlw S,mW hasi(' laYOIlt. The layollt that 
exists is (X)rnmo!!ly m,uk IIp of a m~.iu rotor tha.t provide:< lift and lorw&[d t.hrust, and 
a tail rotor t.hat. i~ used t.o connter main rotor torque, as well as for directional control. 
It should be noted that other (;Oncepts ha,'e heen introdll("d to dllwr r"pla"" or assist 
th" tail rotor ill C"a!!('dlillg tlw maiu rotor torq'''' 
Helicopters art' k!!oll'n for the-ir ahili l ~; to hm'er, a!!d ar" also wpabk of hoth v('[-
tical and forward Hight. l'l", two hasic m"thod~ for 3-uah-~inR tlw ('haraderi ~t i('s of a 
rotor, in howr, v~rt.ic3.1 Hight. 3-nd fon"3[d fl ight, rue th~ mom~ntum or ~nergy methods 
3-nd t.he bl oo~ element methods_ The blade ~lem~nt met.hod is nec~ssary for accurat ~ 
performruwt' t'st imat ion and for establi6hinl\ the limits of a rotor performalwt', but tilt' 
mOfl",utllm mdhod provides a rapid meauS of obtaiuillg a nrst ,,,,timate of tlw perfor-
nw.nce a~ well a~ valnable insight in to the phy~ics 01 the ~y~tem [16: 
l'lw rnai!! awa of ('OIl( '''m iuthis r"port is [h" hd ;( 'opt"r iu forward Hight. Tll('rdon" 
some of the "-€rodyn3-mic asp€cts of the helicopter in forward fl ight. thM were analysed 
b:, the bladt' element fltE'thod are introduced. 
2,3,1 Tangential Velocity 
In forwrud HighL the wlocity acting on the blade elemt'm is a function of the both the 
radial station and the blade azimut.hal position_ The azimuthal an);!e, 1/J, is defined as 
shown in Figure ~_3 with 0 = U over the t ail. Tht' vt'locity actinl\ on the hlade elefllellt 
is t.he wctor sum 01 t.he \·elocit.y due t.o rota tion , nr, and the forw3rd speed of the 
helicopter, V. The wlocit.y perpenrhcular to the leading edge or tangent ial to tht' dlOrd 
Ct'Tl\rt' fo , Re$€;J;rd, i ll Co mpu\a \iolL al alL J Applied ~ledl8.lL;l'l 











2. Litcratmc rc\-iew 2.3. IIdi~opter AerodynflJllir>< 
of til(' deHl('!li is fIr, alld iR ddi!led as : 
. '" 





,," I A"""" .. , , , 
f2.1O) 
Figmc 2.;1: A!l ",whead view of the tangentiru velocities of a helicopter bod~' and 1'01.01 
in forward flight 1161 
O,,,r the tail and nose, the blade element ';('ffi the same velocity as it would in hover. 
but on the advancing blad(' it s""s a high('r vdo<"ity, and on th" retr<'ating blade a lower 
velocity. It could even b" found that tlwr" ar(' ekments wh('re the velocity on the leading 
edge is actu~lly n"g~l.i",,_ T hus tlw air Htrik"s the trailing edge ratll('r than tll<' kading 
edge of the black. TIl<' n>gion in whieh tIl<' wlocity pnp<'ndic:ular to til<' k ading edge is 
actually negative is shown to 1>(' circular and the mn" is caned the re\'<'nw flow region. 
Page 21\ 
If <'ad, blade had the Same pit~h scl.l.i!lr',. their an)\lcs of attack would r-,<, Ilearly the 
Cf'nlw for Itffie8.J'd, in Computmional and Applied /vlcchanics 
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~=="'"'----- ---- 2.3 . IIdicop\er Aenxl}"rL~rrLic" 
samf. but th€ differ~nc~ in wlocity would prodUCf mort lift on thf advancing sidf than 
the rdwating side. This would produ", a rollinglllom!'nt, which would b" ('xp,'df'<l to 
roll tll(' hdicoptCT ()",'r '161 
2.3.2 Blade Flapping 
fultor l>lades on hcli(~lPLcrs flap in wsponsI' to centrifugal mId il('rodYllamW fmH's tll('Y 
,'"dm('. ThiH ph~"omeno" iH abo depfndent on thf elastic and i~rtial characteristics 
of thf blades, When the blades nap. the advancing blade, whi"h inilially had high lift, 
i1.<Xx,]r.rat"s upward, ih it accd!'mt"s upward, it aiso rotat.es toward the nose, wherf 
til(' l(wal yPlocit,· ih reduc(.,j 1,0 it" mfall valuf, 00 that no unbalanced lift cxibt6 and the 
hla(~ st.ops acc€lerating. The retrcating blade undergoes a similar ('xj)('ri,'jI('" "xc"!)t. 
that it accelerates downwanl~ as it rotat",s toward to a posiliOII ov"r th,' tail. TIl(' aIlgk 
of aUad: OIl II", ad\C\IlciIlg biad~ is (~cf€a"€d whil€ thf anglf of attack ou the retrcating 
hiarl€ iH increa>l€'<l. Thi6 causes tl)f rotor to reach !:Iappiug equilibriwll whl'n the local 
changes in the angle of at,lad: aI(' suffid"nt to COlllpcnsat" for t.h" d"'llg!'s ill dy[mmic 
pressure, Thus in this "'luilihrimll ["{llldilioll , til" rolm is Ilot tiit('d sid!',,,,ys but. is liit.,'d 
for<' and aft 
A 6mall amount of lat~ral !:lapping will b~ generated due to anothfr aerodynamic 
cffed. A6 the rotor, prod\l(~s lift, it is coned by the combination of lift and ecntrifugal 
forc',", Couillg of a rotor "ccurs wl",11 a hlmk, whd.ll('J' hiug!'d or "'llllik\'('n~1 froIll a 
hub, seeks an equi librium (:oning angle t.hat i6 a function of lift, cfutrifugal forc€", alld 
IJlark wPight, Tlw magllitu(k of coning is genemlly found by setting thc lUOlllcnts al 
the hing€ t.o 7.<Oro 
In forward flight the lateral tiappiug occurs Whfll the bladf OVfr t.h€ nose fxperi"llc"" 
air mJllillg IowaI'd it,~ 10w,'r surf",.:, whilst the bladc over the tail experienceb air ap-
proaehing it from th€ top. The result is that. th~ arogk of attack Oil til(' hl",k at oj; = If 
is de.-rease<l whilst the angle of attack at ~" = 180' is incrfa>O?d. TIl(' rot.or COlIlIWUSil1.!'S 
for t.his inequality 90° la.tfr by tiit,iug up oro tlw n,tl'cating side and down on the advanc-
illg side. This causes !:lapping wiociti!'" ""!'r til(' IlOS<' and oVer the tail that are exactly 
,'[](mgh to collJpensate for the di!:lerenc.f in augl", of ai.la"k "'lllscd by "Oiling. 
(',entre lor Rer.<?arch iTI C'<Jmput."tion~1 and Applied ::\.'lcchania< 











1 , Lilcmtur<' rcvicw 
4' = 180 • 




rir',ur~ 2.4: Side view of a helicopter and rorol which shows the velo('it:>, micmatiou 
,'au,iur', lat!'ral rot,or lilt :Hi: 
The !lapping mot,ion may lx, mathematlcally represcntL'Ci by a infinite Fomi,'r series 
H",,,,-,wr, (~dy the fir~t, t,h,ee I.crm" nel'Ci be c()]"id!'TI,d , in", th!' ""'ond and higher 
Imnn()]Lic" ]('pn"",utcd bv the rcmainiu;,; terlll~ arc rclativdv ~nlflll 'ULel h"" e very littl~ 
eff~t OIL rotor t hrust and tOTllue This F'Ollri,'r equation is display",,] hdow: 
(2.11) 
wlwre all represents conmg 
2.3.3 
Ill ., i~ t h!' lonr',it,ndiILal ilappiILr', with re'p"Ci. to a p iau!' perpcudicubr to the shaft 
ddiIll'fj a, positive ,,'llI'n t.he blade fi'lJ1S down the tail mLd up at the "O~ 
liJ , is t h!' lateral ilappinr', defin~d as po"itiv!' wben t,he blad!' Haps down the adnmcin 
and np on t,he tel.!cating sid~ :H;:, 
Cyclic Pitch 
III the "earl), el,ws" tlw pitch fl nd roll control were g~nerateel hy tilting the rotor and 
crelltiug a thrust y{,,·tor dlflt had a In'"UCUt arm with rCH1'ed to the position of the center 
of .I,;mvit:;, Hmwycr, a" the size of the air('raft>' benulle la( g~r. t hc fOrl'Cs rC"luifl-n to tilt 
P",,;., 30 C .. " tr~ f01 11~,,*,MclL j" COHLplLt~lio" ,,1 ""eI Applif'ld jl, l edL~t\ics 










2. Lit"mture review 2,:, . Helicopter Ae[(xlyna",ie~ 
the rol,or lJeC,lme 50 high that flight ]Y'CIUlL" dinkLlll, AI. lhis l-'<liuL a me,ms of rotor 
cOllt,rol {~Lih,l neli, - pil..!l w,lS developed. In this sj'swm, which i~ alll1""t. Llniwr>,<Jly 
USf'd at pr~sent, th~ pilot, (,-,'('li""lh· ('hiUljI,"S I.he pitciJ of Lhe blw€'S 'lhout tlw feathpriug 
1)("lI-in~s bl' ,1 til l.in~ m£'<2himism known as a swa.siLplat~_ 
Th~ cyclic pitch calL hI' used for t,'H) pLllp""es, nan",ly to crim the Up jlilth plane 
wil.h respec t. LeI I he mast and to producp control jl L{)""lI1enl.;, for n ,ane" v"riu~_ III t,he Drst, 
('11."", t.lw piloL (',In mechanici1l1y change I,he iUlgle of attack of thp blad~s by th~ sall1~ 
IlllLOL"'t. a~ t.l", flnppiug Irl{\li()u would 1111''<', I hereby elimillitl.in~ flapping, This can hI' 
used to diminish the ~nt,ire ~tf('<;t of Happillg or t,o leave jnst euough t.o hi1l,lnce pilchin~ 
or rollillg momellts on the aircraft, In till' Sl"Cond U~'P, t.he pilot, delil.)('nl.tdy illtlod,,, -e~ 
alL unlml",,,,ed lift. di~l.lih"l.ioll ill order lo make the rol.or tilt for maneuvering_ \Vhet,hpr 
h~ilLg u""d ti))' trim or ti))' ('onllol, Ihe "ydi(' pil.ch is equivaleut 10 flappill~ in that the 
chiUlges to rotor condit,ions due to ou~ degree of cyclic pit.<-h ar" I.he SilT"e ,,-, I.h"",-, due 
to one-de!!:ree chiUlge in flapping Lih the Happing, t.he hladp pit.ch cnlL I", writ.tell ill 
tenlL~ of n Fourier ~eries' 
(2,12) 
where On is the {',OIl£'<2I.ive pitclJ that is requirpd to produce pn<lUgh lotor thrust. t,o illJaw" 
th~ \\'~i ght and t{) '-OTllP""SCllc for l lw iBilow 
(I, is th~ blad~ I,wd, 
Al is t.he lat.€ral cyclic pitch used til pm<inc<' the rolliujl, momeut, 
HI is {'i1l1ed Ihe 101l!!:itudinal cyclic pitch h('(au~" it is Llsed 10 prodllce 
pitching Irl{)]r"'nl.~ 
r is tlw p l pm~JLt ""ha l p,,~ili{)n 
R is the rotor tip radius_ 
II. should be 1l0Led I.lte use of cyclic pitch for trim mak,'_' it. p{)~,ible to eliminale the nap-
ping hinjl,e~ ill lhe so-called rigid rotor d~sigll5, Tlo ~ rigid rotor (k~igllh bave dimiulll,ed 
t,hp flapping hiu!les whi('h exisl. oulhe fulh IIrticulaloo rolor [161_ 
('pntr<' for n"""IlJTh in CompLltmioIllll mIt! Appij"d "lerhanic' 
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2.4 
2.4. 1 
Trim Routine lmplementation~ 
Chaffin and B errys Illvest.ig<l ti oJ) of Helicopters Fliselage 
A e rodyn a m ics 
Chelll," alld KelTY 11.1 modified an incomprE'SSible Navier-Stokes Ulde to mOl.lel tbe df~ts 
of a heiicoptpr in fnrw3l:d Hight On the vis(;Ous aerodynmnics of tbe fu""lag~. Int~rual 
boundary conditions were used to represent il. rot·or ill t,im~-averaged manHff, in the 
[()]'m o[ an acl.uill,or disk with a di~k boundary of zero I.hickness, Oversci. grids 'w,,.~ 
ml<~l to allow Hlore comple" cOllfigu rat,ioll~ to b~ muddled, Tlwreff)re, the rotnr alld 
fUSplag~ geomdry cou ld b~ g~ll~ratpd independently. 
The pffpct of the rotor wa.' imposed on the flow Wlul,ion USillg boumjary conditions on 
the rowr-surface, describing the d iffer,,"ce ill P!'P';"'UW and tang~ntial veloeities beh",,," 
Lhe uppe!' ,md lowe!' regiolls. Tbe tb!'ust, wa~ mod~llpd a.s a jump in pres~ur<' ano,;.' till' 
di~k ,,;hilst ~",irl v~lociti~~ wf>rp impleJlJenLed by adding a jump ill tangential VeIO(;]I,,1 
a(;ross the disks surface, 
Cnlike "-n ,u'l,u"-t,or disk, tbe pressure jump W;J,.' allowed 1,0 ,·il..r:y lI'ith mdi,d alld a~­
illllllh"ll"""t.io",; Oil the l]i,k alld Wck; computl'd from a fully coupi(xl blade ('lem~llt. The 
COlnpre"'iibility etfpct., \wr~ included impli(;il.ly when det.(,l'JnilliJLg the forces g~nerated 
on the bladp, 
This model indnded " tTimmillg algorithm, matching the wtal wtm t.hru~t. to a 
PTe",-ril",d yah"" and allowing T,be moment;; on the rotor to )", halann'd hy adju,ting 
th~ collt'Ct.iw and cyclic pitch angl"s in an itetal,;"", Hlann,'!' dUTing t,be ~olution pr()(;ess, 
Calculation~ wer~ made for an isolated rot,or c~, "Til a~ for a rotor/fusdage geoJlJetry 
and compared wil.h experimental inflow v('l""ity data a.JLd ""]Jerimpntal fu"dage p!'C~'llI'(' 
data, The resull.s were ~hown t,o be re",;onably gOfJd It W,JE found I.hat in tbe huh and 
nacelle Te,.;ion, the methol'! had PToh l~ms mod~ll ing the intenu,l.ion of tbe ~eparated 
rc,.;ioJL and t,h(' rot,or wah This wa.s most likely beea\lse o[tbe t.ime avcraged modelling 
uion.! by tb~ method. 
2.4.2 Y a ng's h y brid m ethod fo r rOT.or!; 
Yang et al, :22: dewloped a hybrid l\avic!' Stoke~ full j>fJtential ~olwr fur I,he emdeni 
predicl.ion of 3D unol early viseou.'; flow plH'nmn~na that occur OWl' a heli(;()pter rot()]'s in 
forward fli,.;hl ,The JlJethod cOJlJbined a N"yier-St.ok~ aJLaly~is n~ar the blade modellin,.; 
Ihe vi",~ous flow and near: ",ak,', witb "pot.ential ftow analY"is in the faJ.··lield llwdellin,.; 
Ccntre fr)r Rc""arch in Computational ~nd Applied Mff,h"nic:< 
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invi9:'id i",'nt,ropk 11ow, A grid mo\.ion module was also dev~lopt'd to aCC01l nt for th" 
blade nlOt,ion, and elastk defmmm.ions, 'r lLis hvbl' id illli,l,'sis w,'s v;,lidaled through 
study of 1'01.Ors in forward flight as the computO'd pr"s~lln' c<.wl1iciO'nts w"l'" in go()d 
ilY'~'lllO'nt wit,h thO' cxpNimell1.,,1 ""lues, 
The I'e"son f()1' the d~velopm~nt oj l, hi~ model was l"'(au~" l.h" anlhon., felt 11w 
prcdieti()n e"p"bility and the solution efficiency of the current )';en~ratiol ' of CF'I) m",ly~i~ 
wa~ not, pmct.ical for l.h" hdicopt"r indllstly. It ",as felt l.h"t Ihe usefulness was limited 
l;.;canS€ the rotor \Wl., 1I0t being l,r ilmIl<'d. l,he Up vort.cx captllring ~llffers exce;.,ive 
nllmerieal diffusi()n, "nd b~ause the blade d,'lJ.amics and aer~la",ticit,y WflU' nol being 
ad'~lll,'tely modelll"::l. 
Therefore, to ellsure that a(Tnrat,e aen><lynillnic plwlidiollS could be possible, a 
-"O'w1.oH-H.aphs()nll.O'ril.1.i l·c nWl.l",d w"s I ls~d for the I rimming proc~dure, Thi~ llWt1lOd 
Wab chosen sillce t,he rebliOll~hipl><'l, wlx'n II", rot,o! and 'H'J'(xi,'n"lnic p"mnw1.er,: c().ci-
ficlent of l.hrust, c()dficient of rolling moment. codficient of pitching moment.; and blade 
piLeh angk is non line"r. 
Applying this procedure to t.lw hybrid code "'as t,oo exp(·nsive to ll€ praninLl. l,hu~ it, 
Wik, implO'Ulell1.lxl to fOl m ,Ul 0 IlL-- mos1. 1.1 imming loop in the [Iill potentiitl code, H()WeVfl', 
at t.im"":; l,he roWr mOmel ot,~ wO're appro.:dma1.dy l",lanc"d in roll, b 111 we1 e 0 lit o[ lmlance 
In pitch, TlllI.';, to eliminate the rolling and pitching mom€nt. the lat,pral and 101 '),;i t,udinal 
cyclic pi1.ch angle, ",,,1'(' ilb() l.rimmed malllll<lly, 
2.4,3 FLUENTs' V irtU<'Il Hl<'lde iVlodel(VI311) 
The method that, was 1ls~d in t,h~ FLUEN T 1i) VI:lM mod('1 [lIi] t() liw,ln,€ the mutual 
li"H)(h'wunic interadion lwtween multiple rotor~ and ai rfrmlles, wa" u'"a1.l>(1 in the spirit 
of Zori et ill, 12.'1 and Yilll~ ,,1. al. :2i and implflmfnte;l into the )';eneril.l eFn piu;kilg" 
known as FLUEX' I-®, 
Thi~ 1("chlliq1l(, Ulodcll(>(1 1.11<' rol ol's implicitly I hrough ~ource terms ill t.he momell1.nUl 
equation~, This allowed l,hp "ff,,(Ots o[ th" blad,' 1.0 l", ,tCcollnt~d for without t.IWlll being 
pr"SfJl1 .. Unstrllctured grid, \WH used in the rotor disks which all()wed ('"s,' meshing of 
mnlt,iple rolor ~~ometri"s in close proximit,' and conwnifnt local me;h d1lst.ering, Th" 
lIoll-lin('aT, ilerodynamie intemc\.ion hetwefn the rotor waket'> with each oil",r, iUHi with 
strudural (0mpon<' lIt~ WilS solved b,' cOllpling the VB"l with the goverlling now H" ld 
eq1lilt,ions cmllpnl.e<lln' U", FLUEK'f"Y Xavier-Stohs ~olvers 
It w"s "Iso r~aliS€d that accurat,~ !l('rodnlilmic prediclions itr~ possible only if t,he 
rol()I'S opera1.e lit de~il'""j thrust and z~ro ro ll and pilch momenls "bout. the hub, Thus 
C'€ntre for Re5E'lIr(h 111 ('.nmplltntional and Applil'd :)'-Iech""M:s 











2. Lit"ralllf" r('vh·ve 2.4. TrillO Routine Implementation~ 
!lJ1 automatic and rollU~t tr im routine wa~ implemented to ensure thai, at a pmticular-
flight speed, the model can calculate the correct coll"cl.ive pil,eh anglo' and ('vdi( pitch 
('ocllid"ILI.><, Followin~ Y>lll~ CI al. -2"2! l.h,· il~ratiw method \1~f'(j, VVW' the :\ewton 
R~.l'hoon it"mtiy" meth()(L !l.lld tlH" purpose of the routine was to achiew I,h" d""i,.,,d 
t hrust cQ€fficienl~ !l.nd f"limin!l.te the roll and pilCh moments aOollt Ih" hub, Thi~ model 
did not however cakula.l.e Ihe nappiIL~ mOlion of I,he WI,or hUI did illcl\1d~ tip etf€':'ts_ 
A~ a \ollidal.ion example, " wdl-Mudi(xl silLgl" rolor !l.irfranw intf'ra(tio1\ CaSf" i1\ the 
fnrwtl.rd ftight wm5 f"xtl.m ined and t hI' pressure distributions on the airl'mme were fou!L{l 
to compare \vell v..-ith experimental data. Re~ults of two proof of cOlwept "XiUUI')r"" 
were also ('ani"d OUi. OIL an Apadw-fi'l hdicopl.(',. simulation cOIL~i(]"ring IlOth Illain and 
t~.il lOtO'-, tl.nd I.he V-22 O,prey demon~tTating the combination of the Illodel with a 
dynamic mesh (apahility_ The I'r<"5ented stewy results I'or these examples ""H' fOll!L{j 
to h., credible, 
(-;"n(re for Ile.,mrch in Computat.ional and Applied I>1<"hani(' .• 











Model used the investigation • In 
Helicopt~r~ are made up of ~.llUmb€r of COmpQlI€llt~ lha.t He complex ill ~hape_ One of 
the:s€ C'OllljXlnelits b the helicopter fu:oelage. Thus, before experimental flow conditions 
of a hdi(X1I't('T fusd"&,, flow-field ill a wiad \.,jJjJwi CiUL be ~illllllal,,"1. all,l n~()hul wjth 
I,he use of CFD. a fu~elage motif'] h~~ to be created. 'j'hi~ d18.pter debCribes the fu~18ge 
3.11U external geometry creat.€d for this investigation. The method in which the geometry 
was created is abo devictoo. 
3.1 ROBIN Geometry 
The fuselage geometry created was that of a TIOBIN (ROtor Body I:Jteractionj COll-
fig;nration. The RO[lJi\ configW'ation i~ representatiY€ of a );eneric helimpter. This 
(1)]lfir',lICal,;Oll W'LS dtOR('" SiILU' comparat,i vc wiIld i.UILILci ('xl'",i"",,,I,,] dal" was fiHllld 
to be readily ava.ilable as it "1l~ rmnmolily u~ ill ~evera.l pre\iou~ wind tUlinel inw1;-
ti~ations. 
A~ depict("d in Fi~ure :l.lllw ROI3l)J shap" mnsist,s of an allruytically d€line-d bo,\;· 
r"pn",wILt,ing the flJ~dag(", and 8-IL 'lllal)"ticaily d"fi,wd pylon repr"~(·ILlillf\ the fa..irillg 
around th€ ellf\in€~ alld transmission. 
Coordinate:; of the nOBI)J oody are defilled by suver·el lipse equations [141· For a 
given non-dim"nsional j,(>(];·longitlldinal ~ta.tion (x/I), the non dimensiollal coordinates 
of th~ Cl'OSS section (y/l alill z/I) are obtaill e<:1 from the alla.lytica.i fUlICt iol1'. ofthe model 
height (H), width (11'). Camll€I (Zo). alld elliptic8-l jXlwer (XJ. 
Each function ha~ the ~ame form . only the eight roeftiriellb (C\ 1.0 Cs ) diff,'!". Th(" 
b<xly b divided into four separate regioll~ 8-lId the pylOll i~ ,iivi,lcd into Iwo rcgiolls. 











3,1 . ROB IN Crumptl'.\' 
pJ10n 
ROSIN body 
FigLlIC :1.1, A ilepitUrH' of thc alliJytitally defined HOBIN , hap" 





_, ~ x/l+C:, ' (
C) C. 
=C(l+C7 C, +(2 ( C. ) (3_ 1 ) 
The coordinates of a giwn !xxI" statioll. x/I are rleiiuerlllsiu~ polar c()()rdin1lu~~. Th(' 
non dimensional radial coordinate for the CroSS sectiou is defiued as follow~ 1141: 
l' = ___ ___-+.L .___ _--.-,-( 
I'''i' )'!N 
H ,~, >Ii .\ 
(2sm",) + (T co"",) 
(3.2) 
From the nvli;J coorrlinate, the nOll (limensional co()nlinaLes on thc Cros;; "(~:li011 ('an 
lw ohl.ain(~1 form the following In' varyiu)\ 'P from 0 lo 2,,-
v/I = rsill.'f' 
Oclttre for H~".,al'dl in Comp1llational a",1 Applic0 ),!echanic8 












3 . ~I(}dcl u"'-~l in the inveMigmion :j,\. HOBI N Geometry 
1. ,,' 
r "" ,. r 1 
'" 
~~ C ~ 
-. 
" , 
- ; --. 
I 0 
figure 3,2: Sketch of the robin wnfigurat ion indicating th€ non-dilll ~llsional ooordinates 
C-entre for Researeh in ComlJ",\a(ional ano! Applied Mechanics 
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Page :11\ 
Th~ values for the coefficients are listoo in Tables :1.1 and :Ll-
-
00 < " /1 • < 04 
Flllldion C, Cz C, C4 C, Co C1 • C" --
1I 1 0 -1.0 -Il,.! (l, ,j IS 0_0 02.5 , 18 
tV l O -1,0 -Il .4 (l ,4 2,{I n.o CI,2.5 • 2.0 
70 10 -1.0 -114 
• 
0.4 lh -lUIS 1l.(1~ 1.8 
-
N 2 ,{I J.O {lJ} _ O~ LO i 0_0 I 0 lJJ 
- . 
I)"k J;/I < (I,R 
· 
Fllllction C j C, C3 C, Ci, Co G1 (' < 
• 
- ---
1I (),2!) (I,() Il.Il (J,(I OJ) OJ) GO 00 -
ll' Q.2!) 0,0 (l ,1l lUI 0,0 (l,O I),n 0_0 
70 00 00 00 00 00 0_0 00 Q,O ;t--- --- -
0.0 (j,n 0.0 0.0 0_0 0_0 00 0_0 
0.8 < x /I < 1.9 
- -
Function C, C, C:. c, e-, G,; c, (\ 
H U) -1 ,0 -0.8 I I L!) O_U!) 1}.2 0 ,(; 
- .-
W 1.0 -1.0 -0_11 i I I L5 OJ),~ 0.2 0.(.0 .- ---- -
Z" lO -1.0 -0.8 l.l L~ O.lll -0_0·1 0.5 
;V ,\0 -3.0 ·0.8 II lO (l ,() (),(I 0.0 
- --
lD < x/I <2.0 . 
Fllllction C, C, C3 e, (' Co C • C" , • , 
1I 1.0 -1.0 -UJ (), 1 2.0 00 0_05 !~ - -\l' 1.0 -1.0 -1.9 (), I 2_0 00 0_0,) 20 • .-
X" 0_04 00 O,lI 00 UO • 0.0 0.0 ---, 
0_0 i 00 N 2_0 , {I,CI 0.0 (j,O 0_0 
- _ .. -
Table :) ,1: C'oefIicicnts to define body Shilpt' 
Centre for R=rch in Computat ional and Applipd ?>.Iech •. "i a< 













3. ~lodel used in the itovestiga.t,ion :1,2 . Creation of the model 
-
0,1) < x/I < 1),4 
Function C, I G" C:. c, C\ G. G, c" 
H 1.0 1.1J ·1),8 nA 3.0 no 0.145 3.n 
II 111 ·1.1J · 1) ,8 nA 3.0 01,0 O.IGU 3.n 
Z, I) 125 , 00 IJO IJO IJO 0.0 0.0 IJ.IJ 
N !j,0 Ln.n n.n n.n n.n no 0.01 lJ.n i 
iU< .1:/1 < (J.8 
~--
FtlllctlOU C, I Cz C, C~ C·, 
, 
Co j C, C, 
H 1.0 1.11 o.s lUIS ~.O 00 ! n.l4.'i ~.IJ 
IF 1.0 1 0 ·0, il lU IS ~.O 0.0 IJlBG 2.1J 
.tel, 1 0 -, 0 ·01,8 11 1.5 n.1J65 n . C~ O.G 
_. . . _. _ .... 
, }y' , .~,O n.n n.1I 0.01 O.n 01.0 n.n O.n , _. __ . - -
3.2 Creation of t he model 
Thc pr~·p[()(~~><Jr t.hnl, waS used in this in,",~stig,nl,ioll Wa" CA\lH IT@. Howev!'r, dne 1.1", 
('olllpl!'xity of til<' RO H I N mntigllm tiOlI awj th!' hwk of dinlf'lI"ions provid!'d, coordi nflt"" 
h..'1AI to l>e r-;eneratM, Thes€ oool'dinatE"S Wel'e ('l'eated wit.h I,he n><~ of the l1lathenw.ti· 
cal softv.-al'e, l'IIATLAllil1'. l\!A'l'LAll'D i, "- laIlgU!l.ge fol' l.edlIlicnl ('oillputiug ill which 
mmpul,nl.ioTl, ,·isuaii'.a.l.iOlL , flml pmgra-HIllling i8 (arri!'d out iTl a familiar mal,helllilti(:!l.1 
notation. 
A (.'ode Wfl8 writt!'n ill l'IIAT1,,\ Hil1', to (T<'at<' t il{' lW(',',"ary eoonlill!l.I,(~ neoled to 
r-;enerat", the n OBl!\" ge<:>metry, from the <,quations stated in the pn'vious ",,(,timj (R<'kr 
t<J app€udix A for the ('(xl", and outputs). T he coordinatE"S Wer", then ",xported to fl t('xt 
lilc (,mI.), ><J that, it, mllld 1)(' lend in by I,he CAD piU:kag,c ProEngincel. ProEIlr-;iue",r 
is widdy n(;(~l CAD packag<' thnt il l iow~ the nS!'!' to gencral,e ('OlllpIeX gcoilletries ill 
\he digital formflt required, fllld was us<xi \.<) (Teat<' til<' nOBIN geometry IWCfnls<' of its 
complexity. With th", aid of th", coordinates, a surfa.ce model of the ROBI!\" configuration 
was r-;",uerated in ProEllgillCt~r, and "'XportM to th", pre-processor so that thn.t 1t could h", 
me"hed, IIowe\'~r. a probl~m ,,"as encountered ,ince thc transf",r l>etween th", two CAD 
Pi,,:k>l.,!\C8 WaS !Jot a ,mool.h OIle, This wa, mlliIlly due t,o the dirrerenc~ in I ,olcmnce~, 
Ordillill'ily CAD ,ystems use a loose (10-.1) t"leraw:e, 8ill(~~ it. is usually good euough for 
t.heir primary pL1rpo"e nud ilJjp[()\'c~ s]x'Cd ilnd melllory r~qulrcmcnt.s , Gambit'D Oil I,he 
Centre for H.e8e"r~h in Computational and Applied lI!echaniC>l 











3.3 . RODT.'1 'fu>dag'c'-ouly' simulations 
other hand uses toler,mcc of 10-6, since it needs pr('ci'>' "",cmill'Y for Llooicall operation, 
am] ~plit". The diif('reuc" can Ieo"lt. in "gap het,W€fn adjlucfnt fntit i f~ or betwGCn the 
boundary curVf and ~1Irfarf data. This inarlffjlla<:y was eventually over<:ome by '>:'i.liu~ 
t.h(' mod"], ,md with the use of the healillg option that i~ '1\<lila1.>l(' ill GA\IR ITJt'; . 
;L;~ ROBIN 'fuselage-only' silIlulation~ 
lu 1979, Frccman ,md IIlineck [til <:ouducted extell,h-,. willd hUj]j('1 iuv,>t.i~atioTJo. lTl 
);AS,\ l.'mgky" ,""rt.iml or ~llOrt tilk",if imd lauding (V/STO L) d%ro rfturJ) atmo-
spheric tunn€!, for the RORI); cOTJfiguration This wind tunn€! i" aL;,) known as the 
14 by 22-Foot Subsoni<: tunneL imd was designed for low spe('d t.("t. illg of pow('ml aJ)d 
high-lift (ooufigurations, The t~t soct ioll nlei.SnrCS ti,53 md('r~ wide aJ)d 1.-12 Ill€tfr~ 
higl1 "t the "nt.rallce and i" L~.2 j met,,"s long, 
hi the iTlveotigat.ioTJ by Frrx.'nmn and \linock[iii t ime-awmged fUH'lage surfa<:e pres-
slU'~ of the ROBIX goometry with" 3,15---meter, four bladed i.rt",ul"ted rotor 1,1,'1'-' n",a-
oun,1. TIns pres.'me datil 1,1,''', ~athewd fwm pn,,,m,, ti.l's IOGlt('d aloTJg the fu>;€lage 
of the nomx g€omftry at a IIlach TJumlwr of 0.062 and an effoctivf nfynolds number 
of 4.4ti x 106 with a thr('<" m€ter modfl. It should be noted thilt 110 J-lfCSSll[(' t.aps w"re 
tocat,,,1 ()u the hul, Py]ou "over. 
Pr('s, ,,re datil wi," al"o coll",ted wit.hout a wtor ,,·,tem, Sinc" eX j>€rimeTJtal timf" 
avoorag€d prf~sur€ delta W"~ amibblc for tb" RORIX fUH'lag€ without a rotor. it wi.S 
thought that initiat ing t11€ computational inve;tigation for a stand alone fusdage mmld 
be b(,lleikial. The reilson that this was thou~ht to be belldi"ii.1 ",a.~ b(~'i'"~" it. m>\l ld 
i'f grfat pr('p,mlt.iOJ) for , iullIt"tioJ)s cOJ)duct,x] wit.h th" rotor ~ince c€rtain [I..'pl'Ch such 
[1.., grid deJ)6iti(',-;, t.urbll l"TJC<' mod('l" hOlllldml' COJ)dit,ioTJ~ could lw rompared. 
For that reMon, the compl€te model for th€ RaDIX 'fu,-<elage-only' simllbtion" was 
based on fr€fman and 1I1ineck [61 exp€rimental invl'Stigation, A three meter fu,dag" 
\ms moddled ilt iH1 allgle of i.t ta.r:k of lero de~r= \\"ith zew ya IV, The simul"t ioJ)s m're 
condu<:too at a IIL.eh number of 0,062 and all eff~t ive ReYllolds IJIlmiJCr ofl.Hj x \Of" 
Dll" to t.he 'vmm~rv, ,md time that "ould be sawd compntatiollitlly, OJJiy (m" half of 
t be fio", dOlllilill llH.od by Fw"miH1 illld Milleck [Iii wa.s simulated. 
Page ·10 CC'utlC for Reec'arch i" COHLl"'(lttioTJ1d "",I Appjied l\f,,,,h,,,,ic" 










3.3 .1 Bou ndary Conditions 
:"Iany bOUlld",:ry conditions a<e offered in the CFO pre-proceS5Qr, GAMBITE' In view 
of the [a('1 I hal the experiment,J data from Fre€miUl iUld l\lineck [(i] wa~ to I", """.\ 'k, a 
('(lJIlpari1;(lll [or IlL e body a lOlLe model the "'r i o ll~ I:KJlllL, hlry c()J Ldi,ion~, Il~ed exp('r imell· 
t.ally, were assig lLed i" t he pn'·pro"";1;(lL As "'''''' by "'igure 3,3 below toll(' in l" 1 bOUlldary 
of the wind tunnel W&'< specifipd to b e a c.onstant vdocity mlet so that the expprimenta!. 
alr ~peed of 21. n m/ ~ cO llld be en[orced, The (JlI t lel, I)()llmlary wa~ ~pecifled a~ C(Jn~t'llll, 
pre~'SllI'e bOlll ldilry \ V,Li I hOll l)(.Iary ('O] )(lil,iolLS were appl ied to l,lLe ROBI N C()Jlngumt.i01 L 
to pn~urc t.hflt the pxterIlal t10w condit ioll~ just ",bove could be calJturpd. A symmetry 
boundary was a,ssigned to thp sidp d"maill bOluH.\ary ~hown in Figlll'e S,:l. S:'nllmetr~' 
I)()undary condit ions arc used wlwlL l,he geonwl.ry of ilLteresl. and I.h,' e"]I<'('l.ed]mttenL 
of the t10w hav" mirror symmrtry. Fre" slip wnlis were ill>OJ appl ipd to I,hp top. bottom 
and relTlflininJS side domain boundary, 
Figure 3,3: Geomet.ry boun<bry condit ions for the 1Il0dd t jlilt W&'< used for the 'fusebgc· 
only lllodel' ~imulal.ions 
C"ntrc for RCSCilIdl in Compntarionill llnd Applic<l \Icdlllllic,; 












The ~reatiOfl of the grid on " heliroptf'" fu~",lilg", configuration is a fairly complex 'mel 
lC1lgt h~ .. pro~edure . Thi~ is because of How wu:i11.tiollS which ha\'e to lw t"k,'ll inl.o 
C<Hlsid"rrn,joll, aud the ''')][lp[''xity of tIl<' model ns<,d The ~tTuctur", of th", grid used rmd 
expla"atioll~ for t he choic('~ "",de, a.r!' th"r('fore discu~~('d in t he following prmlgmphs. 
4.1 Str uctured vs. unstructure d 
Before any numerical ,;;olut ioll eft" be computed, a COlllpm>lt ;",,,,1 ~rid h,,~ to 1.><' crf"ated 
OJ! the physi",,] domain. !lowever, Ulanr fll< ,t()r~ sneh flS I,h,' ~('tlJP t iltl €; ~0mp\ltati011al 
expen~", 'mel IlUJl!('riCfd diffmion have to be take into consideration when crcatin~ th" 
optimal computational grid_ 
The two major categories of the grid construc tion arc ~trndnnxl grids and nnstru~­
Inn,d grids , E""h type of these grills has i t~ own particnlar fl(\Vfllltf1ge~ "nd di~"dYflll­
t"g"~ . ldmlly OIl(' would try to en'flt!' a ~t1'lJetured or bloek-~t ruetured grid, consistin)', 
of quadrilateral or hexahedml element~. sine", the numerical rcsults arc s.."Iid 1,0 \'" ~ig­
uifkilIlI.ly IJetter. Howcver. it has to be noteri l.llflt this would ouly 1.><' trn" for ~iJHple 
fiow~. 
The main rea.50n for th", better r",~ults is due to the fact that numcrical diffusion is 
minimiSf"d ,,-hen t h", flow i~ fll igned wit h the mesh. Til<" nunl<"rieal diffusion phellomenoll 
is a 'llOll rear as!J€ct Khi~h ha~ th", reputat ioll of affecting thc accuracy of SOIUI.iollS 1Il 
a ern modeL ,!jll pr"cti~,,1 numeriCfd ~hemf"S for solving fluid flow cont. >LillS a nuit!' 
ilmount of numerical diffusion_ This is bc.:;ausc numerical (lilT liSioll arises from t nlllmi.ioll 
errors that arc a COllS"'1tWnce of l'f"prcsenting the fl uid flow equll.l.iolls ill diS<T"t" fOl'JH 











... Compnti\ll(}lla) !';rid 
TllCrdore, olle way of dealing wil.h nuw",.i",,) dilTm;ioll is 1.0 refine the me~h _ 
Oft~n tile use of "l.mc[,Ll,."d grids is ,-cry timc COll.'1.11~ing OJ' "''fl!' impos,ible. TillS is 
ofLcu 1.he ca."" when the goomet ry is too mmpl"x. All Ull" ructured grid I.hat em ploy., I II" 
t.ri"",.;,,lar Or tclralwdral cell~ can lw used ",; 'Ul ,.!!.cnl<l-[,I"", Also WhCll 1.hE' goonwtries 
are co []lpl~x Dr l.iI" IHIII4" o[ )PIl,.;111 scalE's of the fiow is larg'~, an llnslm!'(Ll[('d mE'SII can 
be c.reatM ,yitb far fcv.u' c"lb [,I lall [,Ix ' e(lui"il-knt slrucLured wesh_ Thi.' is ]"",a,,i'!'" 
1.riallgular or tNrahedTal mesb ,,!lows dLl"krillg o[ c"lls ill selE'c1.ed region., of th~ flow 
domaiu. Structured quadrilal-era i or ilex"iwdwi []l(,gh('~ will geuE'mlly force cells to i)€ 
pl,,, :,,d in W";'OIli' wl",cc, I IIE'Y arE' uot needed [I]. 
{L 2 TGrid Unstructured grid generator 
I'llC llIlS[,mC1.ur"d ,·"lmIle grid crcaled afOlUld l.h~ Tobin fuselag'e IVa,; genera!.cd Lloing 
lb~ fl.ddilionai pn>--pTOC"S,<Ol TGrid lll . 
I'Grid® is a IliglJly efficient. easy-t-o-use. ullstrucl-uT~d gTid g"""J'!).[,ion pro,.;n)'[]L 1.lml 
"an hml(U" grids of vinl!aliy \l!uimiLed i'izc and complexity, consisting of [,riang'lll"", 
1etralledral. hexahedral, pTi~[]lati(', or pYf111nid,d "dis, TGrid is an inlel1nediate COln-
POlI(·Il1. of IIIC FLUEXTEI package, ,yhicil also con~ist., of lh" soh", FLUENT :!\i alld the 
prepnxe>;SOT GAll1ll1'j' :!\i . It call gellerate volumE' me.,he.< [row the ~xisl.ing hOllTld,u-y 
meshes [,iI"l aT" g"""nllly cn·".t."d ill tile illitial pre-processor GA),IBIT:!D_ 
C~lll.l'~ for /l.e"ellrch in Computational and Appl i,.-I \lpch~r"c" 










4. Computatiun.ul grid 4_3 . Grid com,trucwd around ROBIN geolYl€try 
T~rid~ was crea1.etl Lo reduce I.he lime <Uld ialwut l.ab"l t.o ereflt.e a IlH"h 011 eom-
plfX geoIl"'trie~, The un~(rnct.uwd grid g,,,,,,mtion t.edLnique,' 01 Tgrid®, coupl~ basic 
gfOIll~t ric bnildil.g blo(,h wit 10 ~xt~n"iV€ gt'Omet.r ic data to highly a n toma.te the grid gen-
eration proc:t'ss_ In addition, the gfnerali&.'<i data structures employed in (heSt' sd",nlPs 
jx'rmit the a.ddition and removal of c:t'lls to ma.-:imize accuracy and minimit..e m('morv 
aIld CPU requirements 
The )',eIl('ral procul ure 1.0 creal" a "rid im'ol,.c;; lhe n'Hding of till: boundary me~h illt,O 
TCTid·1jJ T hi;; bouwb T'Y Ille"h i, geIJ('mlly neat~d wit.h th ~ pre-pro(~',<or, GA;" I BI~. 
Examination of the boundary mesh for topological problems such as [ree ed)',e6 and 
dnplica1.(' llod"" ar" (hen cani,"] out. Once UlC honwlary i6 l.o)loloj(imlly emmet., a 3D 
surfact nl€sh can lJ<? dle(,ked for poor bee qUfllit.y. II-lany qnHlity-relat ~d problcms CaJl 
bt, solved easily with edge swapping. but more diffkult problems may require dired 
manipulation of Lhe fw::<'s and lOOC6 
C""emting t,he ,OIUIIJ(' mesh is 1.11<' nexL 6Lcp_ Thi" Can 1><, ant.omatical ly dOll~ or by 
proceeding throngh fl ,,,,r ie,, of ,t~p' _ For hybrid grid,. prism;; or pymmids are firstly 
)',cIlcraLcd, T his is followed by gcnera.ting the triaJlgulm' or tetrahedral volume c<·I16, For 
grid~ qmt.aill in)', only (rian)',ks or (",mlledl al cdls, ('i( 10,,1' Uw anloma1.ic IllC"h gel wmtiO!l 
pnl<'ednn- (:Om be n~,d, or ead1 &"1" Cml 1><, p"r[o[I!wd manual ly_ AIlY Jlroblem~ that. 
exit on th ~ volum" m",h nUl j,)wn he (,he(,h,L Th~ pr~~nce of d~generat~ <Ylls will 
pT~wnt 010<) from ob\flinillg H ~;olut,ioll, mHI very jJO<JT (,~ Ils ill crit.ical ar~a.5 will cause 
serious accuracy flnd conV€rgenc~ problems_ If such cells cannot lx.' improved eillwr I.jJ(' 
boundary mcsh needs to lx, improved or diifcl'elll mC6h paranwLPrs will l!m'c t.o ['" n~'d 
A( thi ~ poin1., if (he Ul('sh has no ~""re probl,'m~ it nUl he u,,,,,1 ,t; illpu t the solver so 
t,hat, Jlumerica l 'Ohlt.ioll ~ nUl b ~ obt-ll.infd ,21_ 
Grid constructed around ROBIN gcomctry 
The "olume me~h q m,truct"d mound t he KOB IN geomet-ry WflS made np hybrid mesh, 
The hYbrid Ill('~l! "OIl1.ained an OUU" 1IJ('~h r"l,:ion, in which Hoc n",1e- di,tribnt. ion i, 
('ontrolh"d mHI ('[('fl«,d hy t,he un~t.ruct.nnxl )':rid gerO<)rHtm. awl fl m~,h region dO&" to 
the ROBH\ ),:(,OIIwt,TY, 
4. 3.1 Boundary Laye r Regioll 
The ll€af wHll nw"h WH~ neat",,1 in t.he b01.lndflry layer region around the RODIN geom-
etry, This was donc &:J that the turbulent conditiollS that occur in I.lll' hOUIldat,y iay('r 
Pa2-~' 44 Celltre f(j]' Il~".rdl in CurnrulatiOllai ,mt! Apri il-.:j Mecl",nics 
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could be captured. l'rismlltic ,,~lls. with iH",emeHt3.llv iH",,,asiH)", ~JmciH)", iH t.he Z di[u,-
tion. '\"ere uSfd in this region to ~nsure thllt nw~h resolution c{lnld be ~llSily control led. 
Control of tile- nlfsh resolution was essential as the cells in this rfgion nefded to cnmply 
wit h [,h<' ,,",Jl !I+ mug" of :JO.·(iO for' ""Jl [Haet.ion appro,,,,h OJ wit.h a w,JI !I [ mng" of 
kSl' t,hall fOUT fOT the lleflT wall n[()(iPlIiHI'; appro"ch 
The bonn dar,\' la,I'er mesh. which was neated for the wall nl]}C.tion approach. was 
I." Ill'" ",ith d", gmwlh ,,"," of 1.2. This W>1~ for a ,mli y plus o[ annlHd 30. OH U", 
otheT hand, thf bonndary layer mesh. which ... -as creatfd for the near wall moclflliug 
appT'oach, was (J.().'Jmm with a g:rowth ra[,f of unCi for a wall 11 [ appro>1ch o[ on", aud 
(J,llllm \\'i[,h a growt.h mk of 1.0;) [or >1 \\',Jl !) + approach o[ duu,. 
. . . ~-.,;,... 
Figm" 4,~, An indieat.ion o[ t.lle- prismatie boundary laver sUlTouudmg the helicopteT' 
fUii<']age fOI t lw HG3,[ wa ll ,,[{)d~lliHI'; approadl 
4 .3.2 Oute r R egion 
The outer mesh was CT~Ilt~d in tlw llutskirt,s of t.he wind t,UHH~1. Tetmhedml "ell~ w~re 
use-d in this largE' region bec.ause fE'wer cells would be nt'<'Kifit which SIlWS c{lmputatiomli 
[,im" and expE'nse. r ile- density of thE' mesh in the OUtE'T T'fgion was dNfrmined by t·he 
uu~l.r\I"[ , Hl""d grid )","I1<'ral.o,·. and was din·(j.1v proportional [,0 the dE'nsitv ofthe prismatic 
Centl"€ for Reseal'eh in Compntllt ional and Applic'd .\!c-chanics 











4. ('omplllatioIlA.lgrin 4.:)" Grid ~'m"t,n>ct,,1 around ROlli:\" g~'_l!l"'\Iy ---
region surrounding boundrn.'y layer. Thus (he outer region \\'as mad(· up of sllbsl.Cl.ni.lilH,-
more c('lls when il. wally' approach of one wa" ai.l.empkd fo,. i.lH' b",mdnrv I"wr I1wsh 
\VhCll il wall f'llldion ,,-pproach waS ilLI.CIIlplcd, il wllll!J~ vah1\' elO!;.' to 30 was uS&l 
Altpnw.t.i\-~ly grid indAppJI(kncp wa_~ obw.illA(i for thp wall y+ valu -.s bptween One und 
( hrep when thp llPar wall mod~llin& approach was usf'<:!, 
As S~~ll ill Fi)';ure 4.3, lh~ ullstrudur",d m~sh had" rm~r rcsoilll.iou IlCil!' l.hc fll!;('ill!(e 
So tha.I. any "fm,rp gTadielll ,~ ill flow proper!.i"''' d()s~ In !.fj", f"scb:.;!.' cOHld be {""p!llrtd. 
On Cl.VC''''')',C, bcLwc'cn 2. 1 Hud :U) millioll &rid c l c!llcnt~ werp uS<'ci for the grid~ wh~n 
neaT wall !J)()(iclin!( "pp",mch (",,,11!)+ lwt\\'('~n 1-3) Wi,S ilJlpl~m~mf<±. and 1.8 million 
grid ~l~m~nts \VPr~ u"~d for the grids when th~ wall funetion appwadl (wall !II of :lO) 
\\'as implenwmoo. 
R"I-~ ; :JI I ~ I, t,. oro>:iml:y :I 
1'0 R ~ B .-.,. 
\ 
C''''<O< II" " •• ,, "'," of ." 
' ' '~Ilc -~ ~ 
fig\ll'e 4.3: D~tail",l vipw of (h~ comput&ionru grid around the hdicopl.er fuscla!(' for 
lh~ near \\'all moeJt.lling approach 
Celltr~ for R,.,;earru ilL COlnpu\u.tiolLul and Applit>d. 1>.1,,('1Ian;(', 











Evaluation of turbulence models 
A turbulent flow is expected around a helicopter configuration, during flight. This is 
because of the elevated speeds that helicopter flight occurs at, and also because of the 
complex nature of the flow-field found around a helicopter. Turbulence and vorticity 
will be found in the boundary layer surrounding the helicopter. The prediction of the 
turbulence in the boundary layer is especially important, as it will have an major effect 
on the accurate aerodynamic calculations. Turbulence models have been developed to 
predict turbulence for CFD. However, no single turbulence model is known to superior 
to the others for the above mentioned type of flow. 
The aim of this section is thus to evaluate some of the more applicable turbulence 
models available in the solver, and to describe the numerical modeling strategy used in 
the solver to simulate the ROBIN fuselage. 
5.1 CFD solver settings 
The computational simulations, for the fuselage, were performed in the commercially 
available CFD code, FLUENT® on a dual processor, 64 bit machine. Using a dual 
processor saved computational time as the both processors could be used. The steady, 
incompressible, viscous, Reynolds-averaged conservation equations are solved in a Carte-
sian coordinate system. 
A default segregated solver was used for all the simulations carried out. In this 
model, air was selected as the fluid type and the default settings of 1.225kg / m3 and 











5. Evaluation of turbulence models 5.2. Boundary Conditions 
5.1.1 Single Precision vs. Double Precision 
The double precision solver was selected ahead of the single precision solver for the 
fuselage-only simulations, even though single precision solvers are more commonly used. 
Double precision was chosen because it was computationally viable and it is said 
to be mainly used when there are very small variable differences, or where long, thin 
models, or any other model with highly differing length scales are used. This is because 
the single precision solver might not be able to accurately represent the values of the 
variables or the node coordinates. 
The main difference between the two solvers is that the single precision uses six 
decimal places when doing calculations, whilst the double precision uses twelve decimal 
places [3]. 
5.1.2 Convergence criteria 
In any simulation, the numerical accuracy of the simulation is checked by observing 
the residuals as it iterates. The residuals used to identify solutions in CFD are the 
difference in the amount of a variable entering and exiting a cell. In FLUENT@, the 
reported residual is actually the sum of the residuals of all the cells [3]. 
Solutions of the simulations are considered to be at an acceptable accuracy when the 
iterations of the solution have reached the convergence criteria specified. 
The default, scaled settings of 10-4 for the residual convergence levels, which is the 
residual divided by the largest residual during the first five iterations, was used for all 
the variables. 
5.2 Boundary Conditions 
Many boundary conditions are offered in FLUENT®. Flow boundaries, are generally 
surfaces through which flow enters or exits the computational domain. The user is 
generally able to specify certain flow properties for flow crossing the boundary. However, 
this is dependent on the boundary condition chosen. 
In the preprocessor, a constant velocity inlet was enforced at the inlet boundary. 
The outlet boundary was specified as constant pressure boundary. A symmetry bound-
ary was assigned to the one of the side domain boundaries and no-slip walls were also 
applied to the top, bottom and remaining side domain boundaries. A range of other 
boundary conditions available in the solver were also tried for this current investigation. 
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5. Evaluation of turbulence models 5.2. Boundary Conditions 
In addition to the velocity inlet boundary, the pressure inlet boundary was tried at the 
inlet of the model. The pressure inlet, outlet and outflow boundaries were also tried 
at the outlet of the model. The pressure distribution along the helicopter fuselage was 
compared and no significant improvement in the accuracy was noticed when the alter-
native boundary conditions were used. Therefore, the initial boundary types specified 
in the pre-processor, which included the no slip wall boundary on the top, bottom and 
side walls was deemed acceptable. An explanation of each of these boundary types are, 
however, explained below. 
5.2.1 Wall boundary 
Wall boundary conditions are used to define bounded limits for the flow in the compu-
tational domain. In viscous flows, the no-slip boundary condition is applied at walls by 
default. However, varying degrees of slip and/or wall-velocities may be specified by the 
user [3]. 
5.2.2 Velocity inlet boundary 
Velocity inlet boundary conditions are used to define the flow velocity, along with all 
relevant scalar properties of the flow at flow inlets. The total (or stagnation) properties 
of the flow are not fixed, so they will rise to whatever value is necessary to provide the 
prescribed velocity distribution. Generally, this condition is applied to the flow entering 
the computational domain. However, in special instances a velocity inlet may be used 
to define the flow velocity at flow exits [3]. 
5.2.3 Pressure inlet boundary 
Pressure inlet boundary conditions are used to define the total fluid pressure at flow 
inlets. along with all other scalar properties of the flow. They are suitable for both 
incompressible and compressible flow calculations and the velocity direction may also 
be specified. Pressure inlet boundary conditions are primarily used when the inlet 
pressure is known but the flow rate and/or velocity is not known. In the case of flow, 
exiting through the boundary, the specified total pressure is used as the static pressure 
[3]. 
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5. Evaluation of turbulence models 5.3. Discretisation schemes 
5.2.4 Pressure outlet boundary 
Pressure outlet boundary conditions are used to define the static pressure at the outlet 
boundary. Generally, this condition is applied to flow exiting the computational domain, 
but for flows entering through the boundary, the specified static pressure is again used. 
The value of the specified static pressure is used only while the flow is subsonic. Should 
the flow become locally supersonic, the specified pressure will no longer be used and 
pressure will be extrapolated from the flow in the interior. All other flow quantities 
are extrapolated from the interior. If the flow reverses direction at the pressure outlet 
boundary, the user is allowed to define scalar quantities such as back flow conditions 
turbulence variables and velocity direction [3]. 
5.2.5 Outflow boundary 
Outflow boundary conditions are used to model flow boundaries where details of the 
velocity and pressure of flow exiting the computational domain are not known prior 
to solution of the flow problem. They are appropriate where the exit flow is close to 
a fully developed condition, as the outflow boundary condition assumes a zero normal 
gradient for all flow variables except pressure. Importantly, any re-circulation across the 
boundary may lead to inaccurate results, since when flow enters the domain through an 
outflow boundary, scalar properties of the flow are not defined [3]. 
5.3 Discretisation schemes 
The choice of a particular discretisation scheme is a compromise between numerical 
stability and accuracy. While first-order discretisation is numerically more stable than 
the second-order scheme, it will generally yield less accurate results, especially when the 
flow is not aligned with the grid. This is due to the occurrence of numerical diffusion. 
In the current investigation a first-order upwind difference scheme was used ahead of 
the second-order upwind scheme for the momentum and pressure convection terms. The 
upwind scheme uses the variable values from the cell "upstream" from it. The use of 
second-order upwind scheme made no difference in predicting the pressure distribution 
along the helicopter fuselage. First order upwind schemes are also known to be quicker 
in reaching converged solutions than the second order upwind schemes. The QUICK 
scheme, a weighted average of second-order upwind difference and central difference 
schemes, was investigated for discretisation of the momentum terms, with no significant 
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5. Evaluation of turbulence models 5.4. Turbulence Models 
improvement in accuracy. 
Discretisation of the turbulence terms was accomplished using a first order upwind 
difference scheme. A more accurate solution of the turbulence terms was not beneficial 
as any turbulence model is at best an approximation of the effects of turbulence. 
5.4 Turbulence Models 
As part of the evaluation procedure of the turbulence models, consecutive tests were 
conducted on the grids created for the wall function approach (wall y+ of 30) and near 
wall modelling approach (wall y+ of 3). The turbulence models that were evaluated 
were the k - E, and its variants, the RNG and realizable models; k - w, and its variation, 
the SST model; as well as the Spalart-Allmaras, and RSM models. 
The experimental data presented by Freeman and Mineck [6] was used as a com-
parison. The simulations conducted all took place at a Mach number of 0.062 and an 
effective Reynolds number of 4.46 x 106 . Coefficients of pressure were compared along 
the four cross sections x/I = 0.35, x/I = 1.17, x/I = 1.35, x/I = 1.54. It is useful to note 
that the pressure coefficients used are defined in the following manner: 
C 
_ P - Pinf 
p-
qinf 
where P is the pressure at the point stipulated 
Pinf is the reference pressure 
qinf is the reference dynamic pressure. 
(5.1 ) 
x/I = 0.35 is located before the pylon on the front section of the helicopter fuselage, 
whilst the other stations are located behind the pylon. The data on the cross sectional 
stations is compared and presented as function of the z/l non-dimensional coordinates. 
It is also important to note that model used experimentally contained a support strut 
at the bottom of the fuselage. 
5.4.1 Wall function approach 
Reasonable agreement with the experimental data was obtained at the first station 
x/i = 0.35 for all the turbulence models used. However, at the station x/I = 1.17, which 
occurs just behind the pylon the k - w did not perform adequately. As shown in Figure 
5.1 the k - w over predicted the experimental data. Even though the turbulence models 
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5. Evaluation of turbulence models 5.4. Turbulence Models 
performed adequately at this station, a huge discrepancy was found to exist between 
the experimental data and the numerical data at the side and bottom (negative zjl) of 
the fuselage. This is mainly because of the wake that is produced due to presence of the 
support strut at the bottom of the fuselage. As seen in Figure 5.2, at zjl = 0.1, all the 
models also over-predicted the wake that occurs behind the pylon. 
The last two stations xjl = 1.35, xjl = 1.54 (Figure 5.3 and 5.4) also showed a 
separation point on the side of the fuselage, which can be seen by a sharp reversal of 
the pressure plot. None of the turbulence models captured the separation exactly. It 
was also found that the SST model hugely under-predicted the experimental coefficient 
of pressure distribution on the station, xjl = 1.35, whilst the k - w over-predicted the 
coefficient of pressure distribution on the same station. On the last station (xjl = 1.54), 
the Spalart-Allmaras, k - w, and SST model hugely under predicted the experimental 
coefficient of pressure distribution. 
Thus over the range of simulations, for the wall function approach grids, the k - E, 
and its variants, the RNG and realizable models were found to be suitable choices. 
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5.4.2 Near wall m odelling approach 
As """n in Figurc 5,5. ill the first >i",tion T/l ~ 11.3-5, thp Sp;;lart·,lI llrnaras and fl,SM 
sli;o;hl.ly uIlJ,·r·prl'<lictc<t the cxpNimcmal ~opftki('~t. <i ]-,rPHSnn' di8trihntion. whilst I.hp 
Oll ... f I.url>ulc!!ce models boo D. goexj agrccm~nt with thp ,jat,,- On th" ""cond "tat.ion. 
x/I 1.1 7, thp s:,~ r, RSM and Spalart·A llm<lras moJels pr"Jid)'J th" """fiici,,"l c:i 
],rCSHllfP distrihntion <ln iv., adp<lnav.'ly, How,'v"r. 011(:" ,~ain, a 11Lli\'" Ji&:r"lJa!!Cl was 
found to exisl tl('twcc ~ lhc "xl~'rinwmaJ dat"'-, and th~ nnnwri",,1 dR.l,a "t th" sidp anJ 
b<mom (negative ~/I) of the fn-.:4"g('. Thi" is "g"in "Urihll1('(i W th(' w"k" that is 
prooucc< j urouJld (he sllppocl strut. 'I'I'P SST 1I",d\'l pr('(ii~t ,s thp wak~ ""hind th p 
py lOll (zjl = n.l) closely blll is unaLlc t.o match the Illaximnm ~o('m('ipnt of ]>c('""nrp 
me"Hur"J al, d,al Hlalio!!. 
On II ... Slalio!! __ ,/1 = 1,~.~ , til<' I<'ali,ab l". k - ( il.!!J k - v.] modds uaJ"r·prcJicwJ 
thp ('xp~rimpnta l data. TIl(' R'fG and RS.\\ moJds do&,I .. pmJid,.l tbe ,:<",iti"i"nl 
of pr"""~urc Jislril",lio!! at tbc iJ('po,ratio!! p'~)1t Lnt dp\' iated in othcr cross ~(io~al 
rq,i ons. lIow~ver. I,he SST ",Mel and (he Spalurt-AlIm[l.fD,S moe jcis had a rCD,SoIlo,ble 
al'l,'Cmclll with d,c Jal.:J.. Thc SST D./lJ Spal[l.ft-Allmil.rus (lITbulcnce models did 1I0t. 
h""'"",,,, pr<,ni<:td", ,"'para li (1" poi!!l very well, 
Only th(' SST modd was ab i" cO bave a rcasonable a)!:rCC IIK'nl wid, lobe cxperimcntal 
dat.a "I. th~ final st~l.ion. The RS\f rmxid o.,pr pr"Ji<:l,-J til<' ('(wffi"ient or pr<'SSl"" 
di"triblll.io~ whil"1. I.h~ r"rn~ining. lurbulem:<, IIHKi('is ,,,,d,.,. prr'dict,,,1 UI<' ,nelli" i,,,,1. of 
prcssnr~ ,tistriLlI( ion. Thprpf(1:", fnr I.hp r",n ~p ci t mhuipnf'l' rm)(jpl" tp"t.,,,I, for t h ~ )l('aJ 
wal l modcHing al'proa<'h grid" IU' ''t t hp SST mo<ipls p<'rfnrm" 1 hp 1)(,", owr 1 hr.' rang<' 
of cumpurcej CXI','fimPlltal da\.il, 
Ce nl,,' for R",,,~,,,h in Cor"p "t ~ti()"~1 ",,,1 Appli,,1 \f"ch~ni,," 
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Rotor model formulation 
The mod,,1 u>l(,d t.o simulal~ I he cITcct.s of rot.or OIL lhe exCC'rior now-lldd ill thi" iIlVP,;ti-
gat ion W'L' " rutor m,xl"lth"t uscd a comhinat.ion r~ b l ad~ "'''m''"!' and "dnlll,," disk 
tl!C<Jry. f'orC<1s eXPfwd hy tit" rotor lIrH calcu lat.oo with lll<.' us~ of hlad r l'ilara'1eIis-
lies a.nd flow prQperti~". I"h e;e fQrc('S "I" appli',,-j to the domain 3.." lJIOlnpnlUlJI 9<Jllrces 
'erms. The roWr rwxld waH in('QrponJ.t.pd with the CPD ooh'er, through the uS<' of a. 
l Si'" Ddi,,,,d Fllnct.ion (lJDF). tIl t.his chal'u",. ,I.e malh~mal~ :a1 formulation of t.l", 
rot"r m(xleL wrietcn ill t.h~ (' I'T~'ranlTnin,o; lan,o;ua),:c , is lilli" dr" .. rib<cd. 
6.1 Rotor Discretisation 
The rolor ,.,.,~~ r~prcsc lllcd by a disk of finite t.hickness in t.ll~ o:Jmpula,ional domain 
,"",,,u><:l, lind tl1~ phYN"al din"'Ilsioll s of lhe disk ,.,.,'re deNerioed oy ,he region swept 
hy thH rot.ol'-bl"d". TIl!' disk is dis('rl;t i.cd by a number of rc,o;ular annuli, whieh "'" 
[urlher divid~d inl.o clenwnts. This is deplcl'" in r;gllr~ fi. 1. lllad~ prop<erti(!s. s uch as 
chord ieIlglh, blad~ twist. t.hkkncss, and lift, "nd drag chaJ'J.A:wristic", at th ~ ,,'mter of 
each demeIlL arc calculated and 'WI'<' 3.."sUHl"d const"nt, throughout that "l"mrnt. Th" 
act.ua'or disk r~giol], within the (XlmputH.ti(lllal dom"in . i" d,'li nfld during conm.l'llct ion 
of the COml'UlaliOllal grid, ancl th" pal.'tkulaJ' dpTDC'Il t" to whkh the mompntum >nUr<Y'J 
















Figure 6.1: Rotor discretisation representation 
6.2 Coordinate Systems 
In the calculation of the momentum source terms four coordinate systems are used to 
describe the rotor and blade elements. The first cartesian coordinate system, (X, Y, Z), 
is the global coordinate system for the computational domain. A second Cartesian 
system is defined, (x, fl, z), with z pointing along the axis of rotation, in the upstream 
direction, and x defined relative to the helicopter fuselage. 
A rotor based cylindrical coordinate system,(r, 1/J, z), is also used, with 1/J, the azimuth 
angle, defined relative to x. A third Cartesian coordinate system is defined for each 
element Furthermore, when calculation of the blade element forces takes place, a third 
coordinate system is defined. This coordinate system was defined in same way as the 
second cartesian system. Thansformation tensors were used to change the description of 
vectors from one coordinate system to another as convenient. 
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6. Rotor model formulation 6.3. Calculation of the momentum sources 
6.3 Calculation of the momentum sources 
Values for the momentum sources terms are determined at the end of every iteration. 
Blade Element theory is used to determine the forces imparted on the fluid by the rotor 
blades, which may, with little manipulation, be directly substituted into the governing 
momentum equations as the source terms. 
Rotor axial direction 
oT Vz 
oQ/r Rotor blade plane of rotation 
Figure 6.2: Blade element representation showing the relative velocity vector, and the 
resulting aerodynamic loads 
According to Von Mises [20], the force exerted on the fluid stream at any location 
within the actuator disk is a function of the fluid velocity vector, VR, relative to the 
rotor-blade, as well as the lift and drag characteristics of the blade cross-sectional profile. 
Figure 6.2 depicts the relative velocity vector, as well as the resulting elemental lift, oL, 
and elemental drag force, oD, on a blade element, at a blade radius r 
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6. Rotor model formulation 6.3. Calculation of the momentum sources 
The lift and drag forces are determined according to : 
where Cf is the coefficients of lift 
Cd is the coefficient of drag 
c is the rotor blade chord length 
v R is the relative velocity vector 
6r is the blade element thickness. 
(6.1 ) 
(6.2) 
The solver provides the flow-field velocity, relative to the global coordinate system, 
at any prescribed location within the flow domain. Therefore, the velocity vectors at 
the actuator disk could be determined directly. However, the velocity field encountered 
by the two-dimensional blade elements of the rotor model differs considerably from the 
uniform velocity field for which the lift and drag coefficients are valid. 
The most notable difference being the tangential velocity component of the velocity 
field on the two-dimensional blade element down stream side. To compensate for this 
discrepancy, the relative velocity vector, VR, at the two dimensional blade element is 
the average of the trailing edge vector and the free-stream velocity vector upstream of 
the two dimensional blade element. It should also be noted when the final value of VR 
is calculated the rotation velocity of the rotor is compensated for. 
From Figure 6.2 the blade element thrust, 6T and torque, 6Q are determined by 
6T = 8£ . cos(3 - 8D . sin(3 
6Q = (6£· sin(3 + 8D· cos(3) . r 
where (3 is the angle between the relative velocity vector, VR, and the rotor 
blade plane of rotation. 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
The blade forces were expressed as momentum sources/sinks in the governing equa-
tions, and the blade element thrust and torque need therefore to be expressed as a force 
per unit volume. It follows that 
6T a· 6T 
6V c· 6r . tRdisk 
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6. Rotor model formulation 6.3. Calculation of the momentum sources 
bQ (J" • bQ 
bV c· br . tRdisk 
where br is the element radial dimension 
t Rdiskis the rotor disk thickness 
(J" is defined as the blade solidity ratio: 
(6.6) 
N·c 
(J" = -- (6.7) 
27f . r 
Substitution of equations 7.1 to 6.6 into the equations 6.8 and 6.9 yields: 
bT 1 -2 (J" . - = -PVR -(Cz . cos/3 - Cd· sm/3) (6.8) 
bV 2 tFr 
bQ 1 -2 (J" . 
- = -PVR . r· -(Cz . cos/3 + Cd· sm/3) (6.9) 
bV 2 tFr 
Since the relative velocity magnitude can be calculated and the other components are 
known, only the coefficients of lift and drag needs to be determined to resolve equations 
6.8 and 6.9. The lift and drag characteristics of a profile section are a function of the 
Reynolds number and angle of attack,a, alone. This depends on the particular rotor 
being modelled and within a specified range of Mach numbers. The Reynolds number 
is calculated as: 
p ·IVRI· c Re = --'----'---
f-L 
where p is the density obtained directly from the solver 
f-L is the dynamic viscosity obtained directly from the solver 
IVRI is the relative velocity magnitude 
c is the profile chord length. 
The angle of attack is calculated according to: 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
It is necessary in helicopters to vary the blade pitch angles as a function of azimuth 
angle, to account for the free-stream velocity component in forward flight. Controlling 
the geometric angle of attack, or the pitch angle, of the blades serves to keep the angle of 
attack constant for advancing and retreating blades. This is to prevent pitching moments 
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6. Rotor model formulation 6.4. Calculation of moments 
being created by unequal aerodynamic load characteristics along diametrically opposing 
blades. In the current simulations, the relationship between the pitch angle, e, and the 
rotor azimuth angle, 1jJ, is described by the equation 
. r e = eo - Alcos'ljl - B1sm1jJ + ReI 
where eo is the collective pitch angle 
e1 is the blade twist 
Al defines the lateral cyclic pitch angle 
Bl defines the longitudinal cyclic pitch angle 
r is the element radial position 
R is the rotor tip radius. 
(6.12) 
For 0: values falling outside the range of experimental data, lift and drag character-
istics of for a flat plate were used. According to Hoerner [8] and Borst and Hoerner [9], 
the dimensionless lift and drag coeffiecients for a flat plate are given respectively as 
C1 = Cdmax • sino: . coso: (6.13) 
and 
(6.14) 
A smooth transition between the airfoil and flat plate lift and drag characteristics was 
ensured with the introduction of a fourth order polynomial and trigonometric functions 
in the overlap regions. The resulting lift and drag curves are shown in Figure 6.3, as 
a function of angle of attack, 0:. Linear interpolation is used to determine C1 and Cd 
values at intermediate Reynolds numbers. 
6.4 Calculation of moments 
The rolling moment, values for the moment about the x-axis, and the pitching moment, 
moment about the y-axis, is function of the azimuthal angle and is determined at the 
end of very iteration. These moment values are of particular importance since the rotor 
needs to be balanced to operate correctly in the various flight conditions. 
Once again the blade forces are expressed as momentum sources in the governing 
equations since the rolling moment and pitching moments were expressed as force per 
unit volume: 
b Mx 1 -2 (J ( . ) -- = --PVR . r· - C1 . cos(3 - Cd' szn(3 . cos'ljJ 
bV 2 tFr 
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-180 -19:> -120 -30 o 30 120 ISO 
Angle of attack. 0.. (de~) 
Figure 6.3: Lift and drag coefficients as a function of angle of attack, used for calculation 
of the aerodynamic forces at the blade elements defined in the rotor model[19] 
r5My 1 2 (J 
-- = -PVR . r· -(Ct· cos{3 - Cd' sin(3) . sin1jJ 
r5V 2 tFr 
(6.16) 
6.5 Blade Flapping 
The blade flapping of the rotor is not calculated in the code. However, if the flapping 
motion is known the code can account for the first two harmonics of flapping by adding 
the flapping velocity to the velocity normal to the blade path. Further due to its relative 
unimportance in this investigation, the lead-lag motion is also ignored. 
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Implementation and validation of 
the trim routine 
This chapter presents the trim routine used to balance the rotor in forward flight con-
ditions, as well as the tests conducted to validate this routine. The method used to 
trim the rotor was the N ewton-Raphson Iterative method. Only a single processor was 
used in the verification of the trim routine, since this was one of the restrictions of the 
rotor model. Verification of the trim routine was initially carried out on a rotor model 
without the fuselage. This was mainly done because of the lesser computational time 
and expense required to test the trim routine. However, verification of the trim routine 
for the rotor and fuselage was performed for a few scenarios. Therefore, in this chapter, 
both of the cases in which the trim routine is validated are presented. In each of these 
cases validated the configuration of the model, the computational grid used, and results 
are depicted. Finally, the results are discussed. 
7.1 Trim Routine 
The trim routine that was created was implemented in the rotor model, and could be 
executed when the user desired. The trim routine implemented was able to calculate 
the correct collective pitch angle (eo) and cyclic pitch coefficients (AI, Bd in order to 
achieve the desired thrust coefficient, and eliminate moments around the hub for a 
particular flight speed. This relationship between the thrust and moment coefficients; 












7. Implementation and validation of the trim routine 7.1. Trim Routine 
where CT represents the coefficients of thrust 
CMx represents the rolling moment 
CMy represents the pitching moment. 
CT, cMx , CMy are defined by the following equations: 
where p is the density of the fluid 
R is the radius of the rotor 






Following Yang et al. [22] a Newton-Raphson iterative method was employed to 
trim the rotor. Given an initial guess for eo, AI, E I ; and the desired thrust and moment 
coefficients (CTdesired; C M desired; C M deSired), equation 7.7 was used by the the trim routine 
x y 
to determine the change in fleo, flA I , flEI : 
(7.7) 
A step by step explanation of the method used, in the trim routine, to determine the 
solution and various aspects of equation 7.7 are described below: 
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7. Implementation and validation of the trim routine 7.1. Trim Routine 
1. With the initial guess for eo, AI, Bl set the flow solver was run till convergence of 
the flow-field, to get the initial rotor performance (CTo, CMxo, CMyo). 
2. Another eo value was then guessed and the simulation was restarted. Al and Bl 
remained unchanged. 
3. Once convergence was reached, the new rotor performance was obtained from the 
[ 
~~~ ~~: ~~: 1 
rotor model code and the first column of the Jacobian matrix, o~~x o;~:x o;~x 
oCMx OCMy oCMy 
aBo oA I OBI 
was calculated. The components of the Jacobian matrix were calculated using a 
linear approximation method. This calculation was done relative to the initial 
rotor performance characteristics and the initial guesses for eo, AI, B 1. 
4. eo was changed back to the initial value and a new Al was guessed. Bl remained 
unchanged. 
5. When convergence was reached once again, the rotor performance was obtained 
from the rotor model code and the second column of the Jacobian matrix was 
calculated. 
6. Another Bl value was then guessed and Al was changed back to the initial value. 
eo remained unchanged. 
7. Once convergence was reached, the new rotor performance was obtained from the 
rotor model code and the third column of the Jacobian matrix was calculated. 
8. With the use of equation 7.7 the changes to eo, AI, Bl was calculated. 
9. A simulation was conducted with the new eo, AI, Bl values. Once convergence 
was reached the rotor performance was obtained. If this rotor performance was 
equivalent to the desired values then the new eo, AI, Bl were correct. 
10. If the rotor performance was not equivalent to the desired values then the process 
was restarted from step one with the current rotor performance values being seen 
as the initial rotor performance values. 
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7. Implementation and validation of the trim routine 7.2. Validation of the trim routine 
The relationship between the rotor aerodynamic parameters CT , CMx ' CMy and 0o, A l , Bl 
were found to be non-linear. However, the diagonal components of the Jacobian matrix 
( ~~~, a~~x , a~~y), were found to be at least ten times greater than the non-diagonal 
components of the Jacobian matrix. This meant that even though the relationship be-
tween the aerodynamic parameters and 0o, A l , Bl was non-linear, it could be possible 
to assume a linear relationship. Thus, because of this finding it would be practical to 
implement linear techniques to solve for 0o, A l , B l . In future investigations methods 
such as the secant method, could be used instead of the Newton-Raphson method in 
order to find the optimum 0o, Al , Bl needed to trim the rotor. 
7.2 Validation of the trim routine 
Validation of the trim routine was a fairly long process. Because of the computational 
restrictions of the rotor model code, only a single processor could be used at anyone 
time. Therefore, to save computational time, verification of the trim routine was carried 
out on a model with a rotor, but no fuselage (rotor-alone model). The effects of the 
fuselage on the results were not known but it was felt that this was sufficient for initial 
testing of the routine. However, before the trim routine verification could begin, a simple 
test of the rotor in a state of hover was simulated. This was carried out to ensure that 
the rotor would be balanced, as it should be, in a hover condition. A few simulations of 
the rotor and fuselage were carried out to check the results and effects that the fuselage 
would have on 0o, A l , B l . Therefore, in the validation of the trim routine the testing of 
the rotor model with the rotor-alone model was carried out. This was followed by the 
testing of the trim routine in forward flight conditions, for both the rotor-alone as well 
as the rotor and fuselage simulations. 
7.2.1 Isolated Rotor 
Rotor Model Configuration 
In order to use the rotor model successfully, critical information about the rotor system 
was required. This included the rotational speed, blade profiles, dimensions, and number 
of blades. These values were used as inputs in the rotor model code, as well as defining 
the construction of the actuator disk within the computational domain. The root cutout 
used was 24 % of the radius, and the rotor rotated in an anticlockwise direction. In the 
numerical rotor model geometry created, the effects of the rotor hub were neglected. 
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7 . impl,,:mentatioll ",nd v"lida!ion (J[ lh~,','~i"" , ","'"",,",' ____ , 'c"'"_V.,.,Ii,d,",',i"m",,,,f, "h." "",m"-"o''''',m,,,· 
,---
H.ot."t ioll Snmi .... ! Blade Blade Ilol.Or I3lad€ angl~ 
spef'(j (rpm) of blacks profil" "iLoJ'd (m) dimneu:! (m) of I.wiSI, (d(:,,) 
2()OO , r.;,'\C. \ 1}(1l 2 O.1}f;fi 1.i2 -Ii 
-----, 
Tabl,' 71, "lain rotor chaTaderistics uSI'd for th ,' rotor "'0d<"l confignwtion 
'I'll(' dw,raciNi"l.ics used in i.lJis invesl,igal,ion for I,hf main rol.(Jr are given in Tabk 
7. '1 , "n,1 \w]'(' taken from \.11(' ""periment,ill invbli",mion ("lrrk~1 onl, by )'1int'ci; el. al. 
,'I '-II. II l im~'k PI "I 'HJ cOIldllnH,1 " WiIl,1 t1lIl!",1 1.,,"1 of lJ. II.-"lwrk hdkopl,er flJselag~ 
m(Jd~1 with an indfp~ndently mounted rotor to ol' lain steadY all(1 ppriodic preSSll[(' d"t" 
(JIl the helicopler body. The modd was tested at foUl' ad\'anc~ ratios and three thrust 
",,,:Ilki"nt,,, It w"s ,,100 nS"fnl t,o noW Uiil l, '\Ii]j{~:k CL ai, [14111sed iJ. 2-m~1,,,r rol.(Jr 1,esi 
system ,,-ith a four bbd,'d Hrtic ll lklted rot.or with no "iIl.-Ilifi(,"Ilt pitd)-llilP ('onplin". In 
the lll\'c'S\.igati(Jn it was [(Jund that the rotor wake induced cha~ges in the stekuly preSSllre 
cudficienl.s aI, dw two 1(J',",~st advance ratios as the wake tiowed around the bfldy 
)'lilled. el, "I. [HI also fO lmd I,hal, the unsl.eadv pr !'"S..~ure c(Jefficients wer~ m ... "1J:ke.-j by 
four peaks ".SSOcitlt<'(1 WiTh T, I](: pll~",lj1,H of tiLn fom rotor blad,'S, HI",ln pass"",n "i[')\' I,S 
were largest on t he n(Jse and tail boom of t.he modeL III addition the magnit.nde of tiLe 
1'111"" iIlC]'("L'HI wit.iL I.hn rotor l,hm"1 ('of'ffideni, 
Computationa l gr id for the rot.or-alOlle s illlul" tions 
TiLe compur.kltiomd grid" for t hn I'otor-illolln si muial iOIl" w,~·(, aeal.ed in I,he prc~ process"r, 
GA"IBIT:!<'. Apar t from the struct,ur~d act, lHltor di"k I'c"ioll t.iL" coml'",a1.ional dOIllain 
,,-'''' n",sh,~l ,,"iIIII.- an '1II"l.rUCl.UnXlldn"hedral grid. This allowed relatively simpln lIlil-
nipnlation of t.hn )';rid dnIlsity amnIld Uw adU lJ.l,or disk regi(Jn. The dimensions of till' 
computati(Jnal domain \WlS repre:wmat,ivn of thn H by 22 fool subsonic T.llllnei. The tfst 
soc\.i(Jn meaSllres (i.(i3 met~rs wide and 4.42 llll't,"rs fcd iLigh ill. l,iLH " lll.nUlce and is 1:;.24 
TlId~rs lOllII.-, About t.:l million grid elemfnts w,'re used to mesiL t. hn nntim ,IOll",ill, A" 
'SI~.'n in Figm(' 7. 1. nH'Sh refillemelli. Ocellrs in j(Jcillil.y of the actuator disk rngion wit.h 
I.he grid becoming inrrea.singly COklrSH to\wm.l If", ,Iomai!! bo,,"dari,," 
As req"ire.-.l hy TiH' rOT,or TlIodd c",k the ""'I,ual,(Jr disk regi(Jn was meshed using a 
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,. Implemelltatioll 'U1U validation of the trim routine - ., 1 __ • "'aHdmioll of thc trim rolH.in~ 
FiKllte 7. 1: I'JaIl VieW of I.h" COIlJplll.al.ionaj Krid in t.lIe ",gion of the a.dua.tor disk 
disks 
Dimensions of the actuator disk were baSl,·d on l,hose llSl,·d by :\1ill",:1 !"I IJ_ 111] ill 
their illv"sl.igalion, In Fignrc 7.:;' it SI~"l ,i(", I.hnJllgh I.h" ,"::I.nat.or disk "'Kion sho"o; the 
different zones used in the rutor TlLodeL 
Conlll)'; Wlk~ 1101, incJudc--d in I.he creal,ioll of 11l<" compn!,al.io"al grid 011 1.1", rotm disk 
This was mainly I",(:allsc \,;J1WS of (:onillg we"" no l anuJabl,,_ Th"w "all"" are )',('llcra,lly 
determined dmi"K "';1>nim('1l1,al invcsl.igatiolls , 
Initial tes ting o f t l"" R~)t or !\1",!.,1 
Initial testin)', of t.he rut.or model wit.huut the trim routine was carriro uut to ensure l,hat 
th" numerical rotor beha\'ro in too correct manner. This initial le"ting was canied out 
on the rotor-alune modeL The rut or wa,~ modelled in a surrounding region of atmosphen· 
ill a "tate of hover. The atmospooric out.er r<egiun was created by assigning each of til<" 
bOlmdary facc~ &' pre&ure inlet buundaries_ 
J\ Vil.],'" of f) degree'S was assignc'<..i 1.0 l,h" collective pitch angle. 00, whilsl. zero d"Knn; 
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7. hnpl<'lllPlw'ti()n ""d w,li,l"j;oTL ()f\h~ I, i,,, ro"liTLe 7 ,2 . Validation of tk trim romine 
j'igur" 1.2, An ~ctlJ~j()r rlisk com]lut.ilj,ionnl grid cOIllpri~ill!\ of ,'iIiOO l"lb 
Figure 7,3: A ",-",j,iOIl vi~,,- tllrDug:h tlw aClUalor di,k w~ion, SllOWi!l~ the di,J.;-ZOllC' 
\I.,,-~l 
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,. imph·"H·[l(l!.lio [l .. r~J "alidatio" oj the trim rouli])e 7,2 . Validatio" of the trim routi"e 
Th~ abo",-mencioll<Y\ valups w~r~ (l,'l'lign~d to ('hf'('k if thp rocor would haw z~ro l1lonwnts 
aboul l h" hub and a flOn ~ero thrust vaJup. This is dw wflditiofls thaI" thp physieal rocor 
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flight simulat,ions could b~ condueu-d to lesl t hp rouln"" 
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Fi:;;urc 7, 1; Thp symlllPTrkH I ('()Pfli<:iPIl1 of Pff'SSHfP ,listribution for t l! P ro10r in It hoy-
l'Iing c<Jnditiull 
Cenlre for R<""'~r-dl i" Com putational and Appli ed M"d,a"i L" 










T . Illlplemclltation and Yalidatioll or", "'Ce ,'""i,"","",,""",i,"", ____ , 'c_ 2". _"'''"'"''"'''"'"i,,,",, .of"'.,"h",. , ',i"m".""",""'"""' 
Trim rout.i"" verificaUoIl [or t hc rolor-alonc 1l1OdcJ 
To wrify that, th" trim rollt.i"" "".klllat('d nocded to trim thc rotor, sevcral t ests Wfre 
conducted on th~ rotor-alone modfl fa!' tl", forward Hight condition, Forwa,rd night is 
an extrcmely complfx aerodynamic problfm to mcodeL Thi~ i~ l >€Cau~e of thf main roto!' 
heing ~llhj"ct"d to proportiouatd,l' lm!\c o!I-axie flow ('omponcllt.s when a helicoptcr is in 
forwa,fd Hi~ht, I" addition, furtl",,. ('nInpl"xit.i,,< ari~e h,,('aus(' of th" rev""S(..J now that, 
may be fxperiencffi owr 8. ~('rt_ion of t,lw J'('t!,"aling hl3,([,,>;, part.iCL!larlr at. hi!\h il.1h~lll('" 
ratlOs, 
A complete model was used for these simulatious and the boundary conditions ap" 
plied no" slip walls on ttl(' top, hotwm, and ~id(' domain hOllndilT'i,,~ with a const.ant 
vflocity-inlet boundary at thf frout to enforce the forward Hight velocity, The exit of 
the flow dOlllain w,,,, s('t ,,,, a ""nstant. pressurc-inkt b",mda,r,l' ('ondition 
The ~imulations t.hat. took pilln' ll"'''.1 tI", ~aHL" SOIW'T "etting~ that WeTf u~('d for U", 
initial testing and Werf c8rriffi out at, the ad'<lnre ratios (/.I) and thTust rO€ffirient>; CJ 
shown in Tabl~ 7.2 
Au advance mtio (/'.) i" a c"'Hmonl,l' "e"d v"lu(' ue"d to describe th(' velociLy of a 
I~'l i"opt.!'r with rf~lj(,(·t, t,o it.s r010r sp<xxI. As ~''''n in 7.A, /' is ddin('d as th" ra1.io of 
froc-stream velocity (v.nd and rotor ]1]1I(]C tip speed (v,), 
/' = ", 
(7.8) 
Tlw ""m]ition~ for t,]", ~i1llulati'-'LLs 1'1('1'" k,,,ed (\n th" "xILL,rim""tal condi1.ioLLs used bv 
/IIin"",k ft at [1 .. : Thf value>; obtained by /IIined;: et at [14] dUTing thfir i"w~ti gatio" 
could be used as a comparison, Iuitial !-':ucss,--,s for O ..,Al' il, were obtained allalytkally 
wit h t.h" 1lIfthod~ used by Prouty 116]. C('n"rally when t h(' aI",lr!ical val"e~ W('r" Lltili",d 
the correct trimming coffficifuts Wfre reachffi withill thref simulation~. 
The flo, AI' [h valne~ LIeN] bv ).fin<x,k et al. [1<111.0 obtain trim tollditions experi-
In"LLt,al lr, as wdl a~ tho", ohtai""d ""m"ri('ally in this ill\'eSl igat icm are displaved iu thc 
Thbles 7.2 and 7.3 below. 
('"m.r" for H.fs""rch in Compm.atlOnal and Appli<xl )'k'Challi~'S 











I' HO~---,4~, cc1~R~,cc1 
O,O'i l O.fKlIi.1G lU)() , -1..,0 1.,0 
(loU!) ] O_lJU&J4 13.t)() -L30UO 
V_I!)] O,LHXi43 10.30 ~"lJ HlJ 
Il L'> ! 0 _00802 1~ _ OO -::' ~ lJ VjU 
0.2.,2 OJloc·n 10_10 -11.40 ~ 80 
0.232 O.fK1Sm lU10 -1..,0 1.0 
Table 7 2: \IiJL,,(:k ct. a L IHI eXp!'riTll(,Tlt.al re"ll it.s for t.he numerical couditions used III 
the rotor-alone ~iIl11l1"t.i()lls 
Page 71 
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I' CT Dc ,1, Ii , 
UO!) l O.1XKi3G 12.10 -2.33 1.( IS 
(l,U!) l 0.00804 13.Y~ -2.43 14 1 
0_ 151 0_OO64~ 9_82 - lGl 1 9 7 
0.151 0_ ((lR02 11. 28 -1.96 2 52 
0.232 O.IJ()6,B 8.57 -0.!)8 2. 78 
0_23~ 1).00803 11.07 -1 , 4~ 3. 74 
. __ . 
Tabl e 7 .. " :-<ulJlcricai rcsnit..< for Lh" (Condition, Ils('d inlh" Wlo!'-"]o"" ~iJtllllation~ 
CeIltr~ for R('"el\,~h ill ComputatioIlll] ami AppliN ::I'lcdlauic" 










7.2 . Vulid"tio" of the tr im roll1 l n~ 
7.2.2 Roiol' find Fllseiflge 
In t.]", simulations conducted for tlw rotor and fUHdag(' ",,,,figural,ion l.lj(' SHine compu-
tat,ional dOlllHin, hOllnda.ry condilions, solwr settings alLd rol OJ chamcl,eri~I.icK ,~~ t.]wse 
u"""i for th~ rotoT-airme, forward Jli~hl Himulal ions were ulilio.ed. The Gentpr of tire rotor 
with ft'specllo th~ fllSfl~gp, w~~ lo('~tpd at ,;/1 = 0_6%, !III = 1),1):;1, z/l = 1),;122. These 
('{)(Jldin>ll,eS duplical,,.j tho"" used hy )'l ineck et aI, [14] in their investigation 
Comp utational grid of the rotor and fuselage simula t ion." 
III the J'e~iolL Sllfl'Ollndin1-\ II", helicopler [usela1-\e and actuator disk. sharp gmdients in 
fiow prop~rtip~ wer~ ~xp€ct~d du~ 10 I,h" rot"r ,lOWlL WH>;h HI,,1 now im"ractions around 
the body-structure, A siz~ function w~s t lwr~for~ u,,*d to rpfilLe Ihe (lIlHlmet uw,l nL<'sh 
~i/" in Ihis nitk,,] n,!\ion, and t.o conl,rol the rate at which the grid would l"'com~ 
progres.~iv~iy fOUI,,*'- Thp gri' l b"">lm" ('om",r ,~, il nwv,.d, oiliwards, I,oward the 
donw.in boundaries, The maximum (>"11 sil~ was thus at th€ domain hou!".iari€H_ 'I'll" 
1-\l'id used is demonstrated in Figure {''', showing thp ROBl-:l" and ~tJ'uctured actu~V)] 
di~k wgion emb",ld,'d in an unsl,nl<"l,llfed nwsh, 
S'"~""~ .","""" C," 
"' ''" IJO,"'~"""d ~"","", ... , ~" 
Figur~ {5: J)etailc, l vi"w of the eOlupulational grid ~round thp lwli"opt€r fmlciag", 
showing Ih" ~trnctlln,d adllH.tor disk re"ion embedded within an unstnlctur~d grid 
Centre for ltese"r('h in Comp"talional and Applied I>I,d",,,i(s 










7 . impiemell\~1 iOll ,,'1(.1 'i"ii<i"-lioll of the triln ~""'""'~'""".~~~~, ",2",~,.'"""ii(" '"'~","",'"',"",m," ."',m",,",,",",,,"O' 
An inil.i1l1 grid si,l{~ of 1,,0 mm waR ~p(~jti('d for mc~hing the hflic()pler fm<dagc (:;.:,,, 
FigllJ" 7_61. nsilLg i). growth lat" of l .(),) and ,1 nl1lximum d"m,,"t~ ~ize of 600 fIun. Thf 
growth lat.> {ktill('~ th" ~ize ratio of the currelli. row of cl"m"m.~ t.f) I. h ~ pr('vi ou~ row's 
demmts , A total number of abOlli. 2 milliou ccll~ wa~ u~ ed 10 me~h the ~ntire dom!)jn, 
, 
y ---1-- )( 
Fi)',Ul'C 7, (i; Compnl al.ion!)] grid dr'l'c:ri bing I,he fa c&; of I,he RODIN lldicopl."r fnsrLlgc 
'I'll<' nSf' of ~i/r fllTlCtion~ allo",n\ greater eontrol ov~r t lw comjJul.>lUoual grid Thi~ 
p€rmitte<,i the totalnumbcr of grid elements t() b(, r (xlm;"d ~iglLi ti('>lnl,l}', without nf'oC~S-­
~arily sacrificing cOHlpubtionnJ accuracy and slil-hilil.y, ~iucc tloe gr id could be rdinl~1 in 
criU(',d rfgions, while reL1iuilLg a ('(mr~c ~1,nlCt,lln' iIl the majority of th~ COlllpul,al iolLil-1 
dOIIl!llU, 
Trim rout.ine vllritkat iOll for the rotor and fuselage model 
Dn(' to t lor (x-,mpllt,m,iolL,Ll rXp('lL~(' thill, wa" requ ired for the rol or and ru~dilgc ~i"lll[;,­
t.iou~ olLly I,hrr<' vrritic>lti()ll ~imulat.im1 ~ were conducted, Tlw simulations ,lI. I.hr t lonJ~t, 
cortfici"nt~ 'lDd ad',"1c" ml,i,->.'; ill Table 7 _4 w~re conducted, TIle Of) , A j , 1J 1 \'!)lllr~ I,hm, 
""er e \1~ e<l to trim t1w rotor [or tlw rotor and fuselage modd, i'l1<1 rOl.or-,dOJLC ~iIIlll lm,i m1 ~ 
are abo di~p IHy""j Table 7_--1, "lollg with the "xperinwntal values uSl~1 by />'1inf'{;k d. al 
[14]. About ., or 5 it erat ion~ of the trim routin~ \\We needed t() l",law", I. h" rO!,(Jr I'm 
I,he rol,or awl fU&'lage ~im \1 l at.i (jll ~ . Generally the rolling mOIllelli. 1111<1 thrust ('odlickm. 
\\we l",lalL('€<:\ withiTl thr,"", ~imulatio\l~_ but were out of lx,lance in pltch, 
C('<,1.re [01 lle"e'''eh in ComplL\"t iolial and Applil'(i Mc.:kutics 










7. Implementation and validation of the trim routine 7.2. Validation of the trim routine 
/1 CT Experimental Isolated Rotor Rotor and Fusealage 
0.051 0.00636 eo = 11.90 eo = 12.10 eo = 12.10 
Al = -1.30 Al = -2.33 Al = -2.33 
BI = 1.30 BI = 1.08 BI = 1.08 
0.151 0.00643 eo = 10.30 eo = 9.82 eo = 9.84 
Al = -2.70 Al = -1.61 Al = -1.86 
BI = 2.40 BI = 1.97 BI = 1.99 
0.231 0.00657 eo = 10.40 eo = 9.57 eo = 9.54 
Al = -0.40 Al = -0.99 Al = -1.45 
BI = 3.80 BI = 2.79 BI = 2.75 
Table 7.4: A comparison of the experimental and numerical results for both the valida-
tion cases at the test conditions of the rotor and fuselage simulations 
7.2.3 Results and Discussion 
Even though the experimental values were available for the eo, AI, B I , the visual aero-
dynamic effects were unclear in the documentation acquired. This was because the 
documentation received was in black and white, and the effects could only be seen on 
colour. Therefore only the numerical eo, AI, BI values could be used for evaluation and 
discussion. 
For the rotor-alone simulations, rolling and pitch moments errors were found to be 
below 1.0%, when compared to the desired values, and the thrust error was found to 
be below 2.0% for the conditions specified. A reasonably good agreement was found to 
exist between the experimental and numerical results for the rotor-alone simulations. 
On the other hand, for the rotor and fuselage simulations the rolling and pitch 
moments errors were found to be below 2.4% and the thrust error was found to be 
below 4.1 %. As seen in Table 7.4, the effect of the fuselage on eo, AI, BI needed to trim 
the rotor, is not large. The difference between eo, AI, BI of the rotor-alone and, rotor 
and fuselage simulations were found to be greater at higher advance ratios. 
The difference in the experimental and numerical values can be attributed to the lack 
of coning. It must also be remembered that in a physical helicopter configuration, the 
hub in the center of the rotor rotates. Rotation of the hub was not accommodated for in 
the rotor model, which means that the effects that it has on the flow-field surrounding 
is not accounted for. Theoretically the rotor wake should also influence the trimming of 
the rotor, and thus on the difference in results. 
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Summary and conclusions 
This report has presented the development, validation and implementation of a trim 
routine for a numerical rotor model, developed for use in simulations of a helicopter 
exterior flow-field. 
In Chapter 1, the reason, approach and limitations for this investigation were pre-
sented. A historical discussion of the methods used to model rotary-wing flow fields, 
leading up to the current momentum source technique used to model the effects of rotor, 
was depicted. The need for the implementation of the trim routine was also revealed. 
A literature review was presented in Chapter 2. The equations that govern the fluid 
flow around a helicopter configuration were presented, along with the methods used to 
model turbulence in CFD. A depiction offorward flight helicopter aerodynamics was also 
shown. Finally brief descriptions of the trim routine implementations used in previous 
investigations were also revealed. 
In Chapter 3, the fuselage and external geometry created for this investigation were 
described. The method in which the geometry was created was also described. Chapter 
4 presented the computational grids created around the helicopter fuselage. The grid 
used, choices made, and methods used to create the grids were also described. 
Evaluation of the turbulence models and the numerical modeling strategy for the 
helicopter fuselage simulations were described in Chapter 5. First order discretisation 
schemes were found to be acceptable discretisation choices for the pressure, convection 
and turbulence terms. Turbulence models were compared for grids that utilised both 
wall function approach, and near wall modelling. For the wall function approach grids, 
the k - E, and its variants, the RNG and realizable models were found to be suitable 
choices. For the range of turbulence models tested, for the near wall modelling approach 











8. Summary and conclusions 
Chapter 6 presented a mathematical description of the methodology used for the 
rotor model, which was implemented through the use of user-defined functions, written 
in the C programming language. 
In Chapter 7, the trim routine used to balance the rotor in forward flight conditions 
was described and tested. The method used to balance the rotor was the Newton-
Raphson Iterative method. Tests were conducted, initially on a rotor-alone model be-
cause of the computational restrictions that were enforced by the rotor model. When 
compared to the desired values, the collective pitch angle and cyclic pitch coefficients 
for these tests compared favourably. Good agreements between the numerical and ex-
perimental values were also found. When the trim routine was tested on the rotor and 
fuselage model, the effect of the fuselage on the collective pitch angle and cyclic pitch 
coefficients proved to minimal. 
Although the restrictions prevented a realistic aerodynamic comparison of the nu-
merical and experimental data, it can be concluded that the trim routine implemented 
was able to trim the rotor successfully. This finding was based on outputs of the rotor 
model code. However, greater verification of the helicopter aerodynamics needs to be 
conducted. 
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The following recommendations are made for future investigations: 
9.1 Parallelise the rotor model 
One of the shortcomings of the rotor model was that it could only be used on a single 
processor. This presents a very large computational restriction. It is therefore, rec-
ommended that the rotor model be altered, so that it can be run on more than one 
processor, and so that it can accommodate more than one rotor per simulation. 
9.2 Acquire greater computational resources 
To, fully, accurately predict the aerodynamics of the flow-field surrounding the helicopter 
fuselage, greater computational resources will be needed to generate grids with more 
elements in regions of interest, and to computationally save time in solving the flow. 
9.3 Conduct an experimental investigation 
To completely validate the accuracy of CFD in predicting the flow variations and aero-
dynamic forces experimental work needs to be carried out. Creation of a physical model 











9. Recommendations 9.4. Include coning and hub effects 
9.4 Include coning and hub effects 
When the actuator disk grid is created it is recommended that the value of coning be 
taken into consideration. However, these coning values will have to be determined or 
obtained from experimental investigations. A spinning hub should also be included on 
the geometry so that its effects on the flow-field can be accounted for. It would be 
possible to alter the rotor model and geometry so that it can account for the rotation 
and aerodynamic loading due to the hub. 
9.5 Investigate the use of linear techniques for the 
trim routine 
Since a possible linear relationship was found to exist between the pitch angles and 
the coefficients of thrust, and moments it is recommended that a linear technique be 
investigated as a possible alternative for rotor trim, as one of these methods may be 
found to be more suitable. 
Centre for Research in Computational and Applied Mechanics 
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The coordinates of the ROBIN configuration used during this investigation is defined 
by super-ellipse equations. It consists of an analytically defined body representing the 
fuselage, and an analytically defined pylon representing the fairings around the engines 
and transmission. The exact form of these equations is shown in Chapter 3. 
This chapter, therefore, deals with the code that was written in Matlab to create 
the coordinates of the ROBIN configuration. Flowcharts describing the logic of the 
routines are attached, along with the outputs of the code. A copy of the code used is 
also indicated in this appendix. 
A.I Software Description 
The software is comprised of a main program (main.m), several function files (py-
lonone.m, pylontwo.m, robinone.m, robintwo.m, robinthree.m, robinfour.m) to generate 
the coordinates of the robin configuration, and another function file (calcval.m) which 
generates the values for the the analytical functions of the model height (H), width 
(W), camber (Zo), and elliptical power (N). Only the main file needs to be run to gen-
erate the outputs, since the function files merely completes intermediate tasks needed 
to generate the coordinates. 
A.2 Flowcharts 
A generic flowchart is indicated for the function files needed to generate the coordinates 
of the robin configuration. This is because the same method is applied in each of these 













Calculate coordinates of ROBIN between 
0.01020 
Calculate coordinates of pylons between 
0410 1 018 
.L.. 
Create a matrix with coordinates of the 
ROBIN Body and pylon and delete repeated 
coordinates 
~ 
Plot the ROBIN tx:dy with tile pylon 
Wflle the output ( Ibl) for the ROBIN 
tx:dy 
,( 
Write tile output ( Ibl) for tile pylon 
( stop 
Figure A.l: Flowchart depicting the structure of main.m 
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Initialise ' .... '1r1ablesof functions.. 
radial cooldlnatres. y coord Inatl! s 
and zcoordlnates 
the y and z coordinates 
A.2. Flowcharts 
Deftne crefflClents tor fUllctlons 
Figure A.2: Flowchart depicting the structure of function files needed to generate the 
coordinates 
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Fir;nrc A3: Flowchart d"victiug the slwclul"e of function fil e catrvaLm 
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/\.:1 . Outputs of the cod" 
A.3 Outputs of the corle 
A fi""r" depiding the shape of the HODI:'< configllratioll is an output of I he ~'O<le. Th" 
(~xl" a lso (Mlrpub t.h e (TC';~ s<'Ctional coonlinau's of ll,,' HOIlI." body and pylon in a 
data (1m.) Iii". Th is wa" <:arried oul. So Ihallh" rial.a file" ("(lll id br' the imporurl by 
I he CAD l'ackag(' ProEngiJl("'r _ llaving th" ('()"rdinav's twing imporv~t a ll ow,'o simpler 
gCOtnr'tr)' creati rll1 in ProEngiJl(~'r _ Tlln", in t.h is s,'~t~'" a fig Oi re oel'icting til,' ltOnt}." 
hd i("oplr'r lusel a~(' is ~hown. Th~ cross ilCCUonal coordinates [01" the 110l3l ,", hod)' mid 












02 0 4 06 08 1 2 14 1 6 1 8 
FigllrC /I. ... : Th~ rob in con rignrari 'Ml 1I.~ it. is olltp,n.s from the Matlab ",1(1,' writt<'n 
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A • A.3. Outputs of the code 
A.3.1 Pylon coordinates in the .IBL format 
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A.3. Outputs of the code 
0.430000 0.000000 0.167994 
0.430000 0.011519 0.167988 
0.430000 0.024664 0.167719 
0.430000 0.039600 0.164600 
0.430000 0.048065 0.152750 
0.430000 0.049194 0.138181 
0.430000 0.049220 0.125000 
0.430000 0.049194 0.111819 
0.430000 0.048065 0.097250 
0.430000 0.039600 0.085400 
0.430000 0.024664 0.082281 
0.430000 0.011519 0.082012 
0.430000 0.000000 0.082006 
Begin section 4 
Begin curve 4 
0.440000 0.000000 0.171917 
0.440000 0.012570 0.171910 
0.440000 0.026914 0.171616 
0.440000 0.043213 0.168213 
0.440000 0.052450 0.155282 
0.440000 0.053682 0.139384 
0.440000 0.053712 0.125000 
0.440000 0.053682 0.110616 
0.440000 0.052450 0.094718 
0.440000 0.043213 0.081787 
0.440000 0.026914 0.078384 
0.440000 0.012570 0.078090 
0.440000 0.000000 0.078083 
Begin section 5 
Begin curve 5 
0.450000 0.000000 0.175105 
0.450000 0.013424 0.175097 
0.450000 0.028743 0.174784 
0.450000 0.046150 0.171150 
0.450000 0.056014 0.157340 
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A.3. Outputs of the code 
0.470000 0.031597 0.070273 
0.470000 0.014756 0.069928 
0.470000 0.000000 0.069921 
Begin section 8 
Begin curve 8 
0.480000 0.000000 0.182079 
0.480000 0.015292 0.182071 
0.480000 0.032744 0.181714 
0.480000 0.052574 0.177574 
0.480000 0.063811 0.161842 
0.480000 0.065310 0.142500 
0.480000 0.065346 0.125000 
0.480000 0.065310 0.107500 
0.480000 0.063811 0.088158 
0.480000 0.052574 0.072426 
0.480000 0.032744 0.068286 
0.480000 0.015292 0.067929 
0.480000 0.000000 0.067921 
Begin section 9 
Begin curve 9 
0.490000 0.000000 0.183838 
0.490000 0.015763 0.183830 
0.490000 0.033753 0.183462 
0.490000 0.054194 0.179194 
0.490000 0.065778 0.162977 
0.490000 0.067323 0.143039 
0.490000 0.067359 0.125000 
0.490000 0.067323 0.106961 
0.490000 0.065778 0.087023 
0.490000 0.054194 0.070806 
0.490000 0.033753 0.066538 
0.490000 0.015763 0.066170 
0.490000 0.000000 0.066162 
Begin section 10 
Begin curve ! 10 
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A.3. Outputs of the code 
0.700000 0.082521 0.147111 
0.700000 0.082565 0.125000 
0.700000 0.082521 0.102889 
0.700000 0.080627 0.078450 
0.700000 0.066428 0.058572 
0.700000 0.041372 0.053341 
0.700000 0.019322 0.052890 
0.700000 0.000000 0.052880 
Begin section 13 
Begin curve 13 
0.800000 0.000000 0.197500 
0.800000 0.019424 0.197490 
0.800000 0.041590 0.197036 
0.800000 0.066777 0.191777 
0.800000 0.081051 0.171795 
0.800000 0.082955 0.147228 
0.800000 0.083000 0.125000 
0.800000 0.082955 0.102772 
0.800000 0.081051 0.078205 
0.800000 0.066777 0.058223 
0.800000 0.041590 0.052964 
0.800000 0.019424 0.052510 
0.800000 0.000000 0.052500 
Begin section 14 
Begin curve 14 
0.825000 0.000000 0.196679 
0.825000 0.019295 0.196669 
0.825000 0.041316 0.196219 
0.825000 0.066337 0.190994 
0.825000 0.080516 0.171144 
0.825000 0.082408 0.146739 
0.825000 0.082452 0.124658 
0.825000 0.082408 0.102577 
0.825000 0.080516 0.078172 
0.825000 0.066337 0.058321 
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Begin curve ! 
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A.3. Outputs of the code 
0.900000 0.000000 0.186706 
0.900000 0.017259 0.186697 
0.900000 0.036956 0.186294 
0.900000 0.059337 0.181621 
0.900000 0.072021 0.163865 
0.900000 0.073712 0.142035 
0.900000 0.073752 0.122284 
0.900000 0.073712 0.102533 
0.900000 0.072021 0.080703 
0.900000 0.059337 0.062947 
0.900000 0.036956 0.058274 
0.900000 0.017259 0.057871 
0.900000 0.000000 0.057862 
Begin section 18 
Begin curve 18 
0.925000 0.000000 0.180616 
0.925000 0.015913 0.180608 
0.925000 0.034074 0.180236 
0.925000 0.054709 0.175928 
0.925000 0.066403 0.159556 
0.925000 0.067963 0.139429 
0.925000 0.068000 0.121218 
0.925000 0.067963 0.103008 
0.925000 0.066403 0.082880 
0.925000 0.054709 0.066509 
0.925000 0.034074 0.062201 
0.925000 0.015913 0.061829 
0.925000 0.000000 0.061821 
Begin section 19 
Begin curve 19 
0.950000 0.000000 0.172658 
0.950000 0.014095 0.172651 
0.950000 0.030179 0.172322 
0.950000 0.048456 0.168506 
0.950000 0.058814 0.154006 
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A.3. Outputs of the code 
1.000000 0.016548 0.088787 
1.000000 0.007729 0.088606 
1.000000 0.000000 0.088602 
Begin section 22 
Begin curve 22 
1.001800 0.000000 0.144776 
1. 001800 0.007348 0.144772 
1.001800 0.015733 0.144600 
1.001800 0.025261 0.142611 
1. 001800 0.030661 0.135052 
1.001800 0.031381 0.125758 
1. 001800 0.031398 0.117350 
1.001800 0.031381 0.108942 
1.001800 0.030661 0.099648 
1. 001800 0.025261 0.092089 
1.001800 0.015733 0.090100 
1.001800 0.007348 0.089928 
1.001800 0.000000 0.089924 
Begin section 23 
Begin curve 23 
1.003600 0.000000 0.143163 
1.003600 0.006942 0.143159 
1.003600 0.014865 0.142997 
1.003600 0.023867 0.141118 
1.003600 0.028969 0.133976 
1.003600 0.029650 0.125195 
1.003600 0.029666 0.117250 
1.003600 0.029650 0.109306 
1.003600 0.028969 0.100525 
1.003600 0.023867 0.093383 
1.003600 0.014865 0.091503 
1.003600 0.006942 0.091341 
1.003600 0.000000 0.091338 
Begin section 24 
Begin curve ! 24 
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A. A.3. Outputs of the code 
1.009000 0.023590 0.123270 
1.009000 0.023602 0.116949 
1.009000 0.023590 0.110628 
1.009000 0.023048 0.103642 
1.009000 0.018989 0.097960 
1.009000 0.011827 0.096464 
1.009000 0.005523 0.096335 
1.009000 0.000000 0.096332 
Begin section 27 
Begin curve 27 
1. 010800 0.000000 0.135327 
1. 010800 0.004951 0.135324 
1.010800 0.010600 0.135208 
1. 010800 0.017020 0.133868 
1. 010800 0.020658 0.128775 
1.010800 0.021144 0.122513 
1.010800 0.021155 0.116848 
1. 010800 0.021144 0.111182 
1. 010800 0.020658 0.104921 
1. 010800 0.017020 0.099827 
1. 010800 0.010600 0.098487 
1. 010800 0.004951 0.098371 
1.010800 0.000000 0.098369 
Begin section 28 
Begin curve 28 
1. 012600 0.000000 0.132783 
1.012600 0.004296 0.132781 
1. 012600 0.009200 0.132680 
1.012600 0.014771 0.131517 
1.012600 0.017928 0.127097 
1. 012600 0.018349 0.121663 
1.012600 0.018359 0.116746 
1. 012600 0.018349 0.111829 
1. 012600 0.017928 0.106395 
1.012600 0.014771 0.101975 
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A • A.3. Outputs of the code 
A.3.2 ROBIN coordinates in the .IBL format 
Open Index Arclength 
Begin section 1 
Begin curve 1 
0.010000 0.000000 -0.043599 
0.010000 0.005834 -0.044023 
0.010000 0.011733 -0.045473 
0.010000 0.017550 -0.048245 
0.010000 0.022777 -0.052645 
0.010000 0.026487 -0.058698 
0.010000 0.027776 -0.065795 
0.010000 0.026487 -0.072892 
0.010000 0.022777 -0.078945 
0.010000 0.017550 -0.083345 
0.010000 0.011733 -0.086116 
0.010000 0.005834 -0.087566 
0.010000 0.000000 -0.087990 
Begin section 2 
Begin curve 2 
0.020000 0.000000 -0.026803 
0.020000 0.008536 -0.027384 
0.020000 0.017164 -0.029512 
0.020000 0.025541 -0.033699 
0.020000 0.032763 -0.040324 
0.020000 0.037534 -0.049183 
0.020000 0.039031 -0.059240 
0.020000 0.037534 -0.069297 
0.020000 0.032763 -0.078156 
0.020000 0.025541 -0.084781 
0.020000 0.017164 -0.088969 
0.020000 0.008536 -0.091097 
0.020000 0.000000 -0.091677 
Begin section 3 
Begin curve ! 3 
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A. A.3. Outputs of the code 
0.050000 0.059050 -0.030238 
0.050000 0.060515 -0.046060 
0.050000 0.059050 -0.061883 
0.050000 0.052983 -0.076650 
0.050000 0.042093 -0.088153 
0.050000 0.028372 -0.095202 
0.050000 0.014022 -0.098392 
0.050000 0.000000 -0.099091 
Begin section 6 
Begin curve 6 
0.060000 0.000000 0.015665 
0.060000 0.015446 0.014977 
0.060000 0.031333 0.011603 
0.060000 0.046495 0.003828 
0.060000 0.058251 -0.009036 
0.060000 0.064464 -0.025394 
0.060000 0.065848 -0.042667 
0.060000 0.064464 -0.059940 
0.060000 0.058251 -0.076298 
0.060000 0.046495 -0.089163 
0.060000 0.031333 -0.096937 
0.060000 0.015446 -0.100312 
0.060000 0.000000 -0.101000 
Begin section 7 
Begin curve 7 
0.070000 0.000000 0.023587 
0.070000 0.016746 0.022921 
0.070000 0.034058 0.019415 
0.070000 0.050563 0.010987 
0.070000 0.063071 -0.003162 
0.070000 0.069350 -0.020994 
0.070000 0.070642 -0.039576 
0.070000 0.069350 -0.058158 
0.070000 0.063071 -0.075990 
0.070000 0.050563 -0.090139 
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Begin curve ! 
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A. A.3. Outputs of the code 
0.100000 0.000000 0.043933 
0.100000 0.020097 0.043368 
0.100000 0.041178 0.039686 
0.100000 0.061264 0.029628 
0.100000 0.075523 0.011967 
0.100000 0.081674 -0.009751 
0.100000 0.082680 -0.031636 
0.100000 0.081674 -0.053520 
0.100000 0.075523 -0.075239 
0.100000 0.061264 -0.092899 
0.100000 0.041178 -0.102958 
0.100000 0.020097 -0.106639 
0.100000 0.000000 -0.107205 
Begin section 11 
Begin curve 11 
0.200000 0.000000 0.089855 
0.200000 0.027684 0.089604 
0.200000 0.057814 0.086421 
0.200000 0.086788 0.073072 
0.200000 0.103486 0.046033 
0.200000 0.107896 0.015196 
0.200000 0.108253 -0.013715 
0.200000 0.107896 -0.042626 
0.200000 0.103486 -0.073463 
0.200000 0.086788 -0.100503 
0.200000 0.057814 -0.113851 
0.200000 0.027684 -0.117034 
0.200000 0.000000 -0.117285 
Begin section 12 
Begin curve 12 
0.300000 0.000000 0.115428 
0.300000 0.031904 0.115331 
0.300000 0.067409 0.113020 
0.300000 0.102008 0.098273 
0.300000 0.118259 0.064542 
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A. A.3. Outputs of the code 
0.500000 0.071277 -0.123455 
0.500000 0.033484 -0.124965 
0.500000 0.000000 -0.125000 
Begin section 15 
Begin curve 15 
0.600000 0.000000 0.125000 
0.600000 0.033484 0.124965 
0.600000 0.071277 0.123455 
0.600000 0.108819 0.108819 
0.600000 0.123455 0.071277 
0.600000 0.124965 0.033484 
0.600000 0.125000 0.000000 
0.600000 0.124965 -0.033484 
0.600000 0.123455 -0.071277 
0.600000 0.108819 -0.108819 
0.600000 0.071277 -0.123455 
0.600000 0.033484 -0.124965 
0.600000 0.000000 -0.125000 
Begin section 16 
Begin curve 16 
0.700000 0.000000 0.125000 
0.700000 0.033484 0.124965 
0.700000 0.071277 0.123455 
0.700000 0.108819 0.108819 
0.700000 0.123455 0.071277 
0.700000 0.124965 0.033484 
0.700000 0.125000 0.000000 
0.700000 0.124965 -0.033484 
0.700000 0.123455 -0.071277 
0.700000 0.108819 -0.108819 
0.700000 0.071277 -0.123455 
0.700000 0.033484 -0.124965 
0.700000 0.000000 -0.125000 
Begin section 17 
Begin curve ! 17 
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A. A.3. Outputs of the code 
1.000000 0.112344 0.035136 
1.000000 0.112416 0.005034 
1.000000 0.112344 -0.025069 
1.000000 0.110340 -0.058671 
1.000000 0.096216 -0.091183 
1.000000 0.063705 -0.105306 
1.000000 0.030103 -0.107310 
1.000000 0.000000 -0.107382 
Begin section 20 
Begin curve 20 
1.100000 0.000000 0.111445 
1.100000 0.027414 0.111346 
1.100000 0.057786 0.109125 
1.100000 0.086766 0.095803 
1.100000 0.100088 0.066823 
1.100000 0.102309 0.036450 
1.100000 0.102408 0.009037 
1.100000 0.102309 -0.018377 
1.100000 0.100088 -0.048749 
1.100000 0.086766 -0.077729 
1.100000 0.057786 -0.091051 
1.100000 0.027414 -0.093272 
1.100000 0.000000 -0.093371 
Begin section 21 
Begin curve 21 
1.200000 0.000000 0.104717 
1.200000 0.024399 0.104582 
1.200000 0.051184 0.102176 
1.200000 0.076377 0.089899 
1.200000 0.088654 0.064706 
1.200000 0.091060 0.037921 
1.200000 0.091195 0.013522 
1.200000 0.091060 -0.010877 
1.200000 0.088654 -0.037662 
1.200000 0.076377 -0.062855 
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A. A.3. Outputs of the code 
1.500000 0.000000 0.083420 
1.500000 0.014843 0.083116 
1.500000 0.030456 0.080471 
1.500000 0.044510 0.072230 
1.500000 0.052751 0.058176 
1.500000 0.055396 0.042563 
1.500000 0.055700 0.027720 
1.500000 0.055396 0.012877 
1.500000 0.052751 -0.002736 
1.500000 0.044510 -0.016790 
1.500000 0.030456 -0.025031 
1.500000 0.014843 -0.027675 
1.500000 0.000000 -0.027980 
Begin section 25 
Begin curve 25 
1.600000 0.000000 0.076950 
1.600000 0.011933 0.076567 
1.600000 0.024218 0.073980 
1.600000 0.035123 0.067156 
1.600000 0.041946 0.056251 
1.600000 0.044534 0.043966 
1.600000 0.044917 0.032033 
1.600000 0.044534 0.020101 
1.600000 0.041946 0.007816 
1.600000 0.035123 -0.003090 
1.600000 0.024218 -0.009913 
1.600000 0.011933 -0.012500 
1.600000 0.000000 -0.012884 
Begin section 26 
Begin curve 26 
1.700000 0.000000 0.071352 
1.700000 0.009407 0.070874 
1.700000 0.018839 0.068396 
1.700000 0.027103 0.062869 
1.700000 0.032630 0.054604 
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A. A.3. Outputs of the code 
1.900000 0.012500 0.018349 
1.900000 0.006470 0.015852 
1.900000 0.000000 0.015000 
Begin section 29 
Begin curve 29 
1. 910000 0.000000 0.064875 
1. 910000 0.006438 0.064027 
1. 910000 0.012437 0.061542 
1. 910000 0.017589 0.057589 
1. 910000 0.021542 0.052437 
1. 910000 0.024027 0.046438 
1. 910000 0.024875 0.040000 
1. 910000 0.024027 0.033562 
1. 910000 0.021542 0.027563 
1. 910000 0.017589 0.022411 
1. 910000 0.012437 0.018458 
1. 910000 0.006438 0.015973 
1. 910000 0.000000 0.015125 
Begin section 30 
Begin curve 30 
1.920000 0.000000 0.064495 
1.920000 0.006340 0.063660 
1.920000 0.012247 0.061213 
1.920000 0.017321 0.057321 
1.920000 0.021213 0.052247 
1.920000 0.023660 0.046340 
1.920000 0.024495 0.040000 
1.920000 0.023660 0.033660 
1.920000 0.021213 0.027753 
1.920000 0.017321 0.022679 
1.920000 0.012247 0.018787 
1.920000 0.006340 0.016340 
1.920000 0.000000 0.015505 
Begin section 31 
Begin curve ! 31 
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A. A.3. Outputs of the code 
1.950000 0.020913 0.045604 
1.950000 0.021651 0.040000 
1.950000 0.020913 0.034396 
1.950000 0.018750 0.029175 
1.950000 0.015309 0.024691 
1.950000 0.010825 0.021250 
1.950000 0.005604 0.019087 
1.950000 0.000000 0.018349 
Begin section 34 
Begin curve 34 
1.960000 0.000000 0.060000 
1.960000 0.005176 0.059319 
1.960000 0.010000 0.057321 
1.960000 0.014142 0.054142 
1.960000 0.017321 0.050000 
1.960000 0.019319 0.045176 
1.960000 0.020000 0.040000 
1.960000 0.019319 0.034824 
1.960000 0.017321 0.030000 
1.960000 0.014142 0.025858 
1.960000 0.010000 0.022679 
1.960000 0.005176 0.020681 
1.960000 0.000000 0.020000 
Begin section 35 
Begin curve 35 
1.970000 0.000000 0.057854 
1.970000 0.004621 0.057245 
1.970000 0.008927 0.055462 
1.970000 0.012624 0.052624 
1.970000 0.015462 0.048927 
1.970000 0.017245 0.044621 
1.970000 0.017854 0.040000 
1.970000 0.017245 0.035379 
1.970000 0.015462 0.031073 
1.970000 0.012624 0.027376 
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A. A.3. Outputs of the code 
1. 991000 0.000000 0.050365 
1. 991000 0.002683 0.050012 
1. 991000 0.005183 0.048977 
1. 991000 0.007329 0.047329 
1. 991000 0.008977 0.045183 
1. 991000 0.010012 0.042683 
1. 991000 0.010365 0.040000 
1. 991000 0.010012 0.037317 
1. 991000 0.008977 0.034817 
1. 991000 0.007329 0.032671 
1. 991000 0.005183 0.031023 
1. 991000 0.002683 0.029988 
1. 991000 0.000000 0.029635 
Begin section 39 
Begin curve 39 
1.992000 0.000000 0.049798 
1.992000 0.002536 0.049464 
1.992000 0.004899 0.048485 
1.992000 0.006928 0.046928 
1.992000 0.008485 0.044899 
1.992000 0.009464 0.042536 
1.992000 0.009798 0.040000 
1.992000 0.009464 0.037464 
1.992000 0.008485 0.035101 
1.992000 0.006928 0.033072 
1.992000 0.004899 0.031515 
1.992000 0.002536 0.030536 
1.992000 0.000000 0.030202 
Begin section 40 
Begin curve 40 
1.993000 0.000000 0.049189 
1.993000 0.002378 0.048876 
1.993000 0.004594 0.047958 
1.993000 0.006498 0.046498 
1.993000 0.007958 0.044594 
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A. A.3. Outputs of the code 
1.995000 0.003903 0.033240 
1.995000 0.002020 0.032460 
1.995000 0.000000 0.032194 
Begin section 43 
Begin curve 43 
1.996000 0.000000 0.047000 
1.996000 0.001812 0.046761 
1.996000 0.003500 0.046062 
1.996000 0.004950 0.044950 
1.996000 0.006062 0.043500 
1.996000 0.006761 0.041812 
1.996000 0.007000 0.040000 
1.996000 0.006761 0.038188 
1.996000 0.006062 0.036500 
1.996000 0.004950 0.035050 
1.996000 0.003500 0.033938 
1.996000 0.001812 0.033239 
1.996000 0.000000 0.033000 
Begin section 44 
Begin curve 44 
1.997000 0.000000 0.046078 
1.997000 0.001573 0.045871 
1.997000 0.003039 0.045263 
1.997000 0.004298 0.044298 
1.997000 0.005263 0.043039 
1.997000 0.005871 0.041573 
1.997000 0.006078 0.040000 
1.997000 0.005871 0.038427 
1.997000 0.005263 0.036961 
1.997000 0.004298 0.035702 
1.997000 0.003039 0.034737 
1.997000 0.001573 0.034129 
1.997000 0.000000 0.033922 
Begin section 45 
Begin curve ! 45 
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A. A.4. Actual code 
A.4 Actual code 
A hard copy of the software is presented in this section: 
%FILE: main.m{E} 
%{L}robinone, robintwo, robinthree, robinfour, pylonone, pylontwo 
%Prepared by: Vaneshen Naidoo 
%Purpose: To create the non dimensional coordinates of the 
%ROBIN helicopter configuration and write it out to an .IBL file 
%Overall method: 
%1. Calculates the coordinates of the ROBIN 0.0 < x/I < 0.1 
%2. Calculates the coordinates of the ROBIN 0.1 < x/I < 0.4 
%3. Calculates the coordinates of the ROBIN 0.4 < x/I < 0.8 
%4. Calculates the coordinates of the ROBIN 0.8 < x/I < 1.9 
%5. Calculates the coordinates of the ROBIN 1.9 < x/I < 1. 99 
%6. Calculates the coordinates of the ROBIN 1. 99 < x/I < 2.0 
%7. Calculates the coordinates of the pylon 0.4 < x/I < 0.5 
%8. Calculate the coordinates of the pylon 0.4 < x/I < 0.8 
%9. Calculates the coordinates of the pylon 0.8 < x/I < 1. 0 
%10.Calculates the coordinates of the pylon 1.0 < x/I < 1.018 
%ll.Creates a matrix with the co-ordinates of the ROBIN and deletes the any 
%repeated coordinates 
%12.Creates a matrix with the co-ordinates of the pylon and deletes the any 
%repeated coordinates 
%13. Plots the ROBIN with the pylon 
%14. Writes the output (.ibl) file for the ROBIN body 




%Calculates the coordinates of the ROBIN 0.0 < x/I < 0.1 
x_beg8 0.0; %add sumtin here 
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x incS = 0.01; 
x endS 0.1; 
intervalS = ((x_endS - x_begS) / x_incS ) + 1; 
x_plotS zeros(intervalS, 13); 
y_plotS zeros(intervalS, 13); 
z_plotS zeros(intervalS, 13); 
A.4. Actual code 
[x_plotS,y_plotS,z_plotS] = robinone(x_begS, x_incS, x_endS, intervalS); 
%-------------------------------------------------------------
%Calculates the coordinates of the ROBIN 0.1 < x/l < 0.4 
x_beg 0.1; 
x inc 0.1; 
x end 0.4; 
interval = ((x_end - x_beg) / x inc) + 1; 
x_plot zeros (interval, 13); 
y_plot zeros (interval, 13); 
z_plot zeros (interval, 13); 
[x_plot,y_plot,z_plot] = robinone(x_beg, x_inc, x_end,interval); 
%-------------------------------------------------------
%Calculates the coordinates of the ROBIN 0.4 < x/l < O.S 
x_beg2 0.4; 
x inc2 0.1; 
x end2 O.S; 
interval_2 = ((x_end2 - x_beg2) / x_inc2 ) + 1; 
x_plot2 zeros(interval_2, 13); 
y_plot2 zeros(interval_2, 13); 
z_plot2 zeros(interval_2, 13); 
[x_plot2,y_plot2,z_plot2] = robintwo(x_beg2, x_inc2, x_end2,interval_2); 
%-------------------------------------------------------
%Calculates the coordinates of the ROBIN O.S < x/l < 1.9 
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A . A.4. Actual code 
x_beg3 0.8; 
x inc3 = 0.1; 
x end3 = 1.9; 
interval_3 = 12;% CCx_end3 - x_beg3) / x_inc3 ) + 1; 
x_plot3 zerosCinterval_3, 13); 
y_plot3 zerosCinterval_3, 13); 
z_plot3 zerosCinterval_3, 13); 
[x_plot3,y_plot3,z_plot3] = robinthreeCx_beg3, x_inc3, x_end3,interval_3); 
%-------------------------------------------------------
%Calculates the coordinates of the ROBIN 1.9 < x/l < 1.99 
x_beg4 = 1. 9; 
x inc4 0.01; 
x end4 1. 99; 
interval_4 = CCx_end4 - x_beg4) / x_inc4 ) + 1; 
x_plot4 zerosCinterval_4, 13); 
y_plot4 = zerosCinterval_4, 13); 
z_plot4 zerosCinterval_4, 13); 
[x_plot4,y_plot4,z_plot4] = robinfourCx_beg4, x_inc4, x_end4,interval_4); 
%-------------------------------------------------------







interval_7 = CCx_end7 - x_beg7) / x_inc7 ) + 1; 
x_plot7 zerosCinterval_7, 13); 
y_plot7 zerosCinterval_7, 13); 
z_plot7 zerosCinterval_7, 13); 
[x_plot7,y_plot7,z_plot7] = robinfourCx_beg7, x_inc7, x_end7,interval_7); 
%-------------------------------------------------------
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A. A.4. Actual code 










= 11 %( (x_end9 , 
zeros (interva19, 
zeros(interva19, 
- x_beg9) / x_inc9 ) + 1; 
13); 
13); 
z_plot9 zeros(interva19, 13); 
[x_plot9,y_plot9,z_plot9] = pylonone(x_beg9, x_inc9, x_end9,interva19); 
%-------------------------------------------------------
%Calculates the coordinates of the pylon 0.5 < x/l < 0.8 
x_beg5 0.5; 
x inc5 = 0.1; 
x end5 0.8; 
interva15 = ((x_end5 - x_beg5) / x_inc5 ) + 1; 
x_plot5 zeros (interva15, 13); 
y_plot5 zeros (interva15, 13); 
z_plot5 zeros (interva15 , 13); 
[x_plot5,y_plot5,z_plot5] = pylonone(x_beg5, x_inc5, x_end5,interva15); 
%-------------------------------------------------------










= 9; %((x_end6 -
zeros(interva16, 
zeros (interva16, 
x_beg6) / x_inc6 
13); 
13); 
) + 1· , % x_end / x_beg 
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A. A.4. Actual code 
z_plot6 = zeros(interva16, 13); 
[x_plot6,y_plot6,z_plot6] = pylontwo(x_beg6, x_inc6, x_end6,interva16); 
%-------------------------------------------------------
%Calculates the coordinates of the pylon 1.0 < x/l < 1.018 
x_begl0 = 1.00; 
x incl0 0.0018; 
x endl0 1.018; 
intervall0 = 11; %((x_end6 - x_beg6) / x_inc6 ) + 1; % x_end / x_beg 
x_plot 10 = zeros(intervall0, 13); 
y_plotl0 zeros(intervall0, 13); 
z_plotl0 zeros(intervall0, 13); 
[x_plotl0,y_plotl0,z_plotl0] = pylontwo(x_begl0, x_incl0, x_endl0,intervall0); 
%-------------------------------------------------------
% creates a matrix with the co-ordinates of the robin 
x_finalplotter = [x_plot8;x_plot;x_plot2;x_plot3;x_plot4;x_plot7]; 
% deletes repeated co ordinates 
x_finalplotter(12,:) = [ ]; 
x_finalplotter(15,:) = [ ]; 
x_finalplotter(19,:) = [ ]; 
x_finalplotter (30 , : ) [] ; 
x_finalplotter(39,:) []; 
x_finalplotter(l,:) = [ ]; 
x_finalplotter(47,:) = [ ]; 
%-------------------------------------------------------
y_finalplotter = [y_plot8;y_plot;y_plot2;y_plot3;y_plot4;y_plot7]; 
y_finalplotter(12,:) []; 
y_finalplotter(15,:) []; 
y _finalplotter (19, : ) [] ; 
y_finalplotter(30,:) []; 
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y_finalplotter(39,:) = [ ]; 
y_finalplotter(1,:) = [ ]; 
y_finalplotter(47,:) = [ ]; 
%-------------------------------------------------------
A.4. Actual code 
z_finalplotter = [z_plot8;z_plot;z_plot2;z_plot3;z_plot4;z_plot7]; 
z_finalplotter(12,:) []; 
z_finalplotter(15,:) []; 
z_finalplotter (19, : ) [] ; 
z_finalplotter(30, :) [] ; 
z_finalplotter(39,:) = [ ]; 
z_finalplotter(1,:) = [ ]; 
z_finalplotter(47,:) = [ ]; 
%-------------------------------------------------------
% creates a matrix with the co-ordinates of the pylon 
x_pylon = [x_plot9;x_plot5;x_plot6;x_plot10]; 
% deletes repeated co ordinates 
x_pylon(12,:) = [ ]; 
x_pylon(15,:) = [ ]; 
x_pylon(23,:) = [ ]; 
x_pylon (1, :) = [ ] ; 
x_pylon(31,:) = [ ]; 
%-------------------------------------------------------
y_pylon = [y_plot9;y_plot5;y_plot6;y_plot10]; 
y_pylon(12,:) []; 
y_pylon(15,:) = [ ]; 
y_pylon(23,:) = [ J; 
y_pylon(1,:) = [ J; 
y_pylon(31,:) = [ ]; 
%-------------------------------------------------------
z_pylon = [z_plot9;z_plot5;z_plot6;z_plot10]; 
z_pylon(12,:) = [ ]; 
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z_pylon(23, :) [J ; 
z_pylon(1,:) = [ J; 
z_pylon(31,:) = [ J; 
%-------------------------------------------------------








% Writes the output (.ibl) file for the ROBIN 
count01 1; 
count03 = 1; 
fid = fopen('the_robin.ibl', 'w'); 
fprintf(fid, 'Open Index Arclength'); 
for count01 = 1:46, 
fprintf(fid, '\n Begin section 
fprintf(fid, '\n Begin curve! 
for count03 = 1:13, 
%d' , count01) ; 
%d', count01); 
A.4. Actual code 






% Writes the output (.ibl) file for the pylon 
pyl01 = 1; 
pyl03 = 1; 
fid = fopen('the_pylon.ibl' ,'w'); 
fprintf(fid, 'Open Index Arclength'); 
for pyl01 = 1:30, 
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A. A.4. Actual code 
fprintf(fid, '\n Begin section 
fprintf(fid, '\n Begin curve! 
for pyl03 = 1:13, 
%d' , pylOi) ; 
%d', pylOi); 
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%Name of Function: pylonone.m 
%Prepared by: Vaneshen Naidoo 
A.4. Actual code 
%Purpose: To generate the pylon shape between 0.4 < x/l < 0.8 
%Parameters: x_beg, x_inc, x_end, interval 
%Return Value: x_plot,y,z(output non dimensional coordinates) 
%Calls To: calcval.m 
%METHOD: 
%2. Specifies the angles for the calculations of the coordinates on the 
%cross section. 
%2. Intialises variables for the functions H,W,Zo,N(vectors); 
%radial coordinate(R) as well as Upper and Lower parts of the equation which 
%calculates the radial coordinate(matrices) ; y(y/l) coordinates(vector); 
%z(z/l) coordinates (vector) 
%3. Loops over the angles specified 
% 3.1. Loops over the range of the x/l values specified 
% 3.2. Specifies the coefficients for H,W,Zo,N 
% 3.3. Calculates H,W,Zo,N 
% 3.4. Calculates R(non dimensional radial coordinate) 
% 3.5. Calculates y/l and z/l 
%4. Changes the format of x/l to that of y/l and z/l 
function [x_plot,y,z] = pylonone(x_beg,x_inc,x_end,interval) 
% Intialise variables 
A=O; 
value = 0.0; 
theta_beg = 0; 
theta_end pi; 
theta_inc = pi/12; 
H zeros(interval,l); 
W zeros(interval,l); 
Zo = zeros(interval,l); 
N = zeros(interval,l); 
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A. A.4. Actual code 
R = zeros(interval,13); 
Upper = zeros(interval,13); 
Lower = zeros(interval,13); 
y zeros(interval,13); 
z = zeros(interval,13); 
xx = x_beg : x_inc : x_end; % assigns a vector for x coordinates 
x_plot = repmat(xx, [13 lJ); %swaps the colums and rows of the x coordinates 
% looping over the angles specified 
for theta = theta_beg : theta_inc theta end 
for x = x_beg: x_inc: x_end % looping over x for 0.0 to 0.4 
A= A+l ; 
% defining coeff for H 
H_c = [1.0; -1.0; -0.8; 0.4; 3.0; 0.0; 0.145; 3.0J; 
% defining coeff for W 
W_c = [1.0; -1.0; -0.8; 0.4; 3.0; 0.0; 0.166; 3.0J; 
% defining coeff for Zo 
Z_c = [0.125; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; O.OJ; 
% defining coeff for N 
N_c = [5.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; O.OJ; 
[valueJ = calcval(H_c,x); 
H(A) = [valueJ; % calculates H 
[valueJ = calcval(W_c,x); 
W(A) = [valueJ; % calculates W 
[valueJ = calcval(Z_c,x); 
Zo(A) = [valueJ; % calculates Zo 
[valueJ = calcval(N_c,x); 
N(A) = [valueJ; % calculates N 
% calculates the value for R(radial coordinate) 
Upper(A) =((H(A)/2)*(W(A)/2))-(N(A)); 
Lower(A) = 1 / (((abs((H(A)/2)*sin(theta)))-(N(A))) + 
((abs((W(A)/2)*cos(theta)))-(N(A)))); 
if Lower(A) > 10e20 
Lower(A) = 0 ; 
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A.4. Actual code 
end 
R(A) (Upper (A) * Lower(A)) - (l/(N(A))) 
yeA) = R(A)*sin(theta); % calculates y/l 
z(A) R(A)*cos(theta) + Zo(A); % calculates z/l 
end 
end 
% arranges x/l coordinates in the same format as the y/l and z/l 
% coordinates 
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A. A.4. Actual code 
%Name of Function: pylontwo.m 
%Prepared by: Vaneshen Naidoo 
%Purpose: To generate the pylon shape between 0.8 < x/l < 1.018 
%Parameters: x_beg, x_inc, x_end, interval 
%Return Value: x_plot,y,z(output non dimensional coordinates) 
%Calls To: calcval.m 
%METHOD: 
%1. Specifies the angles for the calculations of the coordinates on the 
%cross section. 
%2. Intialises variables for the functions H,W,Zo,N(vectors); 
%radial coordinate(R) as well as Upper and Lower parts of the equation which 
%calculates the radial coordinate(matrices) ; y(y/l) coordinates(vector); 
%z(z/l) coordinates (vector) 
%3. Loops over the angles specified 
% 3.1. Loops over the range of the x/l values specified 
% 3.2. Specifies the coefficients for H,W,Zo,N 
% 3.3. Calculates H,W,Zo,N 
% 3.4. Calculates R(non dimensional radial coordinate) 
% 3.5 Calculates y/l and z/l 
%4. Changes the format of x/l to that of y/l and z/l 
function [x_plot,y,z] = pylontwo(x_beg,x_inc,x_end,interval) 
A=O; 
value = 0.0; 
theta_beg 0; 




Zo = zeros(interval,l); 
N = zeros(interval,l); 
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R = zeros(interval,13); 
Upper = zeros(interval,13); 
Lower = zeros(interval,13); 
y zeros(interval,13); 
z = zeros(interval,13); 
xx = x_beg : x_inc : x_end; 
x_plot = repmat (xx, [13 lJ); 
for theta = theta_beg : theta_inc theta end 
A.4. Actual code 
for x = x_beg: x_inc: x_end % looping over x for 0.8 to 1.018 
A= A+l ; 
% defining coeff for H 
H_c = [1.0; -1.0; -0.8; 0.218; 2.0; 0.0; 0.145; 2.0J; 
% defining coeff for W 
W_c = [1.0; -1.0; -0.8; 0.218; 2.0; 0.0; 0.166; 2.0J; 
% defining coeff for Zo 
Z_c = [1.0; -1.0; -0.8; 1.1; 1.5; 0.065; 0.06; 0.6J; 
% defining coeff for N 
N_c = [5.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; O.OJ; 
[ valueJ = calcval(H_c,x); 
H(A) = [valueJ; % calculates H 
[valueJ = calcval(W_c,x); 
W(A) = [valueJ; % calculates W 
[valueJ = calcval(Z_c,x); 
Zo(A) = [valueJ; % calculates Zo 
[valueJ = calcval(N_c,x); 
N(A) [valueJ; % calculates N 
% calculates the value for R(radial coordinate) 
Upper(A) =((H(A)/2)*(W(A)/2))-CN(A)); 
Lower(A) = 1 / (((abs((H(A)/2)*sin(theta)))-(N(A))) 
+ ((abs((W(A)/2)*cos(theta)))-(N(A)))); 
if Lower(A) > 10e20 
Lower(A) = 0 ; 
end 
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A. A.4. Actual code 
R(A) (Upper (A) * Lower(A)) ~ (l/(N(A))); 
yeA) R(A)*sin(theta); % calculates y/l 
z(A) R(A)*cos(theta) + Zo(A); % calculates z/l 
end 
end 
% arranges x/I coordinates in the same format as the y/l and z/l 
% coordinates 
x_plot = x_plot'; 
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%Name of Function: robinone.m 
%Prepared by: Vaneshen Naidoo 
A.4. Actual code 
%Purpose: To generate the ROBIN body shape between 0.0 < x/l < 0.4 
%Parameters: x_beg, x_inc, x_end, interval 
%Return Value: x_plot,y,z(output non dimensional coordinates) 
%Calls To: calcval.m 
%METHOD: 
%1. Specifies the angles for the calculations of the coordinates on the 
%cross section. 
%2. Intialises variables for the functions H,W,Zo,N(vectors); 
%radial coordinate(R) as well as Upper and Lower parts of the equation which 
%calculatesthe radial coordinate(matrices) ; y(y/l) coordinates(vector); 
%z(z/l) coordinates (vector) 
%3. Loops over the angles specified 
% 3.1. Loops over the range of the x/l values specified 
% 3.2. Specifies the coefficients for H,W,Zo,N 
% 3.3. Calculates H,W,Zo,N 
% 3.4. Calculates R(non dimensional radial coordinate) 
% 3.5. Calculates y/l and z/l 
%4. Changes the format of x/l to that of y/l and z/l 
function [x_plot,y,z] 
% Intialise variables 
A=O; 








Zo = zeros(interval,l); 
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A. A.4. Actual code 
N = zeros(interval,l); 
R = zeros(interval,13); 
Upper = zeros(interval,13); 
Lower = zeros(interval,13); 
y zeros(interval,13); 
z = zeros(interval,13); 
xx = x_beg : x_inc : x_end; % assigns a vector for x coordinates 
x_plot = repmat(xx, [13 lJ); %swaps the colums and rows of the x coordinates 
% looping over the angles specifiedSepc 
for theta = theta_beg : theta_inc : theta_end 
for x = x_beg x inc x end % looping over x/l for 0.0 to 0.4 
A= A+l ; 
% defining coeff for H 
H_c = [1.0; -1.0; -0.4 0.4 1.8; 0.0 0.25; 1.8J; 
% defining coeff for W 
W_c = [1.0; -1.0; -0.4 0.4 2.0; 0.0; 0.25; 2. OJ ; 
% defining coeff for Zo 
Z_c = [1.0; -1.0; -0.4; 0.4; 1.8; -0.08; 0.08; 1.8J; 
% defining coeff for N 
N_c = [2.0; 3.0; 0.0; 0.4; 1.0; 0.0; 1.0; 1. OJ ; 
[valueJ = calcval(H_c,x); 
H(A) = [valueJ; % calculates H 
[valueJ = calcval(W_c,x); 
W(A) = [valueJ; % calculates W 
[valueJ = calcval(Z_c,x); 
Zo(A) = [valueJ; % calculates Zo 
[valueJ = calcval(N_c,x); 
N(A) = [valueJ; % calculates N 
% calculates the value for R(radial coordinate) 
Upper(A) =«H(A)/2)*(W(A)/2»-(N(A»; 
Lower(A) = 1 / «(abs«H(A)/2)*sin(theta»)-(N(A») + 
«abs«W(A)/2)*cos(theta) 
% If the lower part of the equation is too great let it 
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if Lower(A) > 10e20 
Lower(A) = 0 ; 
end 
R(A) = (Upper (A) * Lower(A)) - (l/(N(A))); 
yeA) R(A)*sin(theta);% calculates y/l 
A.4. Actual code 
z(A) R(A)*cos(theta) + Zo(A); %calculates z/l 
end 
end 
% arranges x/I coordinates in the same format as the y/l and z/l 
% coordinates 
x_plot = x_plot'; 
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A. A.4. Actual code 
%Name of Function: robintwo.m 
%Prepared by: Vaneshen Naidoo 
%Purpose: To generate the ROBIN body shape between 0.4 < x/I < 0.8 
%Parameters: x_beg, x_inc, x_end, interval 
%Return Value: x_plot,y,z(output non dimensional coordinates) 
%Calls To: calcval.m 
%METHOD: 
%1. Specifies the angles for the calculations of the coordinates on the 
%cross section. 
%2. Intialises variables for the functions H,W,Zo,N(vectors); 
%radial coordinate(R) as well as Upper and Lower parts of the equation which 
%calculates the radial coordinate(matrices) ; y(y/l) coordinates(vectors); 
%z(z/l) coordinates (vectors) 
%3. Loops over the angles specified 
% 3.1. Loops over the range of the x/I values specified 
% 3.2. Specifies the coefficients for H,W,Zo,N 
% 3.3. Calculates H,W,Zo,N 
% 3.4. Calculates R(non dimensional radial coordinate) 
% 3.5. Calculates y/l and z/l 
%4. Changes the format of x/I to that of y/l and z/l 
function [x_plot,y,z] = robintwo(x_beg,x_inc,x_end,interval) 
% Intialise variables 
A=O; 








Zo = zeros(interval,l); 
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N = zeros(interval,1); 
R = zeros(interval,13); 
Upper = zeros(interval,13); 
Lower = zeros(interval,13); 
y = zeros(interval,13); 
z = zeros(interval,13); 
~---~--------------
A.4. Actual code 
xx = x_beg : x_inc : x_end; % assigns a vector for x coordinates 
x_plot = repmat(xx, [13 1J);%swaps the colums and rows of the x coordinates 
% looping over the angles specified 
for theta = theta_beg : theta_inc theta_end 
for x = x_beg: x_inc: x_end % looping over x/l for 0.4 to 0.8 
A= A+1 ; 
% defining coeff for H 
H_c = [0.25; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; O.OJ; 
% defining coeff for W 
W_c = [0.25; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; O.OJ; 
% defining coeff for Zo 
Z _c = [0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 
% defining coeff for N 
N c = [5.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; -
[valueJ = calcval(H_c,x); 
H(A) = [valueJ; % calculates H 
[valueJ = calcval(W_c,x); 
W(A) = [valueJ; % calculates W 
[valueJ = calcval(Z_c,x); 
Zo(A) = [valueJ; % calculates Zo 
[valueJ = calcval(N_c,x); 
N(A) [valueJ; % calculates N 
0.0; 0.0; O. OJ; 
0.0; 0.0; O. OJ; 
% calculates the value for R(radial coordinate) 
Upper(A) =((H(A)/2)*(W(A)/2))-(N(A)); 
Lower(A) = 1 / (((abs((H(A)/2)*sin(theta)))-(N(A))) + 
((abs((W(A)/2)*cos(theta)))-(N(A)))); 
% If the lower part of the equation is too great let it = 0 
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A. A.4. Actual code 
end 
end 
if Lower(A) > 10e20 
Lower(A) 0 
end 
R(A) = (Upper (A) * Lower(A» - (l/(N(A»); 
yeA) R(A)*sin(theta); % calculates y/l 
z(A) R(A)*cos(theta) + Zo(A); % calculates z/l 
% arranges x/l coordinates in the same format as the y/l and z/l 
% coordinates 
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%Name of Function: robinthree.m 
%Prepared by: Vaneshen Naidoo 
A.4. Actual code 
%Purpose: To generate the ROBIN body shape between 0.8 < x/I < 1.9 
%Parameters: x_beg, x_inc, x_end, interval 
%Return Value: x_plot,y,z(output non dimensional coordinates) 
%Calls To: calcval.m 
%METHOD: 
%1. Specifies the angles for the calculations of the coordinates on the 
%cross section. 
%2. Intialises variables for the functions H,W,Zo,N(vectors); 
%radial coordinate(R) as well as Upper and Lower parts of the equation which 
%calculates the radial coordinate(matrices) ; y(y/l) coordinates(vector); 
%z(z/l) coordinates (vector) 
%3. Loops over the angles specified 
% 3.1. Loops over the range of the x/I values specified 
% 3.2. Specifies the coefficients for H,W,Zo,N 
% 3.3. Calculates H,W,Zo,N 
% 3.4. Calculates R(non dimensional radial coordinate) 
% 3.5. Calculates y/l and z/l 
%4. Changes the format of x/I to that of y/l and z/l 
function [x_plot,y,z] = robinthree(x_beg,x_inc,x_end,interval) 
% Intialise variables 
A=O; 







H = zeros(interval,l); 
W zeros(interval,l); 
Zo = zeros(interval,l); 
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A. A.4. Actual code 
N = zeros(interval,l); 
R zeros(interval,13); 
Upper = zeros(interval,13); 
Lower = zeros(interval,13); 
y = zeros(interval,13); 
z = zeros(interval,13); 
xx = x_beg : x_inc : x_end; % assigns a vector for x coordinates 
x_plot = repmat(xx, [13 lJ); %swaps the colums and rows of the x coordinates 
% looping over the angles specified 
for theta theta_beg: theta_inc theta_end 
for x = x_beg x inc x end % looping over x for 0.8 to 1.9 
A= A+l ; 
% defining coeff for H 
H_c = [1.0; -1.0; -0.8; 1.1; 1.5; 0.05; 0.2; 0.6J; 
% defining coeff for W 
W_c = [1.0; -1.0; -0.8; 1.1; 1.5; 0.05; 0.2; 0.6J; 
% defining coeff for Zo 
Z_c = [1.0; -1.0; -0.8; 1.1; 1.5; 0.04; -0.04; 0.6J; 
% defining coeff for N 
N_c = [5.0; -3.0; -0.8; 1.1; 1.0; 0.0; 0.0; O.OJ; 
[valueJ = calcval(H_c,x); 
H(A) = [valueJ; % calculates H 
[valueJ = calcval(W_c,x); 
W(A) = [valueJ; % calculates W 
[valueJ = calcval(Z_c,x); 
Zo(A) = [valueJ; % calculates Zo 
[valueJ = calcval(N_c,x); 
N(A) = [valueJ; % calculates N 
% calculates the value for R(radial coordinate) 
Upper(A) =((H(A)/2)*(W(A)/2))-(N(A)); 
Lower(A) = 1 / (((abs((H(A)/2)*sin(theta)))-(N(A))) + 
((abs((W(A)/2)*cos(theta)))-(N(A)))); 
% If the lower part of the equation is too great let it 
if Lower(A) > 10e20 
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A.4. Actual code 
Lower(A) = 0 
end 
R(A) (Upper (A) * Lower(A)) - (1/(N(A))); 
yeA) = R(A)*sin(theta);% calculates y/l 
z(A) R(A)*cos(theta) + Zo(A); % calculates z/l 
end 
end 
% arranges x/l coordinates in the same format as the y/l and z/l 
% coordinates 
x_plot = x_plot'; 
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A. A.4. Actual code 
%Name of Function: robinfour.m 
%Prepared by: Vaneshen Naidoo 
%Purpose: To generate the ROBIN body shape between 1.9 < x/l < 2.0 
%Parameters: x_beg, x_inc, x_end, interval 
%Return Value: x_plot,y,z(output non dimensional coordinates) 
%Calls To: calcval.m 
%METHOD: 
%1. Specifies the angles for the calculations of the coordinates on the 
%cross section. 
%2. Intialises variables for the functions H,W,Zo,N(vectors); 
%radial coordinate(R) as well as Upper and Lower parts of the equation which 
%calculates the radial coordinate(matrices) ; y(y/l) coordinates(vector); 
%z(z/l) coordinates (vector) 
%3. Loops over the angles specified 
% 3.1. Loops over the range of the x/l values specified 
% 3.2. Specifies the coefficients for H,W,Zo,N 
% 3.3. Calculates H,W,Zo,N 
% 3.4. Calculates R(non dimensional radial coordinate) 
% 3.5. Calculates y/l and z/l 
%4. Changes the format of x/l to that of y/l and z/l 
function [x_plot,y,z] 
A=O; 









Zo = zeros(interval,l); 
N = zeros(interval,l); 
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R = zeros(interval,13); 
Upper = zeros(interval,13); 
Lower = zeros(interval,13); 
y zeros(interval,13); 
z = zeros(interval,13); 
A.4. Actual code 
xx = x_beg : x_inc : x_end; % assigns a vector for x coordinates 
x_plot = repmat (xx, [13 1]); 
%swaps the colums and rows of the x coordinates 
for theta = theta_beg : theta_inc theta end 
for x = x_beg: x_inc: x_end % looping over x for 1.9 to 2.0 
A= A+l ; 
% defining coeff for H 
H_c = [1.0; -1.0; -1.9; 0.1; 2.0; 0.0; 0.05; 2.0J; 
% defining coeff for W 
W_c = [1.0; -1.0; -1.9; 0.1; 2.0; 0.0; 0.05; 2.0J; 
% defining coeff for Zo 
Z_c = [0.04; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; O.OJ; 
% defining coeff for N 
N_c = [2.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; 0.0; O.OJ; 
[valueJ = calcval(H_c,x); 
H(A) = [valueJ; % calculates H 
[valueJ = calcval(W_c,x); 
W(A) = [valueJ; % calculates W 
[valueJ = calcval(Z_c,x); 
Zo(A) = [valueJ; % calculates Zo 
[valueJ = calcval(N_c,x); 
N(A) = [valueJ; % calculates N 
Upper (A) =((H(A)/2)*(W(A)/2))~(N(A)); 
Lower(A) = 1 / «(abs«H(A)/2)*sin(theta)))~(N(A))) + 
«abs«W(A)/2)*cos(theta)))~(N(A)))); 
if Lower(A) > 10e20 
Lower(A) = 0 ; 
end 
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A. A.4. Actual code 
R(A) (Upper (A) * Lower(A)) - (1/(N(A))); 
yeA) R(A)*sin(theta); 
z(A) = R(A)*cos(theta) + Zo(A); 
end 
end 
% arranges x/1 coordinates in the same format as the y/1 and z/l 
% coordinates 
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%Name of Function: robinthree.m 
%Prepared by: Vaneshen Naidoo 
-- ----------------
A.4. Actual code 
%Purpose: To generate the ROBIN body shape between 0.8 < x/l < 1.9 
%Parameters: x_beg, x_inc, x_end, interval 
%Return Value: x_plot,y,z(output non dimensional coordinates) 
%Calls To: calcval.m 
%METHOD: 
%1. Specifies the angles for the calculations of the coordinates on the 
%cross section. 
%2. Intialises variables for the functions H,W,Zo,N(vectors); 
%radial coordinate(R) as well as Upper and Lower parts of the equation which 
%calculates the radial coordinate(matrices) ; y(y/l) coordinates(vector); 
%z(z/l) coordinates (vector) 
%3. Loops over the angles specified 
% 3.1. Loops over the range of the x/l values specified 
% 3.2. Specifies the coefficients for H,W,Zo,N 
% 3.3. Calculates H,W,Zo,N 
% 3.4. Calculates R(non dimensional radial coordinate) 
% 3.5. Calculates y/l and z/l 
%4. Changes the format of x/l to that of y/l and z/l 
function [x_plot,y,z] robinthree(x_beg,x_inc,x_end,interval) 
% Intialise variables 
A=O; 









Zo = zeros(interval,l); 
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A • A.4. Actual code 
N zeros(interval,l); 
R = zeros(interval,13); 
Upper = zeros(interval,13); 
Lower = zeros(interval,13); 
y zeros(interval,13); 
z = zeros(interval,13); 
xx = x_beg : x_inc : x_end; % assigns a vector for x coordinates 
x_plot = repmat(xx, [13 lJ); %swaps the colums and rows of the x coordinates 
% looping over the angles specified 
for theta theta_beg: theta_inc theta_end 
for x = x_beg x inc x end % looping over x for 0.8 to 1.9 
A= A+l ; 
% defining coeff for H 
H_c = [1.0; -1.0; -0.8; 1.1; 1.5; 0.05; 0.2; 0.6J; 
% defining coeff for W 
W_c = [1.0; -1.0; -0.8; 1.1; 1.5; 0.05; 0.2; 0.6J; 
% defining coeff for Zo 
Z_c = [1.0; -1.0; -0.8; 1.1; 1.5; 0.04; -0.04; 0.6J; 
% defining coeff for N 
N_c = [5.0; -3.0; -0.8; 1.1; 1.0; 0.0; 0.0; O.OJ; 
[valueJ = calcval(H_c,x); 
H(A) = [valueJ; % calculates H 
[valueJ = calcval(W_c,x); 
W(A) = [valueJ; % calculates W 
[valueJ = calcval(Z_c,x); 
Zo(A) = [valueJ; % calculates Zo 
[valueJ = calcval(N_c,x); 
N(A) = [valueJ; % calculates N 
% calculates the value for R(radial coordinate) 
Upper(A) =((H(A)/2)*(W(A)/2»-(N(A»; 
Lower(A) = 1 / (((abs((H(A)/2)*sin(theta»)-(N(A») + 
((abs((W(A)/2)*cos(theta»)-(N(A»»; 
% If the lower part of the equation is too great let it 
if Lower(A) > 10e20 
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A.4. Actual code 
Lower(A) o 
end 
R(A) (Upper (A) * Lower(A» ~ (1/(N(A»); 
yeA) = R(A)*sin(theta);% calculates y/l 
z(A) = R(A)*cos(theta) + Zo(A); % calculates z/l 
end 
end 
% arranges x/I coordinates in the same format as the y/l and z/l 
% coordinates 
x_plot = x_plot'; 
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A. A.4. Actual code 
%Name of Function: calcval.m 
%Prepared by: Vaneshen Naidoo 
%Purpose: To calculate the values of H,W,Zo,N 
%Parameters: cO,xinc 
%Return Value: value(H,W,Zo,N) 
%METHOD: 
%1. Inputs the coefficients and the x/l value 
%2. If C4 = 0 the output is = Cl 
%3. Otherwise if C8 = 0 then exclude the last term in the equation when 
%calculating the output. 
%4. Otherwise just use the equation provided to calculate the outputx 
function [value] calcval(co,xinc) 
if co(4) == 0 
value = co (1) ; 
else if co(8) == 0 
else 
end 
value = co(l) + co(2)*((abs(((xinc + co(3))/co(4))))-(co(5))); 
value co(6) + co(7)*((co(1) + co(2)*((abs(((xinc + 
co(3))/co(4))))-(co(5))))-(1/co(8))); 
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